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Hafele
Reassuring Expertise

 “For almost 10 decades, we’ve been helping people 
make more of their homes. 

Established in Germany, and now operating 

worldwide, we specialise in the fittings, hardware and 

systems that improve the way your home, works. So 

when you choose our products as part of your new or 

reformed home, you know you’re getting the benefit 

of extensive knowledge and decades of experience.

And we’re still a family business, owned and 

managed by family members who really care about 

the products and service we provide. You can rely 

on our commitment to the highest standards of 

quality and reliability, founded on a long tradition 

of German engineering where attention to detail is 

second nature.

All our home improvement ideas are built to last – 
day in, day out – we want you to get the very best 
from every corner of your home, for many years to 
come.”
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Hafele
Worldwide

With its origin in 1923 in a small town named 

‘Nagold’ from the Swabian region of Germany that 

nurses a passion for hardware technology, it is no 

surprise that Häfele has lived up to its roots through 

a successful presence in the architectural and 

furniture hardware industry for over 9 decades now. 

Today, Hafele’s worldwide penetration includes 38 

subsidiaries across Europe, America, Asia, Australia 

and New Zealand. With these subsidiaries and 

numerous other sales organisations, Häfele operates 

in over 150 countries. The Häfele headquarters, 4 

manufacturing units and 10 sales offices are located 

within Germany; while 1 manufacturing unit is located 

at Budapest, Hungary. The company also owns one 

of the largest and most sophisticated warehouses in 

its home country. The Häfele worldwide workforce is 

empowered by a base of over 8100 employees.

The group services over 150,000 customers across the 

globe through its extensive range of hardware products 

and a comprehensive logistics system. In addition to 

this, Häfele also provides consultative services to its 

customers, educating and advising them about buying 

the correct hardware as per their requirements. With 

this level of market penetration and ability to handle 

worldwide demand, it comes as no surprise that the 

company is an authority in the segment of home interior 

solutions; what is pleasantly surprising, though, is that 

in spite of its size, Häfele still remains a family owned 

and run business with a unique, friendly and value-

centric work culture which is strongly followed among 

all its subsidiaries.
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Hafele India is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Hafele Global 
network and has been operating in India since 2003 under the 
leadership of Mr. Jürgen Wolf (Managing Director). The ability of 
the company to understand the diverse Indian market has made 
it an authority in the field of architectural hardware, furniture 
and kitchen fittings and accessories. The company also has a 
strong presence in synergized product categories namely Home 
Appliances, Furniture Lighting, Water Solutions and Surfaces 
catering to the focused demand from these industries. 

The subsidiary has a strong nation-wide presence with offices in 
Mumbai, Pune, Ahmedabad, Bangalore, Chennai, Hyderabad, 
Delhi, Kolkata and Cochin. It has full-scale operations in Sri Lanka 
and Bangladesh with Regional offices and Design Showrooms in 
both the countries; and has also spread its operations to other 
regions of South Asia including Nepal, Bhutan and Maldives.

Hafele’s design showrooms are hubs of international home 
interior trends and cutting edge designs presented in a 
world-class environment, where customers can see home 
solutions in their inherent applications. These showrooms 
function as a one-stop-shop for all home interior and improvement 
needs - from providing in-depth technical advice to kitchen 
and wardrobe designing services through a team of experts 
stationed at the showroom. 

Hafele India services its customers with a base of over 1300 
employees, a well-networked Franchise base of over 190 shops 
along with over 500 direct dealers and 90+ distributors who in 
turn cater to over 8000 satellite dealers. The subsidiary has a 
sophisticated Logistics centre in Mumbai along with distribution 
centres in Delhi, Bangalore, Kolkata and Colombo respectively.
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Experience More with 

Our customers' working environment is becoming increasingly complex and their market is becoming ever more demanding. 
This drives our motivation to do everything in our power to help our customers be successful. And to demonstrate that Häfele 
is the right partner in these challenging times, we want to accompany our customers throughout their entire business process 
and give them added strength in every phase of their business. We don’t just want to sell our products, we also want to provide 
the highest level of service.

We have now divided our services into two categories: Standard Services which we provide to our customers as a matter of 
course when they choose our products. For example, a high availability of our goods and punctual delivery. And then there 
is Service+ which constitutes of services that give our customers considerable added value in terms of building expertise, 
increasing productivity or providing individual customised solutions. These services require a considerable amount of time and 
effort to develop and implement and are designed to enable our customers to regard them as worthwhile investments.

The aim is to create solid long-term foundations for our comprehensive service promise and to make Häfele an indispensable 
partner for our customers. The focus here lies not so much on us and on what we do – but rather, on the benefits derived by our 
customers.  We want to empower them with opportunities to develop and expand their skills – both as masters of their trade and 
as entrepreneurs. We want to support them in the planning and realisation of their projects and relieve them of as much work as 
possible, thereby providing them with a helping hand to use their most valuable resource – time – as efficiently as possible. And 
we aim to give our customers peace of mind and the assurance that even after the end of a successful project completion, we 
will continue to be there for them as a reliable partner, shouldering responsibility.
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Includes service offerings that provide inspiration 
and expertise to our customers about the Hafele 
product range. Through these, we enable our 
customers to use Hafele products profitably and 
at the same time remain at the cutting edge of 
technological development. One example of this 
is the Hafele Academy, which imparts knowledge 
about complex products and new technologies to 
our customers via seminars and trainings.
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From the very start Hafele has kept a strong focus on strengthening our overall service offering for the Appliances 
business. Over the years, we have appointed Service Franchisees across the country, in addition to our trained 
and certified team of in-house service engineers. Today, our service network includes a certified team of in-
house engineers along with over 105 service partners across the country housing 320+ service technicians 
who work tirelessly to meet every service request. Under the Service+ Assist initiative this team takes care of all 
post-purchase service requests from installation of appliances to conducting demonstrations as well as resolving 
complaints, if any. In addition to this, our Hafele Care App makes life easy for customers who can book services, 
raise inquiries or even get product information on the go.
 
As we continue to strengthen our service network to ensure easy and quick access to our different services, our 
on-going focus also remains to provide skilled and top of the line service to all customers through robust training 
of all our service franchisee engineers. A step was taken in this direction by deploying training centres across 
the country for a nation-wide penetration. The Appliances Training Centres provide state of the art technical 
trainings to all service franchisee personnel associated with Hafele, thereby strengthening our core objective 
under Service+ Knowledge of empowering our service network. Equipped with all types of Products to encourage 
practical training sessions, these centres will focus on enhancing the knowledge of service engineers through a 
realistic and tangible experience.

Service 
Partner Network 
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ASKO RANGE
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Combi Steam Ovens

Combi  Microwave Ovens / Microwave Ovens

OCS8687B 
Craft Range

Black Steel Combi Steam 
Oven, 60 cm / 73 litre

Article No.: 538.60.230

OCS8678G 
Elements Range 

Soft black glass with pearl 
effect Combi Steam 

Oven, 60 cm / 73 litre
Article No.: 538.60.030

OCSM8478G
Elements Range 

Soft black glass with pearl effect 
5-in-1 Combi Oven, 45 cm / 50 litre

Article No.: 538.60.270

Traditional Oven

OT8637S
Icon LED Range

Stainless steel Multifunctional 
Oven, 60 cm / 73 litre

Article No.: 538.60.310

5-in-1 Combi Steam 
Oven

OCM8478G 
Elements Range

Soft black glass with pearl effect 
Combi Microwave  Oven, 

45 cm / 50 litre
Article No.: 538.60.060

OCM8437S 
Icon LED Range

Stainless steel Combi 
Microwave Oven, 45 cm / 

50 litre
Article No.: 538.60.332

OM8487B 
Craft Range 

Black Steel Microwave Oven, 
45 cm / 50 litre

Article No.: 538.60.250

OM8334S 
Microwave Oven, 

39 cm / 22 litre
Article No.: 535.30.180

(till stock lasts)

OM8437S
Icon LED Range 

Stainless steel Microwave 
Oven, 45 cm / 50 litre

Article No.: 535.30.210

OCS8637S 
Icon LED Range

Stainless steel Combi Steam 
Oven, 60 cm / 73 litre

Article No.: 538.60.320

Speciality Ovens
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Warming Drawers

ODW8128G 
Elements Range

Soft black glass with pearl effect 
Warming Drawer, 14 cm
Article No.: 535.90.880

ODW8127B
Craft Range

Black Steel Warming Drawer, 14 cm
Article No.: 535.50.800

ODW8127S 
Craft Range

Stainless Steel Warming Drawer, 14 cm
Article No.: 533.54.820

ODV8128G
Elements Range

Black glass with pearl effect 
Vacuum Drawer, 14 cm
Article No.: 535.50.700

Vacuum Drawer

Coffee Machines

CM8478G
Elements Range

Black glass with pearl effect 
Integrated Coffee Machine, 45 cm

Article No.: 535.50.060

CM8477B
Craft Range

Black Steel Integrated Coffee 
Machine, 45 cm

Article No.: 535.50.070
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Gas Hobs

HG1145AB 
Elements Range

Black glass Gas Hob, 111 cm
Article No.: 533.04.539

HG1935AB 
Elements Range

Black Ceramic glass Gas Hob, 90 cm
Article No.: 538.60.519

HG1825AB
Elements Range

Black Ceramic glass Gas Hob, 80 cm
Article No.: 538.60.505

HG1986AB
Craft Range

Super Flex™ Wok Burner 
Graphite black Gas Hob, 90 cm

Article No.: 538.60.539

HG1666AB
Craft Range

Super Flex™ Wok Burner 
Graphite black Gas Hob, 60 cm

Article No.: 538.60.540

Induction Hobs

HI1355G
Elements Range

Black glass Induction Hob, 33 cm
Article No.: 533.04.511

HI1655G
Elements Range

Black glass Induction Hob, 64 cm
Article No.: 538.60.566

HG1365GB
Elements Range

Black glass Domino Gas 
Hob, 33 cm

Article No.: 533.04.551

HG1355GB
Elements Range

Black glass Domino Gas 
Hob, 33 cm

Article No.: 533.04.541

Combination Hob

HIG1995AB  
Black glass Gas / Induction 
Combination Hob, 90 cm
Article No.: 538.60.529
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Built-in Refrigerators

RFN31842i
Premium Plus

Built-in fridge / freezer, 178 cm
Article No.: 538.10.360

R31842i
Premium Plus

Built-in Fridge, 178 cm
Article No.: 538.10.350

FN31842i
Premium Plus

Built-in freezer, 178 cm
Article No.: 538.10.390

RFN31831i
Premium 

Built-in fridge/freezer, 178 cm
Article No.: 538.10.380

R31831i
Premium

Built-in fridge, 178 cm
Article No.: 538.10.370

R2282i
Premium

Built-under fridge, 82 cm
Article No.: 538.10.400

F2282i
Premium

Built-under freezer, 82 cm
Article No.: 538.10.410

RFN2826S
Professional Cooling Range

Built-in fridge / freezer, 200 cm
Article No.: 538.10.340

RWFN2826S
Professional Cooling Range
Wine Chiller/Freezer, 200 cm

Article No.: 538.10.330
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Dishwashers

DFI644B 
Integrated Dishwasher, XL 82 cm

Article No.: 535.20.560

Laundry

W2086C.W 
Freestanding Washing Machine, 8kg

 Article No.: 535.90.460

T208C.W 
Freestanding Dryer, 8kg
Article No.: 535.90.680

DC7784V
Drying Cabinet

Article No.: 533.94.889

HI1153W 
Hidden Helper- Pull-out Ironing board

Article No.: 562.62.760

Freestanding Wine Cabinet / Refrigerators

RFN23841B

Black Steel Freestanding  
Refrigerator, 185 cm

Article No.: 538.10.430

WCN311942G

Freestanding  Wine Climate 
Cabinet, 192 cm

Article No.: 538.10.420
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FALMEC HOODS
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LEVANTE 120
120 cm Suspended Hood

Article No.: 537.81.748

LIGHT 180
180 cm Suspended Hood
Article No.: 532.83.405

LIGHT 120 
120 cm Suspended Hood

Article No.: 537.81.737

NUVOLA 140
140 cm Ceiling Hood

Article No.: 537.81.688

STELLA 90 BLACK NRS
90 cm Celling Hood

Article No.: 537.81.673

ALBA 120
120 cm Ceiling Hood

Article No.: 537.81.423

DOWNDRAFT
90 cm Worktop Hood

Article No.: 537.81.643

Ceiling Hoods

Worktop Hood

NUVOLA 90
90 cm Ceiling Hood

Article No.: 537.81.683

NUBE 90
90 cm Ceiling Hood

Article No.: 537.81.753

SPAZIO
180 cm Suspended Hood

Article No.: 537.81.209

Suspended Hood

QUANTUM 
90 cm Hood in Hob

Article No.: 537.61.507

SPAZIO
130 cm Suspended Hood
Article No.: 532.83.120
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NRS LUMINA 90 
90 cm Island Hood Black Finish

Article No.: 537.81.603

Island Hoods

LUCE 90
90 cm Island Hood

Article No.: 537.81.653

LUMEN 120
120 cm Island Hood

Article No.: 537.81.118

NRS LUMINA 90 
90 cm Wall Mounted Hood 

Black Finish 
Article No.: 537.81.604  

LUCE 90
90 cm Wall Mounted Hood

Article No.: 537.81.313

VERSO 85/55
Wall Mounted Hood

Article No.: 537.81.613 (85 cm)
Article No.: 537.81.605 (55 cm)

LUMEN 120
120 cm Wall Mounted Hood

Article No.: 537.81.108

Wall Mounted Hood

PLANE BLACK NRS
90 cm Wall Mounted Hood 

Article No.:537.81.164

FLIPPER NRS
85 cm Wall Mounted Hood 

Article No.: 537.81.373

VERSO NRS
85 cm Wall Mounted Hood 

Article No.: 537.81.354

VIRGOLA PLUS 90
90 cm Built-in Hood

Article No.: 537.81.123

VIRGOLA PLUS 60
60 cm Built-In Hood

Article No.: 537.81.551

VIRGOLA PLUS 120
120 cm Built-in Hood

 Article No.: 537.81.128

Built-In Hoods

MOVE 120
120 cm Built-in Hood

Article No.: 537.81.368

MOVE 90
90 cm Built-in Hood

      Article No.: 537.81.173 

Bellaria 
E.ion®  Air Purifier

Article No.:  537.81.424

E.ion® Air Purification System

ELLE 180
180 cm Island Hood

Article No.: 537.81.669
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Long, dark winters with short eruptions of bright summer; nature is key, and 

our main source of  inspiration. It made us what we are – creatures yearning 

for warmth and light. It also made us aware of what we have – forests, 

mountains, plains, and archipelagos, landscapes and sea scapes with 

winding sharp shore lines in between, an  abundance of beauty. Function 

was always vital for survival as climate was harsh and resources were 

scarce. That is why, it seems, form and function are inseparable, and to the 

very core of Scandinavian design; it is what it is, purely practical and simply 

beautiful. ASKO is no exception.

ASKO
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The Scandinavian nature carries our idiom; grand in its simplicity; 

functional and presented in nature’s own colours. This is design that 

will last over time. This is ASKO. 
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Design - More Than 
Meets the Eye

ASKO Design Centre is a hub where we collect input from internal as well as external sources to meet 
our ambition to develop great appliances.

Beyond the logic and the interfaces, we want ASKO appliances to express our Scandinavian design 
values – through true materials and minimalistic design it refines your home, without taking over. We co-
design our products to make sure they support and enhance their environment. We want your kitchen 
experience to be less cluttered and more relaxing and enjoyable.

ASKO
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But, to us design is more than just appearance. 
It is also about user friendliness, function, 
quality and environment. By developing long 
lasting products, we contribute to a reduced 
environmental footprint and a low life cycle 

cost for our customers. Since our products 
last longer, we also provide them with a 
timeless design in order to last aesthetically. 
ASKO inspired by Scandinavia.
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Sometimes it feels like life goes in circles. We eat, sleep 

and work in a never-ending loop. Sometimes we might 

feel that we have too little time to spend with our loved 

ones and too much else to do.

At ASKO we want to create a great flow in your everyday 

life by designing a well-functioning kitchen circle. Smart 

and functional appliances that bring value and free up 

time for you to spend on activities that are more fun.

When you bring home fresh groceries, you need to 

put them in the fridge or freezer as soon as possible to 

maximise the freshness. ASKO Elements fridges and 

freezes are designed with different climate zones to make 

sure that each type of food can be stored in the best way.

When it is time for cooking our various design series, offer 

numerous possible combinations of ovens, microwave 

ovens, gas and induction hobs. In combination with 

effective hoods to take out the fumes, cooking will be as 

easy and fun as it should be.

At ASKO we are strong believers in the importance of a 

meal. The act of sitting down - on your own, just enjoying 

your own company or together with friends or family. After 

dinner, it is time for the oh-so-boring washing up. Or wait… 

This is where the spacious and quiet dishwasher comes 

into play. ASKO is known to have the largest dishwashers 

on the market and can fit taller glasses, larger plates and 

wider pans than anyone else can.

While the dishwasher quietly takes care of the dishes, 

you can relax with a freshly brewed cup of coffee. 

ASKO coffee machines are of high quality and can be 

programmed to remember your favourite brew. It is 

almost like having your own barista, right there in your 

kitchen.

The Idea of a Dinner
- or the never ending circle of a kitchen
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The refrigerator

Take the opportunity to enjoy a delicious cup of coffee while rewinding 
on the sofa. It might seem a luxury to have a built-in coffee machine, but 
we think everyone deserves to have one. Imagine the creamy caffè latte 
on a lazy Sunday morning or the Espresso after a Tuesday dinner. 

And then
coffeeReload and rewind. At 

ASKO it means that you 
reload the dishwasher 
and let it work while you 
rewind. The spacious 
and variable interior of 
our dishwashers absorbs 
all your plates, glasses 
and pans. Hide it behind 
kitchen cabinet doors or 
show it off as the precious 
help it is.

The dishes

In ASKO design series, you can 
choose between Combi Steam, 
Pyrolytic, Multifunctional, or 
Combi Microwavew ovens and of 
course the traditional microwave 
oven. How do you prefer to cook?

Do you like to wok or cook? ASKO 
offers both induction hobs and gas 
hobs. We have even developed a 
gas volcano burner, optimized for 
real wok cooking.

The oven The hob

Freestanding and visible like an 
island or built in and mysteriously 
hidden behind the kitchen cabinet 
door? Want to add a wine cooler? 
The interior is designed to take 
care of all your different food types 
regardless of which design series 
you prefer. The choice is yours.
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07.12 am Tuesday.
Breakfast. Hectic. Everyone is in a hurry. How can the fridge help?

Let us show you a few smart functionalities that we have developed to make your day start 
well. 

The Refrigerator

At breakfast time, the fridge is opened and closed 
repeatedly, allowing warm air to increase the temperature 
inside the fridge. ASKO refrigerators automatically lower the 
temperature just before periods of frequent opening. This little 
trick keeps your food fresh up to 20 per cent longer. 

Automatic Humidity Control is a smart membrane that keeps 
the perfect humidity level for your fruits and veggies at all 
times. Less waste and more taste!

When the door is open, the fridge and its content is exposed 
to warm air. When the door recloses the Cool Flow system 
makes sure that the inside-temperature is rapidly restored. 
Your food is preserved thanks to the continuous airflow that 
helps preventing it to dry out. First-day freshness for more 
than one day.

You know the stuff in the back of the shelf that you only find 
when cleaning out. Forget it. We want the food to be easily 
accessible, so we have designed the drawers of the Nordic 
Fresh+ fridges and freezers with smoothly sliding telescopic 
and soft closing rails. No more forgotten leftovers.

Different types of food need different storing conditions. 
Let the smart Dura Fresh™ system create the perfect 
microclimate for your meat, fish or vegetables so that it is still 
at its best when you want to cook it.

No doubt, that it is easier to find the right food in a freezer 
without ice covered walls. The ASKO No Frost function 
lets you make the most use of the space in your freezer. 
The automatic defrosting system saves you money since it 
requires less energy to keep your food frozen. Good for you – 
and for the environment.

Keeping food in room temperature is devastating for its 
freshness. Instead of taking out the whole package of ham, 
salami or cheese – why not prepare the breakfast tray? It is 
a nicely looking wooden tray, designed to fit your breakfast 
favourites.
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6.30 pm Friday.
Dinner party and the guests are about to arrive. The 
clever design of ASKO ovens gives you maximum 
space to cook a wonderful meal for all of your friends. 
Why not use the combi oven to steam the veggies and 

roast the chicken, while you get ready for the party?

The Oven

Have you too experienced unevenly oven-cooked food? 
We too. That is why ASKO has developed an intelligent 5 Air  
Flow system, which ensures an optimal circulation of heat or 
steam in your oven. The design, with four outlets and a fan, in 
combination with the vaulted ceiling helps spreading the warm 
air or stem evenly inside the oven. 

With your hands full of dishes, it might be hard to close an 
ordinary oven door gently. The Soft Close function has long-
lasting door dampers integrated in the chassis. Now, you can 
even shut the oven door with a gentle push without making 
noise or breaking the glass. 

When you feel like grilling an extra-large piece of meat, it might 
be nice to know that the ASKO oven grill racks are sturdy 
enough to coop. In addition, ASKO offers special racks of 4.4 
mm threads, designed for extra heavy loads. 

The ASKO combi steam ovens use the Pure Steam System to 
separate condensed water from steam, to prevent your food 
from boil instead of being steamed. The water re-circulates into 
the steaming process to reduce water consumption. 

Telescopic rails are always nice, but in the oven, they are 
magnificent. Some of them even lockable, they make it easy to 
take out the hot dishes and pots without the rails going forth 
and back. A slight push releases the lock and lets the rails slide 
back into the oven again. 

If you are as interested in design as we are, we think you like 
the side trims to cover gaps between the oven and the rest of 
the kitchen cabinets. You’ll find them on Elements ovens. The 
side trims are made of nice looking metal and offer a unique 
level of integration to make your kitchen shine.
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The risk of spilling over when using an induction hob is 
minimal since the magnetic field instantly adjusts the 
temperature. It only gets hot under the used pan and cools 
off immediately. It is thereby safer than conventional hobs, 
which is good for kitchen safety, especially if you have little 
helpers from time to time. The flat surface is easy to clean 
from residues and stains. 

The Auto Pan Detection recognizes which zone you have put 
the pan on and lights up the corresponding control. Just set 
the desired temperature, either manually or by using one of 
the automatic programs. If you lift the pan from the hob, the 
cooking zone will pause until the pan is put back. Efficient, 
safe, and energy saving. 

Sometimes you need to cook several dishes at the same 
time and it can be hard to remember how long to cook each 
dish. Your friendly ASKO induction hob reminds you when the 
different dishes are ready and pauses the timer if you lift the 
pan off the hob. It simply lets you focus on making the food 
taste good instead of keeping track of time. 

Use the Auto programs to keep the right temperature at all 
times. The six programs are developed to assist you when 
boiling, frying, simmering, grilling, stir-frying and keeping 
food warm. These programs ensure that you always cook at 
the right temperatures. 

The ASKO induction hobs can be installed with no gap or 
trimmings to the counter top, the so-called Flush installation, 
which gives an exclusive and elegant look to the kitchen.

 4.30 pm Monday.
Just home from work and the kids need food before football practice. With the ASKO induction 
hob, you will have the pasta water boiling in no time. Smart features like automatic programs, 
digital timer, bridge zones, pause function and flat surfaces turns both you and your kids to 

winners. 

The Induction Hob
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ASKO has designed a highly efficient and fully adjustable 
compact burner. The A+ burner with its angled burner 
ports is a precision tool for cooking. Designed to provide 
the shortest distance between the flame and the pan it 
distributes the heat effrective without unnecessary heat 
loss. The one piece, high quality enamel and ceramic 
surfaces makes the ASKO gas hobs extremely durable and 
easy to clean. 

The compact and durable A+ Hybrid is equipped with 
a dual-air inlet to the burners to ensure highest efficiency 
even if one inlet clogs. The energy is directly transferred to 
the pan via the precision-engineered flame ports. The one-
piece solid cast-iron burner with durable coating is easy to 
remove and to clean. Ignition is placed under the burner 
cap to reduce risk of soiling and damage.

With the Super Flex Wok Burner you easily shift between 
the very low simmer setting to the high power levels 
for woking. The flames are directed upwards for best 
efficiency and the smaller diameter makes the heat stay 
under the pan, instead of heating the sides. Wok, simmer, 
fry, grill or boil - this is the ultimate choice.

The Fusion Volcano Burner is designed for powerful real 
asian woking. The powerful, concentrated flame uses up 
to 50% less gas and is the most effective wok burner on 
the market. It reaches high temperatures fast and retains 
the heat when the cold ingredients are added. Along with 
the easy-to-clean burner parts, it is safe to say that it is the 
chefs’ natural favourite.

 11.20 am Sunday.
Parents are coming over for brunch. Why not treat them with a nice 
wok dish right off your ASKO gas hob? The efficient Fusion Volcano 
Wok burner helps you to fry the Asian way as well as keeping the 

food warm while you serve the drinks.

The Gas Hob
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Oh, you know. One zone is too small while the other one is too big 
for the pan you use. With the Real/Auto Bridge™ zones that is a 
problem in the past. This innovative and flexible solution gives you 
numerous sizes of cooking zones to choose from, optimizing your 
cooking space. You easily connect two zones to make a bigger 
one, without any cold spots in between.

When you use several pots and pans at the same time, the 
cooking area is easily jammed. To allow pans enough space, we 
decided to maximize the distance between the zones and the 
gas burners. There are also extra sturdy pan supports for the gas 
burner, to make cooking safer. Moreover, of course all knobs are 
well in reach for best ergonomics. 

As one of very few manufacturers, we offer a wok burner fully 
controlled by a touch control. This offers you opportunities to 
reuse exactly the same gas settings from time to time. We have 
also designed four very useful automatic functions for the wok 
burner: woking, frying, large frying and simmering.  

Ding-dong. The doorbell typically rings whenever you are 
cooking. No problem. Just press the pause button that lowers the 
temperature on all active zones while you are away. Just press the 
button again when you are back, and the cooking resumes.

7.30 pm Saturday.
Just home from the late movie show, hungry as a bear. Turn on the induction cooking area to 
boil some pasta while you fry some veggies on the gas hob right next to the induction area. The 
combination of gas and induction, as well as the flexible size of the induction zone allows you to 

create delicious meals for all occasions.

The Combined Hob
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7.30 pm Wednesday.
Time to help the kids with their homework at the kitchen table. 
Good thing that the FALMEC hood has removed all the smell from 
the dinner you just had. When there are more fumes, you just let 

the hood work a little longer. It turns itself off if you set the timer.

The Hood

Solutions for a new quality of life. A company that, 
throughout the years has become increasingly important 
and well-known in the world of kitchen aspiration systems. 
A technological and design evolution that lengths across 
decades and transforms new needs and lifestyles into 
concrete solutions that can improve the time spent at home.

Falmec style: A perfect balance between aesthetic and 
function. The company has been able to develop a real 
stylistic identity for many years balancing elegance, 
attention to details and ergonomics, without renouncing to 
functionality. 

Thanks to research and collaboration with leading 
designers, Falmec gives life to a variety of products 
designed to interact at best in the most various stylistic 
contexts and offers the ideal solution for every environment, 
taste and desire.

Constructive excellence. Falmec projects come into 
existence within a completely integrated and full quality 
cycle: from the initial concept to the choice of materials, 
up to the final product. A constant search for perfection in 
every production a phase that today leads Falmec to be the 
qualitative reference in the world of extractor hoods.

The real “Made in Italy”. Each Falmec product is designed, 
developed and made entirely in Vittorio Veneto, near 
Venice. In this area is known as “inox valley”, the craft 
tradition has evolved over the centuries. It Led to the 
creation is one of the most important Italian industrial 
districts for steel processing. In Falmec the the expertise 
of raw materials merges with unique human abilities 
and advanced industrial processes. A shared product 
culture, that is expressed in an amazing balance between 
creativeness and concreteness, to give life to excellent 
achievements in which every detail counts.
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In Italy, the perfect Espresso has a compact 3-4 mm layer 
of nut coloured crema and a nicely roasted aroma. As 
Espresso is the base of many other coffee drinks, nothing 
but the right thing is accepted in an ASKO coffee machine. 
They are designed to create a perfectly brewed Espresso 
that brings Italy to you.

The ASKO Elements coffee machine uses a full-colour TFT 
display to help you use the machine to its full potential. 
With good contrast of colours and images, the flicker free 
display will guide you to the right choices without eyestrain. 
The display is also low on energy consumption – as the rest 
of the coffee machine’s features.

There will always be coffee residues in a coffee machine, 
but thanks to the ASKO Tubeless System the residual 
is minimized to as little as 3 gram. Other machines on 
the market can hold up to 12 grams. By the way, it takes 
between 6 and 10 grams of coffee powder to brew a single 
coffee.

The ASKO Thermal Milk Container keeps the milk cold 
as coming from the fridge even after 60 minutes in room 
temperature. The container also includes the Advanced 
Milk Froth Generator that creates perfect milk froth with 
micro bubbles for your cappuccino. Both are easy to clean 
with the Auto Cleaning System.

To create a good coffee drink it is important to pay just 
as much attention to the milk froth as to the coffee itself. 
The microbubbles generated by the perfectly tempered 
milk gives the froth its characteristic crema. In the ASKO 
Elements coffee machine you can choose between two 
froth levels to design.

The Coffee Machine
08.15 am Sunday morning

and the house is quiet. Tell the built-in-barista which coffee drink 
you would like. Thanks to the many pre-programmed recipes, 
you do not have to repeat yourself unless you wish to. Pick up the 

newspaper and bring your coffee to the sofa. Enjoy.
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High quality is part of ASKO’s soul. That is why we manufacture 
the better part of our dishwashers’ components of high-quality 
steel instead of plastic. This includes for example the container, 
loading racks, spray pipes and arms, strainers, outer base, feet 
and heating element. We simply want your dishwasher to last 
for as long as you like to have it. 

What would you call a system that cleans the fine particle 
filter and all interior surfaces after pre-washing and rinsing? A 
system that lets the main wash start with rinsed dishes, a clean 
machine, an empty filter and clean water? We call it Super 
Cleaning System – SCS+ – or simply our smartest invention. So 
far. 

ASKO’s Turbo Drying™ system evacuates the moist air from the 
inside to a channel where it condensates to water and is guided 
back to the bottom well. The result is completely dry dishes. 
The good news is that this feature also is available for fully 
integrated machines, which is quite uncommon on the market. 
You will never have to dry the dishes again.

Our XXL dishwashers have the largest capacity on the market. 
The internal loading height of 58 cm makes room for larger 
plates and taller glasses. It also means you can load 40% more 
compared to a standard dishwasher. The smart four level rack 
system with the unique middle rack brings endless possibilities 
to wash all the dishes at one go.

5.30 pm Thursday.
The kids have organized their own evening meal when you 
had to work late. Great, but oh dear what a state in the kitchen. 
Thankfully, you have the spacious ASKO dishwasher that easily 
fits all the pots, pans, plates and glasses the kids used. Let the 

machine work while you enjoy a meal of your own. 

The Dishwasher
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We think it is important to have a kitchen that matches your personality and way of living. ASKO 
design series offer a wide range of products, all designed to create your perfect home. Regardless 
of which series you choose, the design is timeless yet trendy, to keep that feeling of novelty in your 
kitchen for a long time. 

ASKO
design ranges
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This design range is our tribute to the Scandinavian 
history of craftmanship, design and inventions. Details 
are passionately taken care of to create a solid and 
seamless kitchen experience. This is Craft by ASKO. 

Craft Black Steel

Elements
Scandinavia’s geology is featured by the mysterious, 
exclusive look that appears to be black, shifting to brown 
or grey thanks to its dual layer of surface coating. It 
is refined, yet simple. It is pure and down to earth. It is 
Elements by ASKO. 

Icon LED
Do you dream of having your own professional kitchen? Then you 
should meet the Icon LED design range. The stylish stainless steel 
look featuring large clear doors for maximum view will make you 
look like a pro even before you start cooking. The many features 
and high quality details such as robust steel handles and high-
quality enamel in the ovens will make you a true kitchen pro.
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ELEMENTS
Elements by ASKO is a unique combination of state-of-the-art 
technology and amazing design. In this series, Scandinavia’s 
geology is featured by the mysterious, exclusive black pearl 
glass surface, created by a layer of small steel particles that 
make the colour shift depending on the ambient light.

The brushed steel handles are elegant and the matching side 
trimmings make sure all units align perfectly in your kitchen. 
All displays and controls are digital and easy to use. The 
appliances are packed with smart functionalities to make you 
the kitchen star.

ASKO ELEMENTS RANGE

Built-in Ovens and Microwave

Built-in Drawers

Built-in Coffee Machine 

Built-in Fusion Volcano Wok™ Gas Hobs

Built-in Inductions

Built-in Refrigerators
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The Elements of Design
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The Elements of Design
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Jon Carlehed, Head of Design at Asko Appliances.

“The Elements by ASKO range is 
refined yet simple, it is clean, and it 
is down to earth.”

Elements by ASKO is the result 
of state-of-the-art technology 
and functionality combined with 
amazing yet clean design. 

The Elements by ASKO range features a 
unique combination of black pearl glass with a 
background surface consisting of small stain less 
steel particles. It gives the impression of black but, 
depending on the surroundings, it also appears 
to be brown or graphite grey, thus reflecting the 
geology of Scandinavia. 

The same black is available on the hobs. 
Moreover, the brushed metal edges of the ovens 
make this a solid piece for built-in purposes 
and match the clean cut edges of the gas and 
induction hobs.

The design of the Elements by ASKO range 
once again emphasises our Scandinavian roots. It 
is refined yet simple, it is pure, and it is down to 
earth.
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OVENS
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Cooking with the right touch

There are few things in life that compare to sharing a beautiful meal with the 
people you love. The Elements by ASKO ovens are packed with intelligent 
features that take all the guesswork out of cooking, you will be creating 
delicious meals from day one. Whether it’s a family feast or a delicious 
gourmet snack, the Elements by ASKO ovens will complement your passion 
for great cooking and help make every moment in the kitchen to joyful 
moments.
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If you need coaching in your cooking, then select any of the up to 
160 auto programs in the Elements by ASKO ovens. You simply 
select a dish from a list of pre-programmed dishes and then adjust 
weight and intensity if necessary.

The Elements by ASKO ovens come with a unique interaction philosophy based on a TFT touchscreen with the most 
frequently used functions immediately accessible. The interface is easy and engaging to use and will encourage you to 
explore all features and functions of the oven. This oven is the smart way to enhance your cooking.

Stage cooking allows you to combine up to three functions in one 
cooking process. Select different functions and settings to compose 
the cooking process of your preference.

The colour-coded and informative status screens provide immediate 
feedback in both text and graphics on current and selected 
temperature, duration and oven mode.

The interface is packed with useful information that encourages you 
to explore the full functionality of the Elements by ASKO ovens.
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The 60 cm ovens are extra large with a capacity of 
up to 73 litres and possibility to bake on five levels 
simultaneously. This saves time, money and the 
planet because you use electricity more efficiently.
 
The same applies to the combination oven that 
can hold a full 50 litres and with which you can 
bake on three levels simultaneously. One of the 
largest 45 cm ovens on the market.

All ASKO ovens feature an interior cavity based on 
 generations of wood fire ovens. The shape of our ovens, 
with a vaulted ceiling and completely flat backside and 
door, allows for a more even circulation of hot air. 

To further enhance the distribution effect, both the  cavity 
and the trays are covered with high-quality enamel that 
effectively absorbs and reflects heat. Resulting in perfect 
cooking every time.

ASKO vaulted precision cooking

Multifunctional Ovens

Ovens with extra large capacity
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We have fitted our ovens with extra sensitive gauges that continuously measure and correct the heat in the oven cavity and/or the 
food itself. The temperature is thus kept on an even level throughout the cycle. The display shows the set  temperature as well 
as the actual temperature in the cavity. For optimum  accuracy, use the built-in meat probe. Insert the probe into the meat and 
set the desired core  temperature. When the temperature is reached, a signal sounds and the oven turns itself off.

Pro roast mode

Add your favourites

First the meat is sealed at a high temperature by means 
of hot air and the top heating element. Then the dish is 
slowly cooked at a low, preset temperature, with the top 
and bottom heating elements. Also creates a delicious 
crispy crust on meat, poultry and fish.

Add any of the most frequently used programmes and 
settings to the favourites menu. You can add any of your 
previous cooking combinations and use them every time 
you cook that favourite dish of yours.

A function for every need
The ovens in the Elements by ASKO range offers a wide 
range of functions that allows you to use the different 
heaters, the fan and the steam function in different 
combinations to make the best of every meal you are 
preparing. The functions can even be combined in the 
one and same oven cycle to make the final result even 
more perfect. 

Dealing with hot oven dishes that are large and heavy 
can be cumbersome and risky. That´s when the easy 
gliding telescopic guides with automatic locking 
function will come in handy. They make it convenient 
and safe to load and unload the oven, no matter how 
heavy and hot your dishes are.

Everyday ergonomics and safety

The oven doors are constructed for maximum safety 
with up to four high-quality safety glasses and three 
heat-reflecting layers. Together with the cooling 
fan they ensure that the outside of the oven door is 
kept at normal room temperature even if the inside 
temperature is 240 °C. For safety and convenience 
we have also fitted the door hinges with  integrated 
dampers that enable soft closing and opening. 

Ultra cool doors with soft opening
and closing

Stage Cooking

Depending on the oven model, the stage cooking 
function lets you set a series of up to three different 
cooking modes one after another. Select the different 
modes and settings to make the program of your choice. 
A feature that allows you to experience the power of 
combined cooking. 
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Cooking with steam
Steam is used daily by professional chefs to bring out 
more flavour from the food and to create delicious crispy 
crusts on bread and pastries. Cooking with steam is 
gentle on food and preserves vitamins and nutrients 
better than traditional boiling. Healthy and natural, steam 
cooking preserves the full flavour of foods. 

This cooking  method releases no odours and there is no 
need to add salt to the water or to add herbs and  spices. 
With our combination steam ovens you can combine 
 traditional convection with steam in a single cooking 
 programme or simply use just hot air or steam.

Preserves the natural flavors

Bring out new flavours by using steam in combination with 
hot air or cook truly healthy food using steam alone. This 
will preserve all of the mineral salts and flavour within the 
food while retaining its colour and texture. Meat, fish and 
vegetables can be cooked simultaneously: just set the 
time according to the food that requires the most time to 
cook and there is no risk of overcooking.

This mode is used to gently reheat previously cooked 
dishes.  The use of steam means there is no loss of  quality. 
Taste and texture are preserved as though the dish is 
freshly cooked. This function is suitable for most dishes. 
Several dishes can be regenerated simultaneously.

Regenerate

Only pure steam
Our combi steam ovens have a unique steam generation 
system that creates nothing more than pure steam. This is 
possible thanks to the flow meter, which ensures that the 
correct amount of water is used, and the separator, where 
the pure steam and condensed water are separated. 
Condensed steam falls to the bottom of the oven where it 
is heated and becomes new steam. This ensures that your 
food just gets steamed and not boiled.

Steam assisted cooking
With the Combi steam functions the steam is sprayed into 
the oven cavity at regular intervals. Using a combination 
of steam and convection is a good way to improve heat 
transfer while also browning the food. Steam makes 
the heating more efficient and prevents dehydration of 
the food, providing more succulent foods. Useful when 
cooking meat and chicken, for example.
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Combi Microwave

With our combined microwave oven you have all the flexibility of combination cooking. It 
offers four different cooking methods: microwave, fan-forced convection cooking, grilling 
and combined traditional oven cooking with the aid of microwaves. In the same cooking 
programme you can defrost, switch to traditional convection and finish with a short grill. 

The power of combination
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Warming Drawer

Extend the combination possibilities even more with a Elements 

by ASKO warming drawer that you can use to either heat plates 

and cups or slow cook food.

Warming drawer
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The Sous-vide cooking technique involves sealing food 
in special vacuum bags and then cook it in steam at 
temperatures between 40 and 100°C. Thanks to the completely 
sealed bag natural flavors, color and texture are preserved, as 
well as all the essential vitamins and minerals. Food cooked in 
vacuum packaging also needs significantly less salt than food 
cooked in the traditional way.

The Elements by ASKO vacuum drawer provides a unique 
possibility to introduce advanced cooking in your own 
home. The 14 cm high drawer is co-designed and prepared 
for installation together with both the 45 and 60 cm combi 
steamers in the same range. The drawer can be used for 
preparing food for Sous-vide cooking but also for storing, 
packing or portion food. 

Sous-vide and vacuum technique Elements by ASKO vacuum drawer

Vacuum Drawer
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With a user-friendly touch control interface you 
can choose between three different vacuum levels 
depending on sensitiveness of the food. For example, 
meat needs a higher vacuum level of cooking effect to 
be optimal. Fruit however need a lower vacuum level 
to not be damaged by the high negative air pressure. 

Installed right under your oven and with a convenient 
push-to-open mechanism makes your Elements 
by ASKO vacuum drawer very accessible. You 
can choose from three levels of seals for different 
thicknesses of plastic bags.
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Vacuum sealing prevents oxidisation 
and the microorganisms responsible 
for the fermentation process that 
breaks down and contaminates 
foods. This process makes it possible 
to preserve food quality for longer, 
allowing foods to keep 3 to 5 times 
longer than under normal conditions. 
In addition, vacuum sealing offers the 
ideal conditions for sous vide cooking 
in an ASKO steam oven. As needed, 
three vacuum and sealing levels are 
available:

3 vacuum levels 3 sealing levels

Level 3: 99% vacuum
(approximately 10 mbar)
Good for hard products (meat, hard 
vegetables such as carrots, hard 
cheese).

Level 2: 95% vacuum
(approximately 50 mbar)
Good for moist products (liquids, fish, 
cooked dishes).

Level 1: 75% vacuum
(approximately 500 mbar)
Good for fragile products (bread, soft 
fruits/vegetables).

Level 3: sealing duration of 7 seconds. 
Good for sous vide cooking, freezing 
and conservation (meat, solid foods, 
hard cheeses).

Level 2: sealing duration of 5 seconds.
Good for marinades, sous vide 
cooking and freezing (foods sensitive 
to pressure, such as fish fillets, 
sauces).

Level 1: sealing duration of 3 seconds.
Good for packaging, portioning and 
conservation (foods that are very 
sensitive to pressure, such as salad, 
berries, jars that have already been 
opened, external recipients).
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Food preparation (portioning, 
marinating, placing in bags)1 Sous vide packaging (select the 

vacuum and seal level of the 
food bags)

2 Low-temperature cooking with 
the sous vide function in ASKO 
steam ovens

3

Prepare your sous vide cooking with ASKO

This cooking technique, once created 
for commercial kitchens in Sweden 
and further developed in the kitchens 
of Michelin-starred restaurants, means 
that you place the ingredients in 
vacuum sealed bags and then cooking 
them in a steam oven slowly and at a 
very precise low temperature. It is 
also an ideal method for conserving 
and packaging foods that are whole 
or in portions, without losing flavour or 
drying them out.

The advantages of this technique are 
undeniable: gentle cooking process, 
consistency, maximum juiciness and 
almost no weight loss.

ASKO’s sous vide drawer offers you the chance to experience steam cooking in a new 
way

Sous vide
Traditional Cooking
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COFFEE MACHINE
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Quality is the hallmark of Scandinavian design – and that of 
ASKO. With our roots in Scandinavia, our fundamental idea is to 
design products that make your everyday life easier. We do this 
by means of low key, minimalistic design, user-friendly interfaces 
and trouble-free products. We truly believe that our high-quality, 
carefully crafted products have a place in every conscious and 
contemporary home. 
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Elements by ASKO is a unique combination of state-of-the-
art technology and amazing design. 

In chemistry, the four elements refer to the pure substances 
that cannot be divided and that comprise our universe – fire, 
air, water and earth. 

In the Elements by ASKO range, Scandinavias geology 
inspired us with a by a unique combination of black pearl 
glass with a background surface of small stainless steel 
particles. It gives the impression of black, but, depending on 
the surroundings, it can also appear to be brown or graphite 
grey. The stylish brushed metal edges add an extra-solid 
look to your coffee machine.
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Imagine having your own barista right there in your own kitchen, making 

your perfect cup of coffee at any time you like and as often as you like. 

Sounds like a dream, doesn’t it? 

Professional baristas demand perfection in each detail when making 

coffee. Dosage, grinding, brewing pressure and temperature are 

parameters that need to be exact to make that perfect cup of coffee. 

With the Elements coffee machine we have transformed the barista's 

expertise into techniques and algorithms, all designed to brew the 

perfect coffee for you. It is just like a dream come true. 

A true barista always takes great care to keep their equipment clean. 

The design of the Elements coffee machine minimises the residual 

coffee inside the machine and improves the taste of your freshly 

brewed coffee. 

It is easy to pull out the coffee machine to access the bean and 

coffee powder compartments and the milk jug, as well as the cleverly 

designed cup shelf on the side of the machine. All parts that come 

in contact with coffee beans, coffee powder or milk are easy to 

dismantle and clean. There is also an automatic cleaning program to 

make your daily coffee taste even better.

However, good taste is characterised not only by what it delivers 

but also by its exterior. The Elements coffee machine is perfectly co-

designed with the other products in the Elements range and is nicely 

integrated with both the 45 and 60 cm ovens. 

The Elements coffee machine is the smart way to explore new coffee 

types or simply enjoy the same perfect coffee day after day. And 

the best thing is that you don´t need to know anything about making 

coffee – only what you are craving for.

Let the Elements 
coffee machine be 
your own barista

Our Elements Coffee Machine, 
CM8478G is awarded with tthe Red 
Dot award for high design, quality, 
expressing, innovation in form and 
function in an exemplary manner.
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Single espresso
This authentic Italian espresso comes 
with a 3-4 mm layer of crema and and 
a full-bodied aroma. This is the natural 
choice to kick-start your morning or to 
finish a dinner. 

Double espresso
Like a Single espresso but with more 
coffee powder to bring that extra energy 
to a gloomy Monday morning or just to 
make the good taste last a little longer.

Single coffee
The international version of the Italian 
espresso: lighter, with a balanced taste 
and a thin layer of crema.

Single long 
This is a special coffee recipe made 
with a low brewing pressure to achieve 
a delicate flavour and taste. This is the 
recipe of choice for the filter coffee 
lovers. Perfect for your coffee to-go!

Cappuccino
One of the most loved and well-
known recipes is this Single espresso 
shot with with equal parts coffee and 
hot milk, topped with a maximum 
amount of soft milk foam. Perfect for a 
gentle Sunday breakfast in bed.

Single doppio+ 
For the real coffee lover we recommend 
this recipe with more than a double 
espresso made with an extra quantity of 
coffee powder and a deep pre-infusion 
for extra aroma and energy. 

Baristaguide
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Baristaguide

Espresso macchiato
Single espresso shot with a dash of hot 
milk topped with foam. This is the drink 
for those who generallythink an espresso 
is too strong and a cappuccino is too big. 
The best of two worlds. 

Latte macchiato
Single espresso shot with up to 220 ml 
hot milk topped with medium level of 
foam. Watch the layers as they slowly 
blend. Why not treat yourself after 
exercising or a hard day at work?

Caffe latte
Possibly the most well-known and 
popular coffee drink is made from a 
single shot of espresso and is mixed 
with 3 times the quantity of hot milk, 
topped with a thin layer of foam. 

Hot milk
Not a coffee lover yet? Get lovely 
hot, snow-white milk with the desired 
amount of foam to make your hot 
chocolate or chai latte.

Hot water
Roughly 150 ml hot water at 90°C
for those who love something 
else than coffee. 

Cappuccino+
Creamy cappuccino made with an 
extra shot of doppio+ coffee powder 
for extra aroma and energy, getting you 
ready for the day ahead. 
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Espresso is not only the favourite coffee drink in Italy, it is 
also the basis for all coffee drinks with milk, such as the 
world-famous cappuccino and caffe latte. The perfect Italian 
espresso comes with a thick and nut-coloured crema on top, 
accompanied by a roasted aroma and a taste that lingers. The 
Elements coffee machine is designed to make your espresso 
just like that, every time. Regardless of whether you want to 
drink it as it is or make yourself a smooth caffe latte. 

It all starts with 
an espresso
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The inside of our coffee 
machine is filled with tradition

In Italy, coffee drinking is almost like a science and there 
are codes for when and how to drink every type of coffee. 
In the rest of the world we have come to love the Italian 
coffee, even though we might not be as strict on the 
whens and the wheres. Nevertheless, there are some 
underlying theory that we at ASKO have taken to heart 
when developing our Elements coffee machine.
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A fresh cup of coffee should be just 
that
 
Coffee residue inside the grinder can add a rancid taste 
to your freshly made coffee. There will always be some 
residual coffee left in the grinder but the amount varies 
greatly depending on which machine you use. In the 
Elements coffee machine the residual amount is as little 
as 3 grams. Other machines on the market hold up to 12 
grams.

The Elements coffee machine automatically adjusts 
the grinding size of the beans depending on the type 
of drink you have selected. But as the roast and type of 
beans varies you might want to fine-tune the grinding 
level manually to one of the 13 available steps.

Humans are different. So too are 
coffee beans

 
 
The Elements coffee machine uses a high quality conical 
burr grinder, which crushes the beans into the same 
granulate size. This helps to release the aroma from 
each coffee grain to extract the full range of flavours from 
the beans. Watch out for coffee machines with blade 
grinders, which cut the beans into powder with less 
consistency in the granulate as a result. 

Beans should be ground, not cut

 
The Elements coffee machine bean container comes 
with an air-tight lid to help preserve the freshness of the 
beans. The container is large enough to avoid constant 
refilling, yet small enough to keep the beans fresh for as 
long as they last.

Coffee beans should be fresh
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When using vegan alternatives, such as soy, almond, coconut 
or oat-based milk substitutes, please keep in mind that these 
alternatives behave differently to cow’s milk when it comes to 
temperature and handling. Basically, it is easier to create foam 
and latte art when using a drink containing more proteins, since 
these help to hold the microbubbles together. 

The Elements coffee machine uses the patented Latte Crema 
System, with the unique Perfect Milk Froth Generator creating the 
necessary microbubbles. 

The milk container has thermal properties 
and keeps the milk cold for up to an hour at 
normal room temperature. It is also designed to 
fit conveniently into your fridge when you are not 
using it.
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Create 
the perfect 
milk froth

Most of our beloved coffee drinks consist of 
the basic espresso combined with different 
amounts of milk and froth. So, how do you 
get that perfect thick and creamy froth? 
Well, it all starts with fresh cold milk. You 
can of course, select the type of milk, or milk 
substitute, you like for your coffee drinks, 
but the general rule is that a fattier milk 
gives a more dense foam that lasts longer 
than a less fatty milk drink. The fat in the milk 
also helps to carry the taste of the coffee.

The foam itself is made from tiny air bubbles 
that form when steam is added to the cold 
milk. The goal is to get as tiny bubbles 
as possible in order to get a steady, yet 
smooth, body of froth. A perfect froth has 
a temperature of 60-65 degrees Celsius 
if it gets any warmer the milk will start to 
behave, smell and taste differently. The 
microbubble foam should be soft and shiny, 
and look more like ordinary milk than hard, 
dry froth.
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Full colour touch display
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My coffee profile setting

Direct selection

Guest function

Settings for fine tuning 
your coffee

Custom mode

By selecting the menu ”My coffee-
menu” you can customize your version 
of the perfect cup of coffee. This 
way, you’ll have direct access to your 
favourite coffee drink. Simply set the 
strength and volume of coffee; if you 
like to, you can also adjust the amount 
of milk and set the froth you desire. 
This is a perfect feature for families 
with different personal favourites, or if 
you want to save several choices for 
your own use.

The fastest and easiest choice is to 
choose one of the 12 pre-programmed 
coffee types with our special ASKO 
recipes. Just tap on the desired 
symbol on the screen and the brewing 
starts immediately. Real coffee 
instantly. Enjoy!

The “Guest” function is a temporary 
user profile designed to save time 
when serving many cups of the same 
coffee drink, let’s say after a dinner 
party. Select the type of coffee you 
wish to serve, adjust strength and 
volume and tap “Save”. The Elements 
coffee machine is now ready to serve 
the same recipe to all your friends.

In the “Settings” menu you can adjust 
almost twenty different parameters 
such as coffee temperature, auto-start 
and auto-stop, display background 
colour, water hardness level, descaling 
schemes and energy saving mode. 

“Custom mode” is for those who 
want to have a perfect coffee drink 
according to your own specifications. 
Select a predefined coffee drink 
of your choice, then adjust aroma, 
strength and volume. There! The 
perfect recipe for your favourite coffee 
drink is ready to enjoy.
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Perfectly prepared espresso
Coffee is considered one of the most aromatic foods in existence because it contains more than 800 different 

aromatic compounds. Nature has delivered it in the perfect package for conserving all of its taste: coffee beans. 

ASKO coffee mAakers use freshly ground beans every time you make a cup of coffee. The fresh powder is 

perfectly compressed in the percolation unit and extraction takes place under ideal conditions.

ASKO coffee makers come with double heaters that heat water very quickly and guarantees a constant and ideal 

water temperature for perfectly prepared espresso.

Just by pressing a button, you can enjoy and choose from up to twelve different types of coffee depending on your 

personal preferences.
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The five essential elements of a 
perfect coffee

Minimum 
residual 
coffee Grinding

Pressure

Temperature

Pre-infusion
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Low-pressure pre-
infusion:
Moistens the coffee 
uniformly to allow aromas 
to come out during infusion.

Balanced soft and creamy 
extraction producing a 
thick, caramelised foam.

Without pre-infusion:
The water goes around 
the grind and there is not 
enough time for the aromas 
to infuse the water.

Extraction of water with a 
flavourless taste producing 
a pale, whitish cream.

Creamy froth with 
micro-bubbles

Pre-infusion
Pre-infusion prepares the coffee 

powder before final extraction at a 

lower pressure than during the final 

extraction phase, hot water is infused 

to the coffee powder.

The goal of pre-infusion is to saturate 

the coffee with hot water so that it 

offers more resistance during the final 

extraction phase. By doing so, the 

best of the 800 aromatic compounds 

present in roasted coffee are extracted.

1.  Steam comes from the steamer.

2.  The steam heats the milk to 

approximately 60 °C and moves 

quickly enough for the air to 

penetrate the milk, creating 

microbubbles.

3.  As a result, the milk transforms into 

a delicious, thick and creamy foam.
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Good coffee requires 
cleanliness

As we wanted to create a minimalistic design for our new coffee machine, 
we put most of the parts behind the front cover. But, as a clean coffee 
machine is the key factor for delicious coffee, we also wanted to make the 
interior parts easily accessible.
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Good coffee requires cleanliness

As we wanted to create a minimalistic design for our new coffee 
machine, we put most of the parts behind the front cover. But, 
as a clean coffee machine is the key factor for delicious coffee, 
we also wanted to make the interior parts easily accessible. 

Dishwasher-safe milk container 

As always, keeping the gear clean is essential for making good 
-tasting coffee drinks. The milk container is easy to clean, and the 
inside part is dishwasher-safe. 

 
 
The drip tray is wide with room for several cups of coffee and 
prevents any spill from getting on your floor or mat. It is just as easy 
to remove as the other parts of the Elements coffee machine. 

Wide drip tray

 

 

The brewing unit is one of the most important parts to keep clean. 

You release it by pressing the two red grips with one hand. Take 

to the sink and rinse it, replace it in the machine – and you are 

done. Cleaning doesn’t get much easier than this. 

Easy-clean brewing unit

 
 
The automatic cleaning program uses steam to clean out 
the tubes and the Perfect Milk Froth Generator. We strongly 
recommend using this program after every use to to ensure 
the continued top-level performance of the machine. The milk 
container has an automatic cleaning program to get rid of all milk 
residuals in the hoses and other parts. We recommend running it 
after each use to ensure the best performance. 

Automatic cleaning with steam
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HOBS
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Fusion Volcano Wok burner

Frying ring

Brass wok ring

Burner bracket

Burner dish

Injector bracket

Flame line
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The Fusion Volcano Wok™ burner is different to most wok burners. 
It generates a vast amount of heat and effectively directs it to the 
base of the pan, rather than around the sides. It also maintains 
a high temperature even when you add more ingredients. This 
instantaneous heat transfer will help you to create the perfect wok 
dishes in your own home.

As well as having the Volcano function with directed flame, the   
Fusion Volcano Wok™ burner has an additional outer flame for 
larger pots and a simmer setting for lower heat cooking. This can 
be used, for  instance, to keep a small pot containing sauce just 
below  boiling point.

Most effective wok burner on the market

Triple your wok function
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We have made the most of the space we have available 
and maximised the distance between all burners. This 
makes it possible to use large pots and pans on all 
burners simultaneously without interfering with each 
other. On all our  gas hobs you will find extra sturdy pan 
supports in real cast iron. They provide a perfect and 
secure support even for very heavy pots and pans and 
are easy to remove when cleaning the hob.

All ASKO gas hobs are equipped with the unique 
A+ burners that produce a perfectly adjustable pure 
flame, which not only produces a very high output but 
also directs the flame to the underside of your pan. The 
precision-engineered flame ports ensure that the flame 
has the shortest distance to the bottom of the pan. More 
energy is then utilised and the heat is distributed evenly 
over the entire surface of the pan.

A logical burner layoutCleverly designed and effective  
A+ burners
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All of the Elements by ASKO gas hobs features 
automatic ignition. You simply press the control knob 
and turn it anticlockwise and the burner will then ignite. 
A selection of the Elements by ASKO gas hobs has a 
unique individual timer function for each burner. The 
individual timer function can switch off one or more 
of the burners automatically. When the set time has 
expired you will hear a beep and the timer-operated 
burner will switch off.

Perfectly controlled burners
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The ASKO Duo Fusion™ is a 90 cm hob, which combines two  energy 
sources; one being an induction hob and the other being a Fusion Volcano 
Wok™ burner. These two cooking methods are combined into one piece of 
6 mm ceramic glass.The first hob to truly cater for lovers of the gas flame 
and the technology of induction cooking all in one appliance.
 
The Duo Fusion™ hob in black glass comes with a knob dial for regulating 
the burner and touch sliders for the induction hob. 

Duo Fusion™ Gas and Induction hob

Combined Gas and Induction
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HIG1995AB

90 cm  Combined gas/induction hob
Black glass surface
1 Fusion Volcano Wok™ burner
2 Bridge Induction™ zones  
(total 4 induction cooking zones)

In 2015, the Duo Fusion™ was awarded with a 
Good Design Award®. The Good Design Award® 
is regarded as one of the most  coveted awards 
for design and innovation in the world. Entries 
must  represent excellence in design at every 
level where judges carefully  consider various 
factors including innovation, quality, functionality, 
sustainability and above all, world-class design.

Awarded with Good Design Award®

Use & Flexibility

n Multifunctional wok burner
n Precision engineered flame ports
n Pan support for bowl shaped wok pans
n Simmer support for smaller saucepans
n 13 Power levels incl. boost (induction)
n 6 Auto programs (induction)
n 2 Bridge Induction™ zones
n Pan Detection (induction)
n Pause function (induction)

Interaction & Control

n Ergonomic knobs
n Ignition integrated in knob
n Continous/stepless setting
n Touch control

Safety & maintenance

n Thermal-electric flame failure  protection
n Removable knob for gas burner
n Easy clean smooth glass surface 
n Residual heat indicator
n Cooking time limiter

Construction & Performance
n Enameled cast iron pan support
n Ceramic glass surface
n Left (Fusion Volcano Wok™ burner):           
       0,3-6 kW

n Left center zone
Power Class: Fusion Volcano Wok™
Power range: 300-6000 W

n Middle front zone
Type: Induction
Power range: 40-3700 W

n Middle back zone
Type: Induction
Power range: 40-3700 W

n Right front zone
Type: Induction
Power range: 40-3700 W

Please refer to page no. 426 to see the technical specifications of this product.
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You can compile your own ideal hob using ASKO Domino hobs. They 
can be built in next to each other, or  combined beautifully with a full-
size gas or induction hob. The Domino hobs are available in induction 
or gas with two A+ burners or with a Fusion Volcano Wok™ burner.  
If you like wok cooking but prefer induction, choose an induction wok. 
And if you want to go all the way with Asian cuisine, we can offer both a 
teppanyaki and a deep fryer.

Cooking with no limits

Domino Hobs
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HG1355GB

Domino gas hob
Black glass
33 cm wide
2 A+ burners

Construction & Performance
n Stainless steel frame 
n Ceramic glass surface
n 2 A+ burners

n Middle front zone
Power Class: Rapid burner
Power range: 550-3000 W

n Middle back zone
Power Class: Normal burner
Power range: 390-2000 W

Interaction & Control
n Ergonomic knobs
n Ignition integrated in knob
n Continous/stepless setting

HI1355G

Domino Bridge Induction™ hob
Black glass
33 cm wide
2 Induction zones

Construction & Performance
n Stainless steel frame 
n Ceramic glass surface
n 1 Bridge Induction™ zones
n Power range: 40-3700 W

Use & Flexibility
n 13 Power levels incl. boost
n Timer

Interaction & Control
n Touch control
n Pan Detection
n Pause function

HG1365GB

Domino Fusion Volcano Wok™
Black glass
33 cm wide

Construction & Performance 
n Stainless steel frame 
n Ceramic glass surface
n 1 Fusion Volcano Wok™

n Middle center zone
      Power range: 300-6000 W

Use & Flexibility
n Multifunctional wok burner
n Pan support for bowl    
      shaped wok pans
n Simmer support for smaller   
       saucepans
n Interaction & Control
n Ergonomic knobs
n Ignition integrated in knob
n Continous/stepless setting

Please refer to page no. 435 to see the technical 
specifications of this product.

Please refer to page no. 436 to see the technical 
specifications of this product.

Please refer to page no. 437 to see the technical 
specifications of this product.
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Celsius° Cooking™ System COMING
SOON
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The Celsius° Cooking™ system from ASKO is a really hands-on way to experience smart, connected technology in the kitchen. It’s 

built with Hestan Cue connected cookery technology and consists of a high-quality induction hob – an appliance that manages to 

be both highly advanced, and really user friendly – with electronically-linked pots and pans and a temperature probe. Via the pans 

and probe, you can measure cooking temperatures and the core temperature of the food, precisely. You can also control these, and 

exact timings, with real precision. The pans and probe communicate with the hob to allow you to read and control what’s happening 

with real precision, ensuring that the right level of heat is delivered at the right time. You can either set the temperatures and timings 

precisely yourself, use any of the hob’s pre-set cooking modes, or use the temperatures and timings in the companion app.

Perfect temperatures, perfect timing, perfect results. 
Celsius°Cooking™ puts total control in your hands.

Top-quality induction

Auto Bridge™ Easy Dial 2.0
When using extra-large pots and 
pans, the Auto Bridge™ function 
in designated zones expands the 
induction cooking area and gives total 
coverage for bigger dishes, grill pans 
and teppanyaki.

The Circular Slider control on the hob’s 
touch displays shows you what level 
you have the heat at, both graphically 
and numerically. You can either get a 
visual feel for how much heat you’re 
cooking with, or go by the number – 
either power level, or temperature.

Auto pan detection

When you put a pan on a cooking 
zone, sensors will activate the 
corresponding control for the zone. 
When you lift it off, the zone will pause 
and start again when you put it back.
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Power level cooking

Connected equipment
for the best possible
cooking result

Celsius°Cooking™ 
cookware in use with 
Hestan Cue Menu

Celsius°Cooking™ 
cookware in use with 
Hestan Cue App

Plus menu cooking
Standard Power Level cooking with up 
to 12 fine-tuned Power Levels and a 
Boost-Level to get water boiling quickly.
Every cooking zone will have its own 
dedicated control - with separate 
countdown- and stopwatch timers.

The hob comes along with integrated 
Hestan Cue programs, optimized for 
Celsius°Cooking™ cookware. With the 
opened menu three different cooking 
methods can be chosen, with different 
temperature ranges.
Heating up and frying
This program is to reach high 
temperatures rapidly. High pan bottom 
temperatures can be reached.
Boiling or cooking with water
This program is to reach high 
temperatures rapidly. High pan bottom 
temperatures can be reached.
Slow cooking or sous vide
This program is to control low to 
medium temperatures, preventing from 
high bottom temperatures.

The Hestan Cue menu also enables the 
possibility to receive temperature sets 
from the Hestan Cue App. Receiving a 
next heating step can be activated by a 
button press.

The PLUS menu allows cooking with 
semi-automatic programs, enabling 
temperature cooking for all kind of 
cookware that fit the purpose of the 
program.

Grilling
Exclusively for bridged cooking zones 
that are combined to a larger cooking 
zone. Grilling is optimized for the ASKO 
induction accessories grill plate and 
teppanyaki.

The hob, pans and probe can be 
linked with a central app that contain 
a large collection of recipes in which 
chefs teach you how to make the most 
of the equipment. Celsius°Cooking™ 
gives you the confidence to try new 
ingredients and techniques, safe in 
the knowledge that they’ll turn out 
beautifully. It saves time and effort in 
the kitchen: keeping a virtual eye on the 
food and cooking it to perfection, while 
you choose the cutlery and lay the table 
for a really special meal.

Frying
With this function it’s possible to cook 
vegetable, fish, bacon, meat, fried 
potatoes or eggs by using butter or 
oil.

Keeping warm and Heating up
With this function you can for 
example melt chocolate (45°C), keep 
food warm (70°C), simmer (94°C) or 
bring to boil (100°C).
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The core of Celsius°Cooking™: sensors and connectivity

Bluetooth transmitter for interconnection with 
the hob and the Hestan Cue app.

Temperature sensor in the middle of the pan and pot base.

Celsius°Cooking™ 
fry pan

Celsius°Cooking™ 
chef's pot

Celsius°Cooking™ 
probe

Perfect for proteins, pan sauces, 
shallow frying, and more.

Large batch cooking, slow 
cooking, braising, frying, and more.

Cooking, boiling, slow cooking, 
braising and more.
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BRIDGE 
INDUCTION
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ASKO’s flexible Bridge Induction™ zones let you bridge two 

cooking zones to create one large cooking zone, allowing you 

to optimise your  cooking space. The Bridge Induction™ zones 

provide the ideal amount of space for large pots and pans, 

making your cooking options endless.

Extended range with Bridge Induction™
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Teppanyaki plate AT12A
A perfect complement to your cooking equipment 
offering the flexibility of turning your ASKO Bridge 
Induction™ hob into a  teppanyaki without the need to 
buy another appliance.

n 423 x 248 mm
n Colour Anthracite
n MicroCeramic coating
n  Variable cooking zones controlled by your Bridge  
       Induction™ hob
n A teppanyaki plate for frying meat or seafood  
      according to Japanese recipes
n Rapid preheating of the teppanyaki
n Made from cast aluminum, hand-cast

Grill Plate AG12A
A perfect complement to your cooking equipment 
offering the flexibility of turning your ASKO Bridge 
Induction™ hob into a grill plate without the need to buy 
another appliance.

n 423 x 248 mm
n Colour Anthracite
n MicroCeramic coating
n Variable cooking zones controlled by your Bridge  
       Induction™ hob
n A grill plate suitable for all types of grilling
n Rapid preheating of the grill plate
n Made from cast aluminum, hand-cast 

Roasting pan AD82A
A perfect complement to your cooking equipment that 
can be used on your ASKO Bridge Induction™ hob and/
or in your ASKO oven.

n 413 x 270 x 73 mm
n Colour Anthracite
n MicroCeramic coating
n Variable cooking zones controlled by your ASKO               
      Bridge Induction™ hob
n Rapid preheating of the roasting pan
n Made from cast aluminum, hand-cast
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To understand how our new Nordic Fresh fridges and freezers work, we must first 
learn from nature. For example, different plants need different environments to 
grow strong. Some need sun and a dry climate, others need shade and moisture.

The same principle applies to storing fresh food in a fridge or a freezer. We have 
mimicked nature to create microclimates within a single fridge, offering the best 
possible storage conditions for different types of food.

REFRIGERATION
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Make a 
statement 
in the 
kitchen
These extra-large ASKO fridge/

freezers and wine chiller make 

themselves known. They’re big, 

but also subtle. Hefty, but elegant. 

Designed for maximum capacity 

but also loaded with smart features 

that turn them into some of the 

most versatile fridge/freezers and 

wine chillers available – like dual 

refrigeration systems, flexible loading 

racks, height-adjustable shelving and 

convertible cooling drawers. The wine 

chiller with two temperature zones can 

hold up to 106 wine bottles (0.75 litre).

They’re real statement pieces – in 

terms of both the way they look, and 

what they’re capable of doing. But 

they’re also designed to harmonize 

perfectly with and complement the 

décor of a modern kitchen.
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Exact temperatures – for the best 
results

Shelf care

Stay cool

Storage temperature, as well as serving temperature, is 

a crucial part of developing and maintaining the flavours 

and character of a wine, allowing you to get the most 

out of the experience when it’s time to open the bottle. It’s 

recommended that different types of wines are stored 

at different temperatures. So, in this wine cooler, two 

temperature zones are available. Each can be set to the 

exact right temperature for the type of wine you want to store 

in it, guaranteeing the very best storage conditions for your 

whole collection.

Beechwood shelves are gentle on bottles and gently cool, 

rather than quickly chill, new additions to a wine collection. 

So we’ve included them in our wine fridges, incorporating 

them into telescopic shelving systems. The system is 

engineered so that the shelves glide smoothly back and 

forth while remaining totally stable, and the bottom rack also 

functions as a “display rack” – one which can be angled 

upwards to show off the bottles you’re most proud of. The 

display rack also provides a secure home for bottles that 

have already been opened.

A constantly-topped-up supply of fresh ice is a real luxury, 

particularly on hot days – or when you’re having a party. It’s 

also a luxury that you can indulge in if you have one of these 

fridge/freezers in your home. Connect your appliance to the 

water supply and you’ll be treated to a constant source of 

fresh ice in your kitchen. 
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Convertible drawer

Get organized

Easy open, easy close

The fridge/freezer’s drawer has its own temperature 

control, letting you select the right conditions for whatever 

you’re storing – frozen food or fresh food. This adds real 

adaptability and convenience. You can, for example, 

temporarily switch from freezer mode to fresh food mode if 

you’ve bought a whole lot extra ingredients for a dinner party, 

or large food items. Plus, it’s quick: switching from freezer 

mode to another mode takes about three hours.

The lower cooling drawer is also equipped with a moveable 
divider and a sliding tray. The divider can be placed in 
five different positions. What this means is that you can 
compartmentalize your food conveniently, regardless of the 
shapes and sizes of the items: adding a far greater degree 
of flexibility to your storage and making rummaging around 
in the bottom of the drawer a thing of the past.

The durable hinges you’ll find in each of these appliances 

are made to withstand heavy loads – and regular opening 

and closing, over years of use. Certain appliances in the 

range are also equipped with pressure equalisers, making 

opening and closing the doors easier. 
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The light fantastic

Eight efficient LED lights illuminate the interior of your 

fridge – and all of its delicious contents – perfectly. They’re 

positioned throughout the main compartment to allow for a 

perfect spread of light. And in the wine chiller, with its glass 

door, you can choose to have the lights dim, or remain on, 

once the door has been closed.

Clear, and easy to set

Temperatures in the refrigerator’s various zones are 
controlled via a touch interface with a subtle, easy-to-
interpret LCD display. Through this, you can quickly and 
accurately set the advanced central temperature control 
unit, which in turn keeps the temperatures inside the 
constant and precise. What’s more, the flat display is easy 
to wipe clean.

Separate refrigeration systems

Fresh food and frozen foods need to be refrigerated 

differently. Fresh foods call for a chilly, humid environment, 

while frozen foods should be kept in much dryer atmosphere 

to prevent spoilage and freezer burn. So, these ASKO 

appliances have been equipped with individual closed 

systems with their own compressors and evaporators – so 

that fresh and frozen foods can be preserved in the best 

possible way.
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Good for you – and your vegetables

Fresher for longer

Size = spaciousness

As the name suggests, ASKO’s Freshbox™ keeps fruit and 

vegetables fresher, for longer. This means that they look 

and taste great – but also that they retain their goodness, 

their vitamins and their nutrients. It also means that you 

can buy fruit and vegetables in bulk, without worrying 

about them getting limp and sad in the refrigerator for a 

good while.

ASKO’s ActiveAir™ function ensures even, regular air 

circulation throughout the entire refrigerator. What this 

means is that the temperature is even, on every shelf: and 

that the temperature gets back to the desired level quickly 

after the door has been open. Continuous air flow also 

stops food from drying out in the refrigerator – preserving 

up to 60% of an ingredient’s first-day freshness as a result.

A bigger fridge means that you avoid the issue of 

overcrowding. No need to balance the butter and cheese 

on top of the eggs to stretch into the back and grab the 

yoghurt. Everything is in its right place.
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COOLING
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COOLING

NORDIC FRESH
Built-in Refrigeration
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Inspired by 
Nordic

To understand how our new Nordic Fresh fridges and freezers 

work, we must first learn from nature. For example, different 

plants need different environments to grow strong. Some 

need sun and a dry climate, others need shade and moisture.

The same principle applies to storing fresh food in a fridge or 

a freezer. We have mimiced nature to create icroclimates 

within a single fridge, offering the best possible storage 

conditions for different types of food. 
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More taste, less waste
Smart features and state-of-the-art technology for better 

food and a trouble-free everyday life. 
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Make a fresh start
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Over time people have come to do 
their grocery shopping less frequently. 
Food and beverage are stored in 
fridges and freezers longer than 
before, placing high demands on 
functionality.  The Nordic Fresh range 
combines a robust construction with 
unique features. Together they strive 
towards the same goal; keeping your 
food well for as long as possible. 
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Perfect moisture level 
Fruit and vegetables need the perfect moisture level to last 
longer and retain their nutritional value. 

Same temperature on all shelves 
The effective air distribution system keeps an even temperature 
throughout the fridge and freezer. No need to worry about 
where to put what – just place the food where you like to.  

Auto Humidity Control 

Cool Flow + 

Dura Fresh™ system 
Different climates for different foods
Meat, fish and shellfish need a slightly colder environment 
than other foods. This is why we have created Dura Fresh™, 
a climate control storage system, with customized 
temperature settings.

Soft-closing comfort
Soft-closing drawers are luxury and ergonomics at the 
same time.  
Just give the drawer a light push and it closes silently. 

Soft Closing Drawers

Loaded with      smartness
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Loaded with      smartness

Keeping cool always
Each time the fridge door is opened, the warm air starts a natural 
degradation process in the food. Our smart Adaptive Temperature 
Control prevents this by lowering the temperature before periods of 
frequent opening. 

Adaptive Temperature Control 

Speedy freezing
It is important to get food into the freezer as soon as possible after 
shopping to avoid degradation. The fast freezing function identifies 
unfrozen food in the cabinet and starts an immediate intensive 
freezing cycle.

Auto Fast Freeze

Preserve on wood
In the Nordic countries wood is a common material used for many 
purposes. Therefore, it is logical that our Nordic Fresh Exclusive line 
refrigerators are fitted with beautiful wooden accessories.

Wooden accessories

No frost is the best frost
No frost in the freezer means that there is more room to store food. 
A frost-free freezer also saves energy. And think about the time and 
effort you save by not having to defrost. 

Freeze without frost
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When food is exposed to external conditions, it starts to decay and 
gradually lose its nutritional value. The Dura Fresh ™ System allows you 
to create the perfect microclimate for your food so that it keeps fresh for 
a longer time. 

Keep the fresh fresh
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Temperature Control 

Set the right temperature for every type of food. The 
temperature range for the upper Dry Drawer is -2°C to +5°C 
and for the Humid Drawers 0°C to +7°C.

Dry Drawer

Use the Dry Drawer to store fish, meat, shellfish and dairy 
products. This is the coldest place in the fridge – and the driest. 

Auto Humidity Control

Fully automated moisture control based on a special membrane 
releases humid air when moisture level exceeds 90%. Below 
90% the membrane closes and traps the moisture inside the 
Humid Drawers.

Humid Drawers

This is the place for fruit and vegetables which require higher 
humidity to stay fresh. The Humid Drawers are approximately 
2°C warmer than the Dry Drawer. 

Dura Fresh™ System
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Fast and even distribution of cool air is crucial for keeping 

your food fresh. The Cool Flow system allows for storing 

all types of food on any shelf by safeguarding that the 

temperature is rapidly restored after the door has been 

opened. The continuous air flow prevents the food from 

drying out and helps preserving its first-day freshness. 

Cool Flow™  
System

In the Exclusive line 
refrigerators there are two 
separate flows of cool air 
– one for the Dura Fresh™ 
drawers and one for the 
remaining compartment. We 
call it Cool Flow+
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Smart sensors closely monitor the way you open 

the fridge. It adjusts the cooling effect accordingly 

by lowering the temperature automatically prior to 

periods of frequent use. Hereby, temperature is 

kept at a more even level which makes the food 

stay fresh for longer and keeping the waste to a 

minimum. 

Adaptive 
Temperature 
Control
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Cool Flow+ system Interior light

Fast and even distribution of cool air is 
crucial to preserving your fresh food. 
The Cool Flow+ system allows you 
to store your food on any shelf and 
ensures that the temperature is rapidly 
restored after opening and closing 
the door. The continuous air flow also 
reduces drying out and preserves the 
food’s first-day freshness longer time.

With good lighting, it will be much 
easier to find the food you are looking 
for, and you can also read content 
labels and best-before dates quickly. 
We have fitted our fridges and freezers 
with several led lights that illuminates 
each area of the refrigerator, freezer 
and the drawers with a pleasant and 
good-looking soft light.

Electronic ice maker

If you fill the ice maker reservoir with 
water, it will provide you with ice. 
The smart electronic ice maker then 
ensures that your storage of ice never 
runs dry. Good for hot days and late 
nights.

Adaptive Temperature 
Control

Smart sensors closely monitor the 
way you use the fridge and adjust the 
cooling effect. In practice this means 
that the fridge lowers the temperature 
automatically prior to periods of 
frequent use, avoiding unnecessary 
heating of food, keeping the food fresh 
up to 20  % longer.

Auto  
Humidity Control

The Automatic Humidity Control keeps 
the humidity in the humid drawers at 
an optimum level. A special membrane 
automatically opens above 90% 
humidity. Below 90% the membrane 
closes and keeps the humidity inside 
the drawer. This is a fully automated 
process that prevents your fruits and 
vegetables from either drying or decay.
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Keep 
your 
Fridge 
full

Wooden Bottle holder  & 
Wooden Multibox  

Touch control interface

Cool Flow + 
Efficient distribution of air 

1

2

3

Wooden Breakfast Tray 4

Five LED soft lights 5

6

7

Automatic Humidity Control 9

Door-on-door with Soft Close 10

8

Dura Fresh™ Dry Drawer

Dura Fresh™ Humid Drawer
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Spending time at the weekend breakfast table is nice 
although it is damaging to your food. Why not prepare the 
nicely crafted wooden tray with smaller portions of your 
favourite breakfast toppings? Ready to serve whenever you 
are. 

Plain luxury
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Wooden Accessories

Multi box 
Helps you protect other food in your fridge from strong-
smelling foods. The Multi Box can be used for cheese, 
among other things. 

Wooden egg tray
This is a perfect match of two natural materials. One for 
storing and one for eating. The wooden egg tray carefully 
stores your eggs while it adds beauty to the inside of your 
Nordic Fresh Exclusive line fridge. 

Wooden bottle tray 
Keep your glass bottles safe and avoid unpleasant sounds 
when loading and unloading them using the beautiful 
wooden bottle tray. 
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Auto Super Cool™
With Auto Super Cool™ the pre-set temperature level is reached faster 
than normal. The Auto Super Cool™ kicks in when there is a major 
temperature peak. 
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Auto  
Humidity 
Control

Auto Humidity Control keeps the moisture in the Humid 

Drawers at the optimum level at every given time. The special 

membrane opens automatically when humidity is over 

90% and closes when it is below 90%. The process is fully 

automated and protects fruit and vegetables from drying out or 

decaying due to too much humidity. 
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Did you happen to buy a lot of fruit and vegetables? No need 
to worry. The Auto Humidity Control adjusts the climate to make 
sure that everything stays fresh until you use it. 
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Freeze  
without frost

No frost is the best frost
With our effective No Frost function, defrosting is in the past. 

In general, the food is easier to handle as packaging doesn’t 

stick together and it is easier to see what is in the packaging. 

With No Frost, the freezer’s entire space is available for 

storing which is more energy efficient. You save both money 

and the environment. 
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Auto 
Fast Freeze
At a fast freezing process ice crystal are smaller 
compared to a slow process. Since small ice 
crystals do not affect the fibres in foods like meat or 
vegetables, the food is kept in its original condition. 

The Auto Super Freeze helps retaining the healthy 
nutrients in your food. And, when you defrost the 
food there is no weight loss since no water has been 
added to your food. It is like time stood still. 

The Auto Fast Freeze function detects warm and 
unfrozen food in the freezer and triggers an intense 
blow of cold air that freezes the food fast.
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Soft Closing Drawers
We think that food that you use often should be easily accessible. That’s why the drawers in the Nordic 
Fresh freezers are designed with smoothly sliding telescopic rails and a soft-closing function.
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With good lighting, it’s much easier to find the food you are 

looking for, and you can also read content labels and best 

before dates without eye strain. We have fitted our Nordic 

Fresh Exclusive line fridges and freezers with a number of 

LED lights to illuminate each part of the refrigerator, freezer 

and drawers with pleasant and attractive soft lighting. 

Interior Light
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Winner of the iF gold award 2021!
ASKO Elements wine climate cabinet
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iF GOLD AWARD 2021

A modern wine cellar
each of which can be meticulously controlled. 

It provides perfect light conditions, it monitors 

humidity, and it’s virtually  free from vibrations. 

But unlike a wine cellar, it documents, 

catalogues and gives you information about 

your wine. So in that respect, it gives you the 

best of both worlds. And it’ll also look good in 

your living room - or wherever you decide to 

place it.

The ASKO Wine Climate Cabinet is the 

closest thing you can get to a fully-equipped 

wine cellar, but one that can be put anywhere.

Almost all of the features that have been built 

in to provide your collection with the care it 

deserves have been inspired by from wine 

cellars – which, after all, have been used for 

centuries as the epitome of wine care. 

This climate cabinet contains different 

temperature zones for different types of wine, 

The iF DESIGN AWARD jury of top 

international, independent 98 design 

experts from 21 countries placed 

the ASKO Elements wine climate 

cabinet among the highest of all 

achievements within the creative 

industries in 2021, awarding it with 

an iF GOLD AWARD 2021. The 

wine cabinet’s functional elegance, 

cutting-edge design and innovative 

technology was named by the jury as 

“an exquisite piece of craftmanship, 

a stunning showcase that wine 

aficionados will love”. 

“This beautiful wine cabinet is an 
exquisite piece of craftmanship. 
The entire wine experience has 
been meticulously planned to create 
a stunning showcase that wine 
aficionados will love. Every detail has 
been lovingly considered, from the 
quality of the joinery and accessories 

to the high-tech scanning of wine 
labels, storage options, cataloguing 
of the wines down to final selection, 
decanting and pouring,” said the jury 

at the end of the assessment. 

ASKO Elements freestanding wine 

climate cabinet is an innovative 

way to take care of wines. By using 

cutting-edge design and technology, 

it offers the ideal conditions, as 

perfected over the centuries, in 

which to preserve, age or serve up to 

190 wine bottles – in three individual, 

controllable temperature zones. One 

incredible feature is the cabinet’s 

companion app, which is connected 

to Vivino and its vast database of 

wine information. Each bottle can be 

digitally scanned and logged so that 

the wine collection can be managed 

perfectly, and information about 

tasting, storage, readiness to drink 

and way more can be accessed 

immediately. The serving area has a 

colour-adjustable light system, while 

the wooden shelves and the chalk 

boards provide a balance between 

craftmanship and advanced 

technology. The cabinet’s design, 

with its glass door and elegant 

handle, lets it blend perfectly into a 

living space.
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A culture of care paying 
respect to the product
Winemakers are the archetypal artisan producers – masters of a process that has so many 
details, and craves so much attention, that it has its own language and its own fields of study. 
Is it any wonder that the finished product has become synonymous with luxury, enjoyment, and 
heightened experiences?  

Every single stage of the process – from selection of the growing areas, through cultivation, 
and then creation – calls for real love for wine. For making it, for keeping it, for aging it, and for 
enjoying it.
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From soil to grape

Vineyards don’t just pop up anywhere. 

Many aspects of geography and 

climate will affect the grapes that are 

grown in them. It’s part of the language 

of wine – and it can be found in how we 

read, or are told, about how the taste 

and character of a favourite bottle is 

thanks to the location, climate, and 

even geology of where the grapes were 

grown. This hillside, with its incredible 

geographical properties. This village, 

with its perfect combination of elevation 

and microclimate. Stories like these tell 

us how the grapes used to make wine 

can be seen as perfect products of 

their environment.

The amount of care, selection, and 

control that goes into the maintenance 

of a vineyard is nothing short of 

amazing. For the people that do it, it’s a 

passion. And it’s a passion that we want 

to pay tribute to – via a wine climate 

cabinet that stores the finished product 

in the exact right conditions, and 

which can be fine-tuned for the perfect 

environment.
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Technology meets tradition. 
Connect with your wine
The ASKO Wine Climate Cabinet uses cutting-edge design and technology to take care of wine in a way 

which has been perfected over centuries. Everything we know about how to store your wine in the best 

possible way can be found here, in a premium, connected refrigeration cabinet that can be made as unique 

as your own collection – and in which you can give it pride of place.

It contains all of the advanced care and storage features that a valuable collection deserves. It’s capable of 

storing a large collection – up to 190* bottles – in the right conditions for storing or serving. It features three 

individual controllable temperature zones, pure charcoal-filtered air, virtually vibration-free compressors 

and a sophisticated shelf system and layout. The three temperature zones are perfectly sealed off from one 

another, humidity is monitored, and the door’s glass protects the contents from UV light.
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Wine is a living product. We can’t forget that.  
What everything really comes down to, 
in the end, is how wine has been stored. “
Andreas Larsson, World champion sommelier

We sometimes say that “there are no great wines: 
only great bottles.” And the great bottles are the 
ones which have been stored properly. “
Andreas Larsson, World champion sommelier
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Perfect conditions
The Wine Climate Cabinet has a number of advanced features 
designed to provide the kind of care that took centuries to learn. 

In terms of the hardware, this means ssophisticated and virtually 
vibration-free compressors, controllable temperature zones, pure, 
activated charcoal-filtered air, and optimum light conditions. The 
picture is completed by the various software functions – since the 
cabinet is a fully connected device, it will notify you if anything goes 
wrong, if anything needs looking at, and even when the wine is ready 
to be opened. It combines knowledge with information for a truly smart 
product.
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Optimum humidity

No harmful light

Virtually free from 
vibrations

Three discrete zones

The right temperature

Room for the whole 
collection

Another important aspect of storing 

wine is keeping it from harmful UV 

light. The door of our Wine Climate 

Cabinet protects your collection from 

light that could potentially damage it.

Since different wines require different 
temperatures, the ASKO Wine Climate 
Cabinet contains three temperature 
zones. They’re perfectly sealed off 
from one another and the temperatures 
are kept at an exact, even level.

The ASKO Wine Climate Cabinet 
has room for up 190 bottles, storing 
them in roomy, telescopic shelving 
systems which are easy to access. 
Small chalkboards let you label your 
collection on the shelves.

The Wine Climate Cabinet keeps the 
humidity level at around 70% – an 
optimum level for wine storage. You 
can check on the cabinet’s humidity 
levels at any time, either in the UI or in 
the app.

The Wine Climate Cabinet’s high-
quality compressor ensures consistent 
temperatures in each compartment. 
And, since wine likes to rest peacefully, 
this wine climate cabinet is almost 
vibration-free.

Precise temperature controls let you 
choose whether you want to store 
and age your wines, or bring them to 
serving temperature. Range: +5°C max 
+20°C
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Serving area - in centre of 
attention
After putting so much love into storing your wine, and bringing it to the right temperature, it deserves 
to be served perfectly. The ASKO Wine Climate Cabinet has a serving area with room for your 
glassware and accessories and a controllable light for inspecting the wine.
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The serving tray can be removed. Under it, you’ll find a versatile accessory drawer.

After putting so much love into storing your wine, and 

bringing it to the right temperature, it deserves to be served 

perfectly. The ASKO Wine Climate Cabinet has a serving 

area with room for your glassware and accessories and a 

controllable light for inspecting the wine.

The serving area can be converted into shelves.
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Proximity sensor

Shelf light

Shelf light

Shelf light

RGB light
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SETTINGS | ... | AMBIENT MODE: SHELF LIGHTS

Set the light temperature of the shelf lights:

Set the intensity of the shelf lights:

warm cold

0% 100%

40%

40%

     DISPLAY CHANGE TO

PROXIMITY SENSOR

SETTINGS | PROXIMITY- AND DOOR SENSOR

Status screen

     LIGHT CHANGE TO Ambient mode

During door opening

On user presence

Light modes 
and 
sensors
The wine climate cabinet is provided with 

multiple light sources. For every light source, the 

intensity and color or light temperature can be 

set.

Two light modes can be set and saved to use in different 
situations: 

AMBIENT MODE: its purpose is to blend into the living 
space ambience. It will be activated when the door is 
closed (default). 
FUNCTIONAL MODE: its purpose is to provide a clear 
view on the shelves and the Serving area. It will be 
activated when the door is opened (default).

The activating and deactivating of the modes in different 
situations can be done in the “PROXIMITY- and DOOR 
SENSOR” settings.
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Camera

Wine identification
Managing your wines is very easy with our wine 
climate cabinet with Vivino integration. The user 
interface is equipped with a camera which can 
identify your wine with the Vivino database of 
12.000.000 wines. After scanning and identication 
the wine can be added to  the inventory system, 
accompanied with its most important data.

To make this experience seamless the according 
app on your smart device will mirror all your 
data to have it at hand at all times. The mobile 
application can also be used to scan wines and 
add them to the inventory or to look up all the 

details about your wine available at Vivino. It is up 
to you if you prefer to use the UI on the appliance 
or to use the mobile app, what is most convenient, 
depending on the situation (*) and personal 
preference.

*In case a considerable number of bottles needs 
to be scanned and added to the inventory, we 
advise to use the mobile app so the door doesn’t 
need to be opened for a long time
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SCAN WINE LABEL

Make use of the 
camera to 

position the label of 
the wine bottle 

inside the frame.
Or manually enter 

the wine’s data.

Take a picture

Manually input
wine data

SCAN WINE LABEL INVENTORY | WINE CARD

MontGras

Red wine from Colchagua 
Valley, Chili

Reserva Merlot 2014

Grapes
Merlot

0

18:43

68  %

SETTINGS
Go to the appliance settings

CELLAR
Fill all the information about your inventory 
in the database

DATA
Monitor the temperature, humidity and vi-
brance of your wine cabinet 

9 /12 
°C

16  °C

12  °C

SETTINGS
Go to the appliance settings menu

SCAN WINE LABEL
To be able to add or remove it from the Inventory

INVENTORY
Fill all the information about your inventory 
in the database

SCAN WINE LABEL

Make use of the 
camera to 

position the label of 
the wine bottle 

inside the frame.
Or manually enter 

the wine’s data.

Take a picture

Manually input
wine data

SCAN WINE LABEL INVENTORY | WINE CARD

MontGras

Red wine from Colchagua 
Valley, Chili

Reserva Merlot 2014

Grapes
Merlot

0

18:43

68  %

SETTINGS
Go to the appliance settings

CELLAR
Fill all the information about your inventory 
in the database

DATA
Monitor the temperature, humidity and vi-
brance of your wine cabinet 

9 /12 
°C

16  °C

12  °C

SETTINGS
Go to the appliance settings menu

SCAN WINE LABEL
To be able to add or remove it from the Inventory

INVENTORY
Fill all the information about your inventory 
in the database

SCAN WINE LABEL

Make use of the 
camera to 

position the label of 
the wine bottle 

inside the frame.
Or manually enter 

the wine’s data.

Take a picture

Manually input
wine data

SCAN WINE LABEL INVENTORY | WINE CARD

MontGras

Red wine from Colchagua 
Valley, Chili

Reserva Merlot 2014

Grapes
Merlot

0

18:43

68  %

SETTINGS
Go to the appliance settings

CELLAR
Fill all the information about your inventory 
in the database

DATA
Monitor the temperature, humidity and vi-
brance of your wine cabinet 

9 /12 
°C

16  °C

12  °C

SETTINGS
Go to the appliance settings menu

SCAN WINE LABEL
To be able to add or remove it from the Inventory

INVENTORY
Fill all the information about your inventory 
in the database

SCAN WINE LABEL

Make use of the 
camera to 

position the label of 
the wine bottle 

inside the frame.
Or manually enter 

the wine’s data.

Take a picture

Manually input
wine data

SCAN WINE LABEL INVENTORY | WINE CARD

MontGras

Red wine from Colchagua 
Valley, Chili

Reserva Merlot 2014

Grapes
Merlot

0

18:43

68  %

SETTINGS
Go to the appliance settings

CELLAR
Fill all the information about your inventory 
in the database

DATA
Monitor the temperature, humidity and vi-
brance of your wine cabinet 

9 /12 
°C

16  °C

12  °C

SETTINGS
Go to the appliance settings menu

SCAN WINE LABEL
To be able to add or remove it from the Inventory

INVENTORY
Fill all the information about your inventory 
in the database

From the plus menu the wine scanner can be directly activated 

through the SCAN WINE LABEL function. This way a wine can 

be scanned to add it to or remove it from the inventory. After 

scanning the label, the identification will take place and if the 

label is recognized the wine data is available within seconds.
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Inventory - positioning and 
overview

Your wine climate cabinet helps you to manage your wine inventory. It will automatically add the data of the 
scanned wines to the system and the bottle positions can be managed to be able to find a wine back after 
years of aging. Two systems are available for managing your inventory, so you can choose the one that 
suits you best...

For each bottle you can enter in the digital inventory the 
shelf level on which the bottle is positioned. You can change 
the position of the bottles on the shelf without the need to 
adjust the positions in the digital inventory. When you would 
like to nd a certain wine, you have to look through all the 
bottles on the shelf though you can add a logical order to 
your preference.

Generic

Exact
For each bottle you can enter in the digital inventory the 
exact position on the shelf. If you would change the order of 
the bottles on the shelf, the new positions of the bottles have 
to be entered again. When you would like to nd a certain 
wine, the exact position of that wine will be indicated, if the 
inventory is well maintained.
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INVENTORY | WINE CARD

MontGras

Red wine from Colchagua 
Valley, Chili

Reserva Merlot 2014

Grapes
Merlot

0

INVENTORY | WINE CARD

MontGras

Red wine from Colchagua 
Valley, Chili

Reserva Merlot 2014

Grapes
Merlot

0

INVENTORY | POSITIONING

A3
A4

A2
A1

B1

C3
C4
C5

C2
C1

2x

A1 2x 1x 
UNPLACED

1+3
0

INVENTORY | POSITIONING

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 

1x

+3
0

A1

UNPLACED

After scanning, the wine card will show the 
available data of the identied wine.

Every shelve consists of 13 spots to 
position a bottle. Spots that are already 

taken are light grey, selected spots for this 
wine have a highlight color. A spot can be 

(de)selected by tapping it.

An amount of bottles can be entered per 
shelve. The up and down arrows can be 
tapped to navigate and add or remove a 

bottle.

There is also a possibility to add notes to a 
wine in general...

...or to a bottle in perticular. Depending on 
the chosen inventory system.

To add the wine to the inventory, the 
middle tab can be selected to go to the 

positioning tab.
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INVENTORY | 167 BOTTLES 

2x Cabernet Sauvignon - Merlot - Syrah 20102x Cabernet Sauvignon - Merlot - Syrah 2010
Bizarre 

INVENTORY | 167 BOTTLES 

2x Cabernet Sauvignon - Merlot - Syrah 2010

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

3x Garden Vineyards Rosé 2017
DeMorgenzon 

A1

With ‘Generic’ the bottles can be reviewed 
from left to right in a preferred (and 

adaptable) sequence which doesn’t 
need to be similar to the sequence on the 

physical shelve.

With “Exact” the exact arrangement 
on every shelf can be reviewed by 

navigating through the digital inventory.

INVENTORY  | 167 BOTTLES 

1x Cistus Grande Reserva Tinto 2009
Quinta do Vale da Perdiz

1x Bordeaux 2010
Laumond

2x Cabernet Sauvignon - Merlot - Syrah 20...
Bizarre 

DeMorgenzon 

Multiple options for search, filter and 
sequence give the user the possibility to 

easily find any wine they ever added.

Making a wine a favorite will let all the 
bottles stand out with a highlight. Favorite 

wines can also be filtered.

Both inventory systems share the “List view”. Switching 
between the views: List - Generic / List - Exact

All wines are provided with some information: 
Image of label, amount of bottles, winery and 

name combined with vintage.
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Powered by: 

With the Connect Life application (*) 

on your mobile phone you have all 

the functionalities of the wine climate 

cabinet at hand. Changing some 

settings or searching through your 

inventory can be done everywhere 

you want.

Also monitoring the appliance and 

receiving notications will give the 

assurance that your wines remain 

in excellent condition. Assistance 

from our service team, user manuals, 

appliance registration and guarantee 

are also provided in the Connect Life 

app (*).

* The Connect Life app is the general 

app which can be used for all 

connected Asko appliances

Asko started a cooperation with 

Vivino quite quickly after we launched 

the idea to make a connection with 

the services provided by a wine 

database app. 

The ASKO wine climate cabinet is 

now integrated with world’s largest 

wine app with an online wine  

database. Vivino uses community 

data making wine knowledge 

accessible for wine drinkers of every 

level.

Connect Life and Vivino 
integration
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Camera to scan your 
bottle

Using either the cabinet’s built-in 

camera or the companion app on 

your smartphone, you can scan the 

labels on your bottles and log them in 

your inventory. It’ll keep track of what 

you have, put the information at your 

fingertips, and even tell you where on 

the shelves each bottle is. 

You can also add “notes” to special 

bottles – helping you remember who 

gave them to you, or reminding you 

when they should be opened.

Fully connected Virtual sommelier

To download the app Vivino statistics 
(steadily growing)

The Wine Climate Cabinet’s 

companion app is connected to the 

Vivino database – putting a wealth 

of information at your fingertips and 

allowing you to log and keep track of 

your collection. 

Log your wine collection in the ASKO 

Wine Climate Cabinet’s companion 

app, and you will receive expert 

advice about how to store it – and 

when it’s ready to be opened.

Search for Connect Life Wine Climate 
Cabinet: available in the App Store and 
Google Play Stores.

12.659.259 wines 
1.398.075.177 scanned labels
47.525.004 users
3200 wine regions
229.280 wineriesCONNECTLIFE WINE CLIMATE CABINET

ON APP STORE AND GOOGLE PLAY.

There is, absolutely, a whole 
world around wine which 
is just as rewarding as the 
wine itself. Learning about 
wine is as important as 
maintaining a collection. 
You don’t have to be a fully-
fledged expert to know how 
to appreciate wine. But with 
more information: you might 
catch the bug like I did, or 
just be able to fill in some of 
the background of the wine 
that you love.

Andreas Larsson, World 
champion sommelier
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SHELF ILLUMINATION

SHELF ILLUMINATION

SHELF ILLUMINATION

SOFT CLOSE HINGE

3 X CHARCOAL FILTER

8 X CHALKBOARD 
NAME TAGS

2 X WOODEN WINE 
GLASS HANGERS

2 X FLEXIBLE WOODEN 
BOTTLE SHELF

MASSIVE DOOR HANDLE

SERVING TRAY

VERTICAL BOTTLE HOLDER

1 X SERVING/DISPLAY 
BOTTLE SHELF

ACCESSORY DRAWER WITH 
WOODEN DIVIDERS

5 X STANDARD WOODEN 
BOTTLE SHELF

WOODEN BOTTOM 
BOTTLE RACK

3-LAYERED FULL GLASS 
DOOR-LOW ENERGY ARGON 
INSULATED-WITH UV FILTER

BLACK INOX BACK

INSULATION BARRIER WITH 
GLASS FRONT

TOUCH SCREEN TFT DISPLAY

SCAN CAMERA

RGB ILLUMINATION

BOTTOM INSULATION 
BARRIER WITH GLASS FRONT

BLACK MATTE INERLINER

VIBRATION FREE COMPRESSOR

ANTI FINGERPRINT HOUSING

FULL EXTENSION TELESCOPIC 
RAILS WITH SOFT CLOSE

Product structure
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A world of knowledge and experience.

Andreas Larsson is one of the 
world’s foremost wine experts, a 
sommelier, a wine educator – and a 
winner of the Best Sommelier of 
the World title (2007 ASI). He has 
a discerning palate and is deeply 
passionate about wine, as well as just 
about everything else in the world of 
winemaking. He is known not only 
for his incredible tasting abilities 
and encyclopedic knowledge, but 
also for his friendly and professional 

approach. Andreas is a highly-
sought-after taster, speaker and 
educator within the vast fields of wine 
and gastronomy.
 
Today, outside of his his very busy 
role as a taster, consultant and 
sommelier, he devotes much of his 
time to educating and inspiring the 
next generation of wine experts and 
enthusiasts. 

For me, wine was the school of 
life. Thanks to wine, I learned 
languages, I learned history, 
I learned culture and I got to 
travel the world. As much as 
I love “the genie in the bottle” 
I like everything that surrounds 
it more.

Andreas Larsson, 
World champion sommelier

“

It’s kind of commonly thought 
that all red wine should be 
served at room temperature – 
but that’s a myth. Wine should 
be served and tasted at the 
right temperature. 

Andreas Larsson, 
World champion sommelier 

“
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This design range is our tribute to the Scandinavian history 
of craftmanship, design and inventions. With a minimalistic 
design, the products come in traditional stainless steel, 
soft graphite black or in the newest of our colours – Black 
Steel.

The solid metal knobs and sturdy steel handles are 
designed to be safe and user-friendly even for small hands 
helping you to cook. The displays are often a combination 
of digital and knobs in order to make features as well as 
actual status easily accessible.

CRAFT

ASKO CRAFT

Built-in Ovens and Microwave

Built-in Drawer

Built-in Coffee Machine 

Built-in Super Flex Wok™ Gas Hobs

Freestanding Black Steel Refrigerators
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The inspiration comes as usual from Scandinavia. Our new Black Steel range looks like 
a crisp, colourful autumn day, the neversetting midsummer sun or maybe even the sea on a 
cloudy day. Black Steel is a modern interpretation of classic stainless steel with a splash of 
colour added. The horizontally aligned finish along with the color reflects the light in a balanced 
yet multifaceted way that gives the products a sober, shimmering and exclusive feel. 

Like the sea on a cloudy day
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Enjoying your stainless steel appliances but wanting to add another dimension to your 
kitchen? Then you should take a closer look at the Craft Black Steel range. Black steel adapts 
to the lightning conditions and surrounding colours in a spectacular way. This allows you to 
integrate the Black Steel products in an equally stylish way whether in a modern, industrial - 
style kitchen or in a rural richly decorated kitchen. Black Steel is just not one colour, instead 
several at the same time. It’s a living colour.

Steel alive
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Jon Carlehed, Head of Design at Asko Appliances.

“Craftsmanship is our nature, 
detail our passion”
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With focus on 
the details
Details. That’s what makes the meat sauce extra tasty, the 

crusty bread and the kitchen extra nice. The products in our 

Craft range are made for close inspection, with nothing left to 

chance.
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The hub of every kitchen
There are few things in life that compare to sharing a beautiful meal with the people you love. 
And ASKO ovens make it easy. Packed with intelligent features that take all the guesswork out of 
cooking, you will be creating restaurant quality meals from day one. Whether it’s a family feast or a 
delicious gourmet snack, ASKO’s oven range will complement your passion for great cooking and 
help to make every moment in the kitchen a joy.
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Ultra cool doors with 
soft opening and 
closing

Inverter microwave 
system

The oven doors are constructed 
for maximum safety with up to 
four high-quality safety glasses 
and three heat-reflecting layers. 
Together with the cooling fan 
they ensure that the outside of 
the oven door is kept at normal 
room temperature even if the 
inside temperature is 240  °C. For 
safety and convenience, we have 
also fitted the door hinges with 
 integrated dampers that enable 
soft closing and opening.

In a conventional microwave 
oven, power is delivered in 
pulses. With the unique Inverter 
Microwave system, which you 
will find in all ASKO microwave 
and combi microwave ovens the 
power is continuous. The result 
is even and careful heating of the 
food, less energy consumption, 
and less noise.

Ovens with extra
large capacity

The 60 cm ovens are extra large 
with a capacity of up to 73 litres 
and possibility to bake on five 
levels simultaneously. This saves 
time, money and the planet 
because you use electricity more 
efficiently.
 
The same applies to the 
combination oven that can hold 
a full 50 litres and with which 
you can bake on three levels 
simultaneously. One of the largest 
45 cm ovens on the market.

Vaulted precision 
cooking

Easy to clean oven door

All ASKO ovens feature an interior 
cavity based on  generations of 
wood fire ovens. The shape of 
our ovens, with a vaulted ceiling 
and completely flat backside 
and door, allows for a more even 
circulation of hot air. To further 
enhance the distribution effect, 
both the  cavity and the trays are 
covered with high-quality enamel 
that effectively absorbs and 
reflects heat. Resulting in perfect 
cooking every time.

Oven door cleaning has never been 
so fast.  All door glasses are easy 
to disassemble in a few simple 
steps, have them cleaned and then 
assembled back again.
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Cooking modes ranging 
from the most traditional 
to expert methods
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Convection heating Upper heater Lower heater
For traditional cooking, use this mode 
for your fruit pies, whole-wheat bread 
and lamb chops. The upper and lower 
heater operate at the same time.

Use this mode to brown the tops of 
your dishes. Heat comes exclusively 
from the upper heater located at the 
top of the oven.

Use this mode to cook your dishes 
from below. Heat is exclusively 
produced by the heater located at the 
bottom of the oven.  This mode can 
be used with dishes and baked goods 
that require a distinctive bottom crust 
or browning.

Grill and large grill Grill and fan Hot air and lower heater

By eliminating the fat content of food, 
grilling is a healthy cooking method 
that is particularly good for meat and 
fish. It also lets you make toast and 
quickly and consistently brown your 
grilled food and dishes au gratin. The 
upper heater and grill element operate 
simultaneously, increasing the effect of 
the heat.

This mode is especially good for 
cooking large pieces of meat and 
poultry. It is also recommended for 
dishes au gratin. The grill and the fan 
operate simultaneously.

This mode is recommended for pizzas, 
fruit cakes, pastries made with baker’s 
yeast and pastries with a pie crust. It 
is possible to cook at multiple levels 
simultaneously. The lower heater 
operates at the same time as the fan 
and circular element.

Cooking with hot air Lower heater and fan Pro roast

This mode is recommended for 
cooking meat or cakes on multiple 
levels at the same time. The fan 
located at the back of the oven 
circulates the heat produced by the 
circular element around the roast or 
cake. They operate simultaneously.

This mode is recommended for 
cooking leavened cakes with a 
moderate rise and for sterilising fruit 
and vegetable conserves. The lower 
heater operates at the same time as 
the fan.

Pro Roast is programmed to roast 
meat or poultry. Starting off by sealing 
the meat at a high temperature, it then 
cools down and lets the meat cook 
until it is done.
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Cooking modes 
ranging from the 
most traditional to 
expert methods

Steam cooking up to 100°C

Low-temperature precision steam cooking 
up to 95°C

Additional cooking modes with convection 
heat and steam

The full steam cooking mode lets you preserve the liquids in your 
dishes and the vitamins in your foods. This cooking mode does not 
release any smells and there is no point in adding herbs or spices or 
salting the water.

In addition to allowing you to cook with steam at low temperatures, 
this precision cooking mode also lets you use sous vide bags so that 
foods can cook perfectly in their own juices.

There are three steam injection intensity levels: High (escalope, 
small piece of meat) / Medium (heating up cold or frozen dishes, 
vegetables au gratin) / Low (roasts, poultry, bread, lasagne).

Steam injection is combined with convection heat to quickly and 
effectively cook foods without changing their colour or appearance, 
and to thaw foods.
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Microwaves and 
convection heat

Preheating

Thawing

In the same program, you can thaw 

a chicken and then cook it or speed 

up the cooking of a beef roast by first 

using micr¯owaves and then later 

traditional cooking.

Use this function to heat up the oven 

to the desired temperature as quickly 

as possible. When the set temperature 

is reached, preheating comes to an 

end and the oven makes a sound. 

When you place your dish in the oven, 

the program continues and cooking 

takes place in accordance with your 

selected settings.

This function is used to slowly thaw 

frozen foods (cakes and pastries, 

bread, fruit).

Air circulates in the oven without the 

elements turning on. Only the fan 

operates.

By selecting the corresponding icons, 

you can specify the type of food and its 

weight or the start and end time for the 

thawing process.
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Elegance and precision
With their solid single-piece metal frame, ASKO Craft ovens have a unique design that lets them 
go perfectly with your kitchen while adding a new touch to it. You have the choice between 
brushed black steel*, brushed stainless steel or matt graphite black. Craft Collection ovens are 
manufactured with a passion for detail and offer performance and precision. We have acquired 
the skills allowing us to create this collection characterised by exceptional finishes and an intuitive 
interfaces.

*For the Craft Black Steel collection, ASKO has chosen to use 443 
stainless steel, which is a special and unique type of stainless 
steel. It contains 21% chromium as well as titanium, ensuring 
the stability of the material when exposed to high temperatures. 
This uncommon alloy is better at withstanding the elements, such 
as moisture, salt and rust. It is the type of stainless steel most 
resistant to rusting over the long-term.

The nanoparticle colouring process used for the Craft Black Steel 
Collection makes it possible to obtain black stainless steel with a 
shiny brushed finish and horizontal textured effect.
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Intuitive knob and 
touchscreen navigation
The interface of ASKO Craft ovens is 

a perfect combination between the 

immediate action of the solid metal knob 

for main functions and the touchscreen 

on the lower area for secondary 

functions. The high-definition screen 

has a very clear display and is easy to 

read. You always have an overview of all 

functions.
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Choose a main function by turning the 
left knob.

Activate or deactivate the menu by 
pressing the right knob (scroll knob). 
Turn the scroll knob to set your settings 
in each menu, or use the two arrows 
(the <> touch buttons).

Once the oven is on, you can check 
the cooking mode, current temperature 
and remaining time by taking one look 
at the display.

Activate the program by pressing the 
Apply (A) knob to the right.

To make it easier to use and provide unique readability, touchscreen and knobs are backlit. 

First select the main functions with the rotating knob on the left, then the temperature and cooking time with the rotating 

scroll knob on the right. 

Turn the right knob to select the value, press it to apply the setting and move on to the next setting. This procedure will 

intuitively guide you during the process.
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Gentle cooking
Steam cooking is gentler on foods and is better at preserving 
vitamins and nutrients than traditional cooking with boiling 
water. A healthy and natural method, steam cooking 
conserves all the flavour of the food.

This cooking method does not release any smells and there 
is no point in salting the water or adding herbs or spices. 
With our combi steam ovens, you can exclusively cook 
with steam, combine steam with convection heat or use 
traditional cooking.
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Microwave oven 
with inverter
Combined ASKO Craft microwave 
ovens let you simmer a sauce without 
it boiling over. This is made possible by 
inverter technology, which generates a 
constant flow of microwaves at exactly 
the desired power. In combination 
with the microwave stirrer fan, this 
technology allows the uniform 

distribution of microwaves in the oven 
cavity. As a result, a turntable is not 
necessary and a larger usable volume 
is available. That is why our combined 
microwave ovens are among the 
most spacious on the market, with a 
capacity of 50 litre.
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OVENS

Our expertise turned an oven into an instrument of precision. We used 
carefully selected and sustainable materials and made our product elegant 
looking and long lasting. Our craftsmanship created this range characterized 
by exceptional finishing and intuitive interfaces.

We have crafted a sophisticated glass door and integrated it with one-piece 
seamless frame. The large glass door emphasizes the spacious oven and 
offers full visibility.
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Preserves the natural flavors
Bring out new flavours by using steam in combination with 
hot air or cook truly healthy food using steam alone. This 
will preserve all of the mineral salts and flavour within the 
food while retaining its colour and texture. Meat, fish and 
vegetables can be cooked simultaneously: just set the 
time according to the food that requires the most time to 
cook and there is no risk of overcooking.

This mode is used to gently reheat previously cooked 
dishes.  The use of steam means there is no loss of  quality. 
Taste and texture are preserved as though the dish is 
freshly cooked. This function is suitable for most dishes. 
Several dishes can be regenerated simultaneously.

Regenerate

Only pure steam
Our combi steam ovens have a unique steam generation 
system that creates nothing more than pure steam. This is 
possible thanks to the flow meter, which ensures that the 
correct amount of water is used, and the separator, where 
the pure steam and condensed water are separated. 
Condensed steam falls to the bottom of the oven where it 
is heated and becomes new steam. This ensures that your 
food just gets steamed and not boiled.

Steam assisted cooking
With the Combi steam functions the steam is sprayed into 
the oven cavity at regular intervals. Using a combination 
of steam and convection is a good way to improve heat 
transfer while also browning the food. Steam makes 
the heating more efficient and prevents dehydration of 
the food, providing more succulent foods. Useful when 
cooking meat and chicken, for example.
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Cooking with steam
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Add steam
With steam, you can easily create small 
wonders – on a daily basis. By adding steam 
when baking bread, your bread will be fluffy 
inside, rise better and boast a perfect crust. 
For guaranteed perfect results, use the 
temperature probe in the bread. Then you’ll 
know exactly when it´s time to remove it from 
the oven. Satisfaction guaranteed!
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Shared workload 
with Stage cooking

Professional chefs always use different heating methods to bring more flavour to their 
food. Cooking at low temperature for a long time and finishing with a short grill, for 
example. Or why not use steam, hot air and the grill in one and the same program? 
Instead of setting differents heating modes by yourself, you simply make a selection 
in the menu and then press start. Let the oven do the work!
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DRAWERS
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Our Craft warming drawers you use to either heat 
plates and cups, to keep food warm or even slow 
cook food. 

Warming drawer

Low temperature cooking

Defrosting

Cup and plate warming

Low temperature cooking is a great method for 
cooking meat to remain tender. After browning you 
can place the pan or dish in the drawer and then cook 
slowly for the recommended time.

The warming drawer can help defrost your food. 
Choose a low temperature and place the food inside 
the drawer.

The warming drawer is perfect for heating plates 
before a dinner party, or warming cups to serve hot 
coffee in. It holds 20 plates in 28 cm diameter, or 80 
coffee cups, or 40 tea cups.

Our warming drawers are mainly very practical, and 
they add a lot of functionality in a small space. Use 
them for slow cooking food, keeping food warm, 
defrosting, warm crockery or just as a place for 
storing. All ASKO warming drawers are designed 
for integration with the ovens and they perfectly 
measured to fill out the space under a 45 cm oven for 
integration with a 60 cm oven.
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BLACK STEEL 
COFFEE MACHINE
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Full colour touch display

My coffee profile setting

Direct selection Guest function

Settings for fine tuning 
your coffee

Custom mode

By selecting the menu ”My coffee-
menu” you can customize your version 
of the perfect cup of coffee. This 
way, you’ll have direct access to your 
favourite coffee drink. Simply set the 
strength and volume of coffee; if you 
like to, you can also adjust the amount 
of milk and set the froth you desire. 
This is a perfect feature for families 
with different personal favourites, or if 
you want to save several choices for 
your own use.

The fastest and easiest choice is to 
choose one of the 12 pre-programd 
coffee types with our special ASKO 
recipes. Just tap on the desired 
symbol on the screen and the brewing 
starts immediately. Real coffee 
instantly. Enjoy!

The “Guest” function is a temporary 
user profile designed to save time 
when serving many cups of the same 
coffee drink, let’s say after a dinner 
party. Select the type of coffee you 
wish to serve, adjust strength and 
volume and tap “Save”. The Elements 
coffee machine is now ready to serve 
the same recipe to all your friends.

In the “Settings” menu you can adjust 
almost twenty different parameters 
such as coffee temperature, auto-start 
and auto-stop, display background 
colour, water hardness level, descaling 
schemes and energy saving mode. 

“Custom mode” is for those who 
want to have a perfect coffee drink 
according to your own specifications. 
Select a predefined coffee drink 
of your choice, then adjust aroma, 
strength and volume. There! The 
perfect recipe for your favourite coffee 
drink is ready to enjoy.
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TFT display

Now, look at one of ASKO’s Craft coffee machines and you will see a perfectly 
shaped front plate made in one piece that frames the visible parts of the coffee 
machine like the unique TFT display and the ergonomic coffee outlet. All merged 
with great precision, perfectly straight lines, seamlessly folded edges and nothing 
left to chance. Craft is Scandinavian perfection for creative coffee lovers.

Full-touch and Full-colour display

The ASKO Craft coffee machines comes with a unique full-touch and full-
colour display with a cleverly designed interface that supports exploration 
and fine-tuning of your coffee.

Save your favourite coffee recipe

A smart and convenient feature is the My coffee setting which allows up to six 
persons to individually design and save their special coffee recipe allowing 
them to enjoy the same great of coffee from time to time.

A perfect cup of freshly-
made coffee
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 CRAFTS HOBS
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Original art of cooking
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Introducing the new gas hobs from ASKO; the Super 
Flex Wok™ burner. With output between 0,2 kW and 
4,6 kW it range a large span for all types of cooking. 
The simmer setting consists of only two parts and is 
an efficient solution where the flames are directed 
upwards through diagonally drilled flame ports. Due 
to the smaller diameter of the burner head it makes 
the heat stay directly beneath the pan. The burner 
head is designed in one solid piece of brass that lasts 
for along time.

Super Flex Wok™ burner

Based on nano-technology, our new stainless 
steel gas hobs have been crafted with a very thin 
protective coating. This layer prevents stains from 
burn and stick to the surface. This makes the hob 
very easy to clean, without special detergents. 
After four hours of baking on 180°C, the ASKO easy 
clean coating can be cleaned more easily than the 
solutions our competitors are using. The graphite 
black versions are also easy to clean thanks to the 
graphite black enamel surface.

Easy clean coating
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Hybrid Design
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The new A+ burner from the ASKO Craft range is 
really efficient and directs more of the gas energy 
direct under the pots and pans. Lifted burners 
provide an airflow between the burner and the drip 
tray. This makes the stainless steel or black enamel 
cooler and less oil stains will stuck and burn. The 
small burner diameter provides high performance 
and also makes the controlling more precise.

A+ hybrid burner

The new pan supports have been developed with 
inspiration from professional hobs. It is very easy to 
move around pans on top of the large surface without 
lifting them. Even smaller pots have a stable stand. 
The whole surface is optimized for any kind of pans 
and provides one of the most flexibile solutions on the 
market.

Easy movement of pans
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BLACK STEEL 
REFRIGERATOR
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Our new range of freestanding refrigerators means that we are taking a step forward when it comes to offering a more complete 
range of sizes and coloaurs.  The inside offers a lot of new features as well, as for example the stainless steel backwall which is far 
more hygienic than plastic and enables optimal storage and maximum freshness of your food.

The stainless steel backwall that is used in the fridge prevents 
the formation of harmful “biofilms” that can harbor bacteria 
and adversely affect longevity and taste. A choice for your 
health and well-being.

We have placed the control panel in the ceiling inside the 
refrigerator. In this way, we maximize the internal height so 
that you have room for more bulky goods.

With the Convert Slider, you can quickly adjust the 
temperature in the Multi Zone drawer so that it either fits fruit 
& vegetables or meat & fish. Keeps the fresh fresh, for longer.

If the space in the refrigerator is not enough, for example for 
a larger party, you can easily convert the freezer so that it has 
a temperature just above zero degrees. Perfect for large soft 
drink bottles.

An automatic function that keeps the humidity in the 
humid drawers at the optimum level. A special membrane 
automatically opens above 90 % humidity. Below 90 %, 
the membrane closes and keeps the moisture inside the 
drawer. 

Fast and even cool air distribution is crucial to keeping 
your food fresh. The Cool Flow system allows you to store 
your food on any shelf and ensures that the temperature is 
rapidly restored after opening and closing the door.

Stainless Steel backwall Roof control panel

Multi zone

Convertible freezer

Auto humidity control

Cool flow
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ICON LED
If you dream of a professional kitchen at home, you will 
love the Icon LED. The stylish stainless steel look in 
combination with large, clear glass doors for maximum 
view will give you that right professional feeling in your 
own home. Add the seamless, robust and high-quality 
design details and you have a kitchen for life.

Let each appliance in the Icon LED stand out to be a 
design object itself or, use the same front as in the rest 
of the kitchen cupboards.
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ASKO ICON LED RANGE 

Built-in Ovens and Microwaves

Warming Drawers 
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OVENS
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Auto programs

Where other oven doors stop halfway, an ASKO closes softly all the way. 
With ASKO’s smart built-in spring system you just need to give the door a 
light touch when you want to close it. Perfect when both hands are busy 
with that hot lasagna dish. 

Soft closing all the way

Preserves the natural flavours

Combination oven and Microwave

Bring out new flavours by using steam in combination with hot air or cook 
truly healthy food using steam alone. This will preserve all of the mineral 
salts and flavour within the food while retaining its colour and texture. 
Meat, fish and vegetables can be cooked simultaneously: just set the 
time according to the food that requires the most time to cook and there 
is no risk of overcooking.

With our combined microwave oven you have all the flexibility of 
combination cooking. It offers four different types of cooking methods: 
microwave, fan-forced convection cooking, grilling and combined 
traditional oven cooking with the aid of microwave cooking. In the same 
cooking program you can defrost, go to traditional convection and finish 
with a short grill. They are co-designed to perfectly complement all our 
ASKO Pro Series™ ovens.

Thanks to the effective steam generator and the 5 Airflow system we can 
ensure an even full steam result also in our 60 cm XL combi steam ovens. 
This means that you can take advantage of cooking more food at the 
same time and separate food from each other on up to three levels at the 
same time.

XL Steam cooking
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PREMIUM 

BUILT-IN 
REFRIGERATOR
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Auto Super Cool

Soft Closing Door

The Auto Super Cool function detects 
temperature rises and activates an 
intensive cooling that brings the 
temperature back at the pre-set level, 
slowing down the food aging process.

Enjoy the comfort of soft-closing doors 
on your fridge and freezer. So quiet, 
not even the dog will notice when you 
get that sandwich late at night.

Adaptive Temperature 
Control

Keep your food's first-day freshness 
for longer. ASKO refrigerators 
automatically lowers the temperature 
prior to periods of frequent use, 
avoiding temperature rises and 
keeping your food fresh up to 20% 
longer.

Auto  
Humidity Control

Automatic Humidity Control is a smart 
membrane that keeps your fruits and 
veggies at the exact humidity level at 
all times. Less waste and more taste!
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FALMEC HOODS
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LEVANTE 120
120 cm Suspended Hood

Article No.: 537.81.748

LIGHT 180
180 cm Suspended Hood
Article No.: 532.83.405

LIGHT 120 
120 cm Suspended Hood

Article No.: 537.81.737

NUVOLA 140
140 cm Ceiling Hood

Article No.: 537.81.688

STELLA 90 BLACK NRS
90 cm Celling Hood

Article No.: 537.81.673

ALBA 120
120 cm Ceiling Hood

Article No.: 537.81.423

DOWNDRAFT
90 cm Worktop Hood

Article No.: 537.81.643

Ceiling Hoods

Worktop Hood

NUVOLA 90
90 cm Ceiling Hood

Article No.: 537.81.683

NUBE 90
90 cm Ceiling Hood

Article No.: 537.81.753

SPAZIO
180 cm Suspended Hood

Article No.: 537.81.209

Suspended Hood

QUANTUM 
90 cm Hood in Hob

Article No.: 537.61.507

SPAZIO
130 cm Suspended Hood
Article No.: 532.83.120
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NRS LUMINA 90 
90 cm Island Hood Black Finish

Article No.: 537.81.603

Island Hoods

LUCE 90
90 cm Island Hood

Article No.: 537.81.653

LUMEN 120
120 cm Island Hood

Article No.: 537.81.118

NRS LUMINA 90 
90 cm Wall Mounted Hood 

Black Finish 
Article No.: 537.81.604  

LUCE 90
90 cm Wall Mounted Hood

Article No.: 537.81.313

VERSO 85/55
Wall Mounted Hood

Article No.: 537.81.613 (85 cm)
Article No.: 537.81.605 (55 cm)

LUMEN 120
120 cm Wall Mounted Hood

Article No.: 537.81.108

Wall Mounted Hood

PLANE BLACK NRS
90 cm Wall Mounted Hood 

Article No.:537.81.164

FLIPPER NRS
85 cm Wall Mounted Hood 

Article No.: 537.81.373

VERSO NRS
85 cm Wall Mounted Hood 

Article No.: 537.81.354

VIRGOLA PLUS 90
90 cm Built-in Hood

Article No.: 537.81.123

VIRGOLA PLUS 60
60 cm Built-In Hood

Article No.: 537.81.551

VIRGOLA PLUS 120
120 cm Built-in Hood

 Article No.: 537.81.128

Built-In Hoods

MOVE 120
120 cm Built-in Hood

Article No.: 537.81.368

MOVE 90
90 cm Built-in Hood

      Article No.: 537.81.173 

Bellaria 
E.ion®  Air Purifier

Article No.:  537.81.424

E.ion® Air Purification System

ELLE 180
180 cm Island Hood

Article No.: 537.81.669
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Solutions for a new 
quality of life at home
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Falmec
Life inspired
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The Air Factory
A future that began long 
ago

Falmec was born in 1981 as a small 

artisanal business and has grown 

today to be one of Italy’s centres 

of excellence and a leading 

international player in the market. 

An “air factory” with a state-of 

the-art approach, an experience 

in the design and manufacture of 

extraction solutions, developed 

through years of experience. A 

team, a family, bringing together 

the experience and skill of different 

generations, contributing with their 

energy, creativity and talent to 

create products and solutions that 

improve people’s daily lives.

A product created 
through genuine Italian 
quality and culture

A completely integrated production 

organization, from initial design 

up to the finished product. Our 

multi-phase process takes place  

entirely on site at our company 

headquarters in Vittorio Veneto, just 

outside Venice. Each Falmec hood 

is developed, designed and built 

entirely in Vittorio Veneto, a town 

located in one of the most important 

Italian production districts, where 

a true industrial, steel-specialized 

culture blends with the ingenuity 

and craftsmanship skills rooted 

in this territory. The true value of 

"Made in Italy" is embodied in a 

real product culture: an absolute 

guarantee of quality that is found in 

every product and that starts from 

design, through the care of detail 

and the perfection in the making, 

to end with the choice of the finest 

materials.
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Quality of life:
now you can breathe it

Technology for better air

Falmec offers unique, patented 

solutions for maximum efficiency

and performance. Whether used 

in extracting or recirculating mode, 

Falmec cooker hoods satisfy one of 

our primal needs: breathing. Deep 

research, design accuracy and the 

use of unique, exclusive solutions 

allow total efficiency in operating 

performance, to guarantee the best 

air in every environment.
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Quality of life:
now you can hear it

A future that began 
long ago

Falmec was born in 1981 as a 

small artisanal business and 

has grown today to be one of 

Italy’s centres of excellence and 

a leading international player 

in the market. An “air factory” 

with a state-ofthe-art approach, 

an experience in the design 

and manufacture of extraction 

solutions, developed through 

years of experience. A team, 

a family, bringing together the 

experience and skill of different 

generations, contributing with 

their energy, creativity and talent 

to create products and solutions 

that improve people’s daily lives.

NRS®: a quiet kitchen
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Design and shape

Elegance, style, ergonomics, functionality, integrated in a perfect balance. 

Design for a better living, in any environment, matching the principles of 

minimalism and essentiality with aesthetic proposals of strong character 

and emotional impact. Design means thinking about the object in 

everyday use, considering the aesthetic value, but without compromises 

in functionality.

Quality of life:
now you can see it
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Substance

Falmec’s obsessive pursuit of quality shows in every 

product, detail, perfect finishes and in the selection of 

the finest materials. Quality that you’ll touch every day 

for many years to come: each product is designed 

to stand the test of time, thanks to the selection of 

reliable components and longstanding materials.

Quality of life:
now you can touch it

High quality stainless steel

Falmec selects and uses AISI 304 stainless steel 

alloyed with 18% chrome and 8% nickel. Hygienic, 

easy-to-clean and extremely resistant to corrosion, as 

demonstrated by salt spray laboratory tests, AISI 304 

is the best material there is when it comes to making 

hoods.

AISI 304
—

High Quality

Stanless Steel
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Wall

The wall hood is traditionally the most used 

option, perfect for optimal fumes extraction, 

if chosen and installed correctly. The wall 

hood combines functionality and design, 

often representing a decorative element of 

separation and customization of the kitchen. 

Built-in

Built-in hoods, integrated into the wall unit, 

grant linearity and optimization of the spaces in 

the kitchen; they are therefore recommended in 

environments with an essential design or where 

there is the need to maximize the space on the 

wall.

Downdraft

The hood is integrated into the worktop, and 

emerges for use by means of a motorised 

system. It extracts cooking fumes and vapours 

near to their source, at the same time lighting the 

worktop. This system provides great flexibility 

and versatility when it comes to installation, 

including different motor options, which can be 

installed in the hood or in a remote position. 

To achieve the best results from this type of 

hood, we advise that it is used with panoramic 

in-line hobs.

Falmec air solutions
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Island

Kitchen is more and more a convivial space, 

central to the home project, integrating with 

the living environment. Island hoods become 

fundamental elements from a functional and 

design point of view. It performs its function 

of suction and lighting, adding value and 

personality to the kitchen itself. Falmec offers 

a wide choice of island hoods, with unique 

solutions, in exhausting or recirculating 

versions, to always guarantee the best air.

Suspended

Falmec suspension hoods are distinguished 

by their unique design, featuring high-quality 

finishes and materials as well as ambient light 

to create a unique atmosphere in the kitchen. 

With no need for pipes or flues, suspension 

hoods allow complete freedom of installation 

and significant energy saving. 

Equipped with innovative filter technology, 

Falmec filter solutions  guarantee excellent 

results when it comes to absorbing odours 

and improving air quality at home.

Ceiling

Falmec ceiling hoods are designed to fit 

perfectly into any living environment. Thanks 

to their clean and minimal shapes and the 

discreet visual impact, they are suitable for 

open spaces where the kitchen area integrates 

with the living space. These solutions collect the 

cooking fumes that rise naturally and are then 

captured directly in the ceiling. The hood can 

be integrated into the false ceiling or installed 

directly in the ceiling, in recirculating mode.
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Airflow / air displacementDistance from cooking top,

Choosing the right hood

The study of the most suitable solution 

necessarily involves a preliminary 

assessment of the technical and aesthetic 

constraints of the kitchen where it will 

be inserted, taking into consideration 

multiple variables.

Choosing the right hood

Air Flow/Suction power

An important point to check is the required 

airflow that normally depends on the size 

of the room and also on the frequency of 

use of the hood.

The correct airflow is obtained by 

multiplying the room volume by ten, 

which is the number of air changes 

recommended every hour. For example, 

for a 4x4 m kitchen with a height of 2.7 

m, the following calculation should be 

applied: (4 x 4 x 2.7) x 10 = 432 m3/h. 

Therefore any hood with a suction 

capacity of 432 m3/h will provide sufficient 

ventilation.

Perimeter suction

Fumes are conveyed along the perimeter 

of the suction area, allowing a higher 

speed of the air flow and an effective 

performance. Falmec hoods with 

perimetral suction are equipped with 

a steel panel with a sound-absorbing 

material that reduces noise. This panel, 

easy to remove, also helps the cleaning 

and maintenance operations.Distance from cooking hob

It is suggested to respect the minimum or 

maximum distance between the hood and 

the hob, indicated in the catalog for each

model.

Dimensions

To be really effective, the suction surface 

must cover at least the length of the hob. 

However, a model that is longer than the 

surface of the hob is recommended.
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Choosing the right hood
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Behaviour of airflow with a remote 
under-roof motor installed in 
intermediate position

Friction with walls, which
depends on the characteristics
of the ducting (smooth, rough).

Pipes and ducting

Another fundamental aspect concerns 

a correct installation and the use 

of appropriate pipes for the fumes 

ducting.

Errors or carelessness in the installation 

can result in a significant drop in 

performance and an increase in the 

noise level of the hood 

Airflow friction

The engine generates an airflow that 

passes through a pipe, whose walls 

cause friction, leading to a decrease in 

performance.

For a correct installation and optimal 

functioning, it is advisable to:

Motor position

Regardless of the position of the motor 

(internal, under-roof remote or external 

remote), the evacuated air flow will 

always be the same, depending on 

the friction that it undergoes along the 

ducting route. There will be a difference 

in pressure at the inlet and outlet of the 

piping, but the final result will always be 

the same.

Therefore the installation of a remote 

motor (under-roof or external) does not 

involve any loss of performance.

• use rigid pipes with smooth walls 

and a diameter not smaller than 

the one indicated;

• avoid too long piping (longer than 

7 m) and reduce the number of 

bends to a minimum.
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Recirculation or extraction?

Each of the two installation options offers 

features that should be considered when 

choosing your hood.

Recirculation or extraction?

Extracting Hoods

These hoods use a fan to capture the fumes, 

extract them through a metal grease filter and 

physically take them out, together with smells 

and moisture.

Advantages:

• High airflow;

• Humidity is conveyed to the outside;

• High efficiency even at low speeds;

• Reduced noise (if the hood has been   

   installed correctly);

• No additional cost for activated charcoal   

   filters (and their periodic replacement).

Disadvantages:

• More complex and not always optimal   

   installation;

• Energy waste due to the extraction of the      

   air to the outside.

Extraction hood.
The air is channelled through piping to a
flue, and from there out of your home.
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Recirculating hoods

These hoods use a fan to capture the 

fumes, drive them through a grease filter 

and lead them towards an additional 

filtering area dedicated to the elimination

of odors. The clean air is then conveyed 

back into the room. 

Recirculating hoods normally work in 

multiple filter cycles, requiring more time.

It is therefore advisable to leave the 

hood switched on longer (compared 

to extraction hoods) once the cooking 

operations have been completed.

Advantages:

• Easy installation and flexibility in the  

   choice of the hood;

• No additional structural work;

• Significant energy savings due to the  

   maintenance of energy in the home  

   environment (waste is avoided).

Disadvantages (traditional

Filtration):

• Humidity deriving from the cooking  

   vapors is not eliminated; 

• Traditional charcoal filters require   

   frequent replacement;

• Generally filtering solutions are   

   significantly noisier (phenomenon due to            

   the non-channeled air flow outlet);

• Suction flow rate is reduced by the  

   use of traditional charcoal filters which  

   partially obstruct the flow of air.

Filtering Innovation

Sensitivity and attention to the quality 

of the air in domestic environments has 

led Falmec to invest in research and 

development of innovative solutions in 

filtration and air treatment.

These largely solve the contraindications 

of traditional recirculating solutions, thus

representing an effective and real 

alternative to extraction hoods.

Filter hoods.
The air passes through an active 
carbon filter to be purified, and is then 
reintroduced into the room.
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PRESERVING
AND IMPROVING
THE
ENVIRONMENT.
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Since its foundation 30 years ago, Falmec has always sought 

responsible and respectful means of balancing production and 

attention to resources, the market and sustainability.

Over the years, it created its own code, time and time again, adjusting 

its business and refining its approach. These principles and this 

commitment is called 'Green Deal', because it forms a pact whereby 

Falmec transmits such attention and sensitivity to its products and 

therefore, its customers.

GREEN DEAL
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Pressure and air velocity in the suction side of the hood 

are naturally higher in areas close to the motor.

As a result, suction capacity is concentrated directly 

under the motor, leading to a general loss of performance, 

especially in the filter peripheral area.

Airfalmec, the new balanced filter system, features a new 

design that can overcome this limitation by redistributing 

the aspiration for maximum efficiency and a greater 

capacity of the extractor, even in the furthest corners of 

the hood.
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WALL

ISLAND

BALANCED SUCTION
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CEILING MOUNTED 
HOODS
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NUVOLA 140
140 cm wide 

Anti noise panel for a quieter kitchen

Scotch brite stainless steel (AISI 304) 

Perimeter suction

24hr timer function

Metallic grease filter, removable and washable

Electronic control

Tempered extra-light painted glass

Remote control included 

Available only in ducting version on Special order
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ALBA 120
120 cm wide 

Glass perimeter frame

Matte white (customizable panel*)

LED perimeter lighting

Removable and washable metallic filter

Electronic button board

Remote control included

Perimeter extraction

* To customize the inner panel, we recommend sanding it with simple fine 
sandpaper (2200 or Scotch Brite) and apply acrylic washable paint.
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NUBE 90
90 cm wide 

Scotch brite stainless steel (AISI 304) 

Perimeter suction

24hr timer function

Metallic grease filter, removable and washable

Electronic control

Tempered extra-light painted glass

Remote control included

Anti-noise panel
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90 cm wide 

NRS® technology for a quieter kitchen*

Matt black painted steel (AISI 304)

Electronic control 

24hr timer function

Metallic grease filter, removable and washable

Remote control included

Available in ducting version

STELLA 90 
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WORKTOP HOODS
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Quantum
Technological elegance

Elegance and practicality

Continuity of colour and materials along 

the hob is made possible by an extraction 

system fitted with a glass flap that blends 

in harmoniously with the cooking area and 

also allows easy cleaning.

Efficiency and quietness

A powerful, efficient brushless motor, 

combined with research into airflow and the 

use of insulating materials, allows optimum 

extraction performance with minimum 

noise.

Easy installation and minimal 
encumbrance

Cooking and extraction are enclosed in a 

single body that allows easy installation.

The ducting system, positioned on the rear, 

also makes it possible to maximise the 

space in the cabinet.

Optimum filtration with
Carbon.Zeo technology

In the recirculating version, Carbon.Zeo 

technology provides excellent performance 

in the reduction of odours and moisture 

from cooking fumes through the use of 

Zeolite.

Auto mode

In this mode, Quantum automatically 

regulates the extraction power as required, 

guaranteeing the right ratio between 

energy consumption and extraction power 

at all times.

Flex surface

Thanks to the "Flex surface" technology, the 

induction works uniformly on all the cooking 

zones, which can be joined to guarantee 

maximum versatility in the use of pots of 

different types and sizes.

Quantum, an indivisible element by definition, embodies the concepts of elegance, minimalism 

and practicality of use. The central extraction section, embellished by a thin frame in matte black 

steel, ensures a chromatic and aesthetic continuity throughout the cooking area, thus elegantly 

placing itself in every environment. Designed to ensure maximum effectiveness and practicality, 

Quantum in "auto" mode automatically adjusts the suction speed according to requirements. 

The extraction element, composed of two glass flaps that open automatically, optimises the 

aerodynamics of the incoming air and improves the suction performance, while allowing easy 

maintenance and cleaning.
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Perfect integration,
for a new kitchen lifestyle
Integrated cooking 
system

Falmec has designed and created 

a range of products that integrate 

cooking and extraction in a single 

body, inspired by a concept of total 

minimalism, ergonomics, design 

and high efficiency. Integrated 

solutions that incorporate all of the 

experience by Falmec in extraction, 

together with cutting-edge cooking 

technologies, creating products in 

tune with contemporary trends and 

lifestyles.

Fitted with powerful and efficient 

motors, but at the same time 

extremely quiet, Falmec integrated 

cooking systems guarantee optimum 

performance. Recirculation mode 

uses exclusive Falmec Carbon.Zeo 

technology, providing outstanding 

odour elimination and noticeably 

reducing cooking vapours.

Flap system

Flap System by Falmec is a system 

of electronic moving flaps, designed 

to improve the aerodynamics of the 

intake air and increase the suction 

speed of the fumes, captured 

downwards rather than upwards as 

in traditional hoods.

Total integration

Once closed, flaps disappear totally, 

for a completely flat and linear work 

surface, hiding the filtes and the 

operating elements.
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84 cm Integrated Induction Hood

Motorised glass flap system

Schott black ceramic glass

Brushless motor

Touch control with display

Auto mode (suction speed automatically 

adjusts to cooking power)

4 cooking areas with Flex Surface technology

Double bridge

9 cooking levels + Booster

Metallic filter saturation warning

Residual heat indicator

QUANTUM
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DOWNDRAFT
90 cm wide 

Scotch brite stainless steel (AISI 304)

Tempered black glass

Perimeter suction

Touch control 

24hr timer function

LED lights

Top filter removable and washable
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SUSPENDED HOODS
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The new shape of filtration
The circle represents perfection, the traditional symbol of 

something that has neither beginning nor end, formed of a 

single line whose ends join together and cancel each other 

out. Inspired by this form, Falmec has developed a new line of 

hoods that combine extraction and filtration in a single element, 

allowing maximum efficiency and minimum impact on space.

CIRCLE.TECH
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Technical sheet

Circle.Tech Technology

Circular filter with 

Carbon.Zeo technology 

Outlet Air

Centrifugal 
motor with 

reversed blades 
for  enhanced 

extraction
efficiency

Metallic 

antigrease filter

Inlet Air
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Carbon

Active carbons are materials made 

principally of carbon in the form of 

graphite microcrystals, specially 

treated to create a porous structure 

with a vast internal surface area. These 

characteristics make it capable of 

trapping the molecules of many different

types of substance, attracting and 

absorbing them.

Long-lasting product, simple
maintenance

The Carbon.Zeo combined filter has a 

long life, lasting at least 3 years, and up 

to 5 years, under normal conditions of 

use. We recommend to regenerate the 

filter every 18 months by placing it in an

oven at 200°C for two hours. This 

process is extremely easy, with extraction 

performed in the lower part of the hood.

Zeolite

Zeolite is a mineral with a high capacity 

for absorbing organic compounds and 

water vapour. This property is directly 

due to the microporous nature of its 

crystalline structure. In addition, the 

chemical characteristics of zeolite 

mean that it releases heat on contact 

with moisture, thus reducing it. The use 

of zeolite is therefore important both for 

reducing odours and for absorbing water 

vapour produced during cooking.
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SPAZIO
180 cm and 130 cm wide 

Black-painted steel chassis

Circle.Tech technology with Carbon.Zeo filters

Smoked glass shelves

LED lighting

Removable and washable metallic grease filter

Equipped with power outlets and USB ports

Ladle hanger, spices shelf, tablet holder included

Indoor plants growing area (optional Falmec accessory) 

Remote control included
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LEVANTE
120 cm wide 

Up/Down lift system with height adjustment

Tempered black glass

Circle.Tech technology with Carbon.Zeo filters

Perimeter extraction

Removable and washable metallic filter

All-surface Dynamic Led Lighting

Remote control included
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LIGHT
180 cm and 120 cm wide 

Smoked tempered glass

Black anodized satin aluminum profiles

Led lighting

Ambient light

Ultra slim body

Carbon.Zeo filter technology

Electronic push-button panel

Remote control included

Multi-air technology

Perimeter suction
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ISLAND HOODS
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ELLE
180 cm wide 

Matt black painted steel

Strip Led

Electronic control

Perimeter suction

Metallic grease filter, removable and washable
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90 cm wide 

Scotch brite stainless steel (AISI 304)

Top filters removable and washable

Touch control

White neon ambient light

Charcoal filter included

Black Glass front

LUCE
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120 cm wide 

Scotch brite stainless steel (AISI 304)

Top filters AirFalmec, removable and washable

Electronic control

24hr timer function

White neon ambient light

Charcoal filter included

LUMEN
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Finally, a quiet hood.
Using innovative NRS® technology, Falmec has created a 

product that combines enhanced performance with noticeably 

improved home comfort. While there are figures that provide 

scientific proof of the excellent results achieved, the most 

important point is that the hood can barely be heard.

SILENCE-NRS
®
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Find out more about our
Silence - NRS® technology

Falmec NRS® noise reduction 
has been certified by the Quiet 
Mark Institute.

Silence - NRS
®

Finally, a quiet hood.

NRS® (Noise Reduction System) 
is the system developed by Falmec 
in collaboration with laboratories 
specialising in fluid dynamics. It has 
enabled us to create a collection 
of incredibly quiet hoods, with 
considerable improvements in quality 
of life in the kitchen.

NRS® technology allows to cook, 
work, chat and listen to music without 
the noise typically produced by hoods, 
while maintaining excellent extraction 
performance.

Thanks to research into airflow and 
the specialist materials used, NRS® 
hoods reduce noise to an extremely 
low, almost imperceptible level. The 
NRS® system gives the best results 
through the evacuation of cooking 
fumes, but can also be used in 
recirculation mode with a long-lasting, 
regenerable high-performance carbon 
filter.

You won’t just hear the difference - 
you’ll live it.

Up to 86% reduction in sound 
levels.
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% reduction in noise level

45 dB
NRS®
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62 dB
Standard hood

Compared to standard 
extraction hoods on the market, 
noise is drastically reduced.
Our perception of noise actually 
follows a logarithmic scale: for 
every reduction of 3db, noise is 
halved.

Diagram of internal 
flows in an NRS® hood. 
Soundproofing the motor 
chamber and research 
into airflows reduces 
operating noise to a 
minimum.
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86% Less Noisy

A system developed by Falmec in collaboration with laboratories 
specialised in the study of fluid dynamics, NRS® (Noise Reduction 
System) has enabled  us to create a collection of incredibly quiet 
cooker hoods that effectively enhance the quality of life in the kitchen.
NRS® technology allows you to cook, work, talk and listen to music 
without hearing the noise typical of cooker hoods, while benefiting 
from the best air suction performance.

Compared to today’s standard hoods, the noise level has been 
reduced dramatically. The benefit in the kitchen is extraordinary. The 
‘perception’ of noise follows a logarithmic scale: each decrease of 
1dB corresponds to a reduction in the perceived noise level of about 
20%. In other words, for every decrease of 3db perceived noise is 
halved. 

Thanks to the study of air flows and to the materials used, NRS® 

cooker hoods reduce noise to a minimum, almost imperceptible level. 
The NRS® system guarantees the best results through the extraction 
of cooking fumes, and it can also be used in the filter version, with a 
high-performance, long-lasting and regenerable carbon filter.

The difference is not felt, 
but experienced
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Finally a hood that makes no noise
With the innovative technology NRS®, Falmec has successfully created a product that 
combines high performance with significant comfort in the home. Beyond the figures 
certifying the excellent results achieved with scientific evidence, the other important 
fact to stress is that the hood is incredibly quiet.

Silence NRS
®
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PLANE BLACK NRS
®

90 cm wide 

Painted black steel (AISI 304) 

NRS® technology for a quieter kitchen
Electronic control

24hr timer function 

LED lighting

Perimeter suction
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LUMINA NRS
®

90 cm wide 

Scotch brite stainless steel (AISI 304) 

NRS® technology for a quieter kitchen
Perimeter suction 

Metallic grease filter, removable and washable

Touch control

24hr timer function

White neon ambient light

Tempered glass with black finishing

Island & Wall Mounted 
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FLIPPER NRS
®

85 cm wide 

Black satin glass with stainless steel central band 

NRS technology for a quieter kitchen  

Electronic control 

Led lighting 

Metallic grease filter, removable and washable
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Available in 85 cm wide 

Tempered black glass

Touch control + 24h function

LED lighting

Double suction area (frontal and lower)

Frontal opening

Metallic grease filter, removable and washable

Optional chimney

VERSO NRS
®
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WALL MOUNTED HOODS
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90 cm wide 

Scotch brite stainless steel (AISI 304)

Top filters removable and washable

Touch control

White neon ambient light

Charcoal filter included

Black Glass front

LUCE
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Available in 55 cm and 85 cm wide 

Tempered black glass

Touch control + 24h function

LED lighting

Double suction area (frontal and lower)

Frontal opening

Metallic grease filter, removable and washable

Charcoal filter included

Rear outlet available

Optional chimney

VERSO
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120 cm wide 

Scotch brite stainless steel (AISI 304)

Airfalmec filters for balanced suction

Electronic control

24hr timer function

Neon ambient light

Charcoal filter included

LUMENLUMEN
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BUILT-IN HOODS
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90 cm and 120 cm wide 

Scotch Brite stainless steel (AISI 304) 

Black tempered glass 

Sliding door 

Electronic control 

Dynamic Led Light

Metallic grease filter, removable and washable

Rear outlet available

MOVE
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Available in 60 cm, 90 cm and 120 cm wide 

Scotch brite stainless steel

Metallic grease filter, removable and washable

24hr timer function

Electronic control

LED Lighting

Tempered turning glass

Charcoal filter included

VIRGOLA
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AIR PURIFICATION
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E.ion® System.
The only hoods that purify the air

Falmec offers unique technology that allows you to recreate an ionic 
atmosphere in your kitchen, by means of controlled bipolar ionisation.
Ionic atmospheres naturally eliminate unpleasant odours and also 
re-establish optimal ionic equilibrium, with noticeable benefits for 
your physical and psychological wellbeing.

Falmec patented technology

Using controlled bipolar ionisation, E.ion® System hoods release 
ions similar to those present in the atmosphere into your kitchen. 
This neutralises unpleasant odours as well as irritants and pollutants 
such as bacteria, viruses, mites, pollen, spores, dust, and exhaust 
and other fumes. Ions also have a positive effect on physical and 
psychological wellbeing, improving mood and concentration.
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E.ion® System

A

Unpleasant 
odours

Mould and 
fungus

Spores and 
allergen

Cigarette smoke

No ozone emission

Bacteria

Viruses

Learn more about
E.ion® System

E.ion® System

Patented

System

A sensor that measures air quality

E.ion® System hoods have a specially-
developed sensor in the shape of the 
leaf to detect the presence of volatile 
organic compounds (VOCs), odorous 
gases, formaldehyde, cigarette smoke 
and all other pollutants found in the air. 
It is therefore an excellent indicator for 
measuring air quality in your home. This 
information is indicated by the colour of 
the leaf which gradually turns from yellow 
to green as the atmosphere improves.

Automatic mode

Thanks to the automatic function, 
whenever the sensor detects a 
deterioration in air quality in your home, 
the hood activates automatically, purifying 
and sanitising the air.  

Certified efficiency.

Controlled bipolar technology and its 
adaptation for Falmec extraction systems 
are protected under international patent 
and certification by independent bodies. 
Tests carried out at the Universities of 
Udine and Milan according to standard 
Uni 13725:2004 have demonstrated a 
certifiable reduction of up to 95% of 
unpleasant odours.
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Bellaria

Learn more on:
www.bellaria.falmec.com
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E.ion® Air Purification System

Enjoy pure air
and a beautiful design, with 
unique technology

Exclusive technology, fascinating 
aesthetics, Bellaria is made of 
handmade glass in line with the 
historical tradition of Venetian 
masters. A completely artisan 
production chosen by Falmec in 
order to create a design product 
which unites the knowledge and 
passion of the best Italian artisan 
tradition.

Pure Design 

Bellaria is available in four colours 
selected to be in harmony with 
all furnishing trends and tastes: 
in the living room, in the kitchen, 
in the workplace, wherever you 
want. Moreover, Bellaria has a dual 
function as it purifies the air and 
provides ambient light with a led 
light adjustable in intensity.

Bellaria changes the atmosphere 
of your home in every sense.

With the experience gained from the 
patented E.ion® System, Falmec has 
developed an innovative solution 
to purify the air in any domestic 
environment: Bellaria, unique in its 
successful performance, quietness 
and design.

Certified Efficiency

Tests carried out by the University 
of Padua, Department of Molecular 
Medicine, have certified a drastic 
reduction of the bacterial charge 
in the environment and a concrete 
reduction of mycotic charge in the 
presence of Bellaria. The test results 
highlighted a bacterial change 
reduction of 85% and mycotic charge 
reduction of 71% in the environment.
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ASKO 
CLEANING 

APPLIANCES

DISHWASHERS
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A design that reveals ASKO’s inner values
ASKO dishwashers are made of steel. This has been a well-known fact for 
decades and when you open the door, you will see more steel than in any 
other dishwasher on the market. With our new generation of dishwashers 
we want to emphasise this fact even more. Take a look at the door and 
you will see only high-quality steel with no division between door and 
panel. It expresses itself as a sturdy and reliable machine, yet retains 
elegant, sleek and sophisticated lines stemming from the minimalism of 
the Scandinavian mindset. 
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For all of us who let the dishwasher work while we sleep, we have 
created night mode. With this mode the water pressure in the 
spray arms is lowered, reducing the noise level by as much as 
2 dB compared to the tested value. This mode is also perfect for 
open plan solutions with seamless kitchen and living spaces.

Silent night
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We have created different modes to make it easy for you to adapt your favourite 
dishwashing programme to new situations. Instead of choosing from a long list of 
programmes and then a long list of different options and settings, you can now 
easily choose one appropriate mode and press start.

Green mode
Green mode saves both water and energy. The temperature is lowered and 
each stage of the cycle is extended to save water and achieve the same perfect 
washing results as a normal programme.

Speed mode
If you want your dishes ready faster, easily select speed mode to reduce the 
programme time by 50%. To achieve the best possible washing results in the time 
available, more water and energy are used.

Designed for 

different situations

Intensive mode
Select this mode when you have dirty dishes with dried food. Intensive mode increases 
the spray arm pressure and more heat and water are used during the cycle.
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Preheated wash
This is a programme inspired by the world of professional 
dishwashers where speed is the key. Preheated wash 
programme is perfect when you know that you will need the 
same crockery, glasses or other utensils several times on the 
same occasion. 
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Preheated wash explained

After starting and the first water intake, the water is 
heated to approximately 65°C and kept there for up 
to three hours. The washing cycle then starts from 
this preheated stand-by mode, enabling very short 
programme times down to 20 minutes.

The Self-cleaning programme ensures that the 
tub, water recycling tank and spray system are 
thoroughly cleaned. Regular cleaning is essential 
for both washing performance and the machine’s 
longevity. Use standard detergent, citric acid or a 
special dishwasher cleaning agent.

Who cleans the dishwasher?
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This is Orrefors
Since 1898, the Orrefors brand has been producing 
utility glass and art glass from crystal. At the glass works 
in Kosta, skilled glassblowers work alongside many 
of Sweden’s foremost designers to develop design, 
craftsmanship and new techniques.
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Orrefors recommends ASKO
Every time you wash Orrefors crystal glasses in an 
ASKO dishwasher, you are also nurturing an important 
piece of Swedish innovation. Orrefors and ASKO both 
have their roots firmly planted in the Scandinavian 
design tradition and both brands are represented 
the world over. Our shared heritage, together with the 
fact that Orrefors crystal glasses are washed every 
day in our dishwashers, has enabled us to embrace 
one another in a newly established partnership. One 
of the goals of this partnership is to finally put an end 
to the myth that crystal glasses cannot be cleaned in 
a dishwasher. While this is true for some dishwashers, 
crystal can certainly be washed in an ASKO.

The secret is the Crystal glass programme, which 
ensures that the water temperature increases gradually 
and is then maintained evenly, with a difference of just 
±1°C. Place your valuable crystal in the secure wine 
glass holders in the upper basket. From now on, it is 
safer to wash your sensitive crystal glasses in an ASKO 
than by hand.

Tested for thousands of cycles
To be sure that our Crystal Glass program keeps 
what we promise we exposed several Orrefors 
crystal glasses for extensive testing (according to 
standard test SS EN 12875-12005). Our initial goal 
was to keep glass corrosion under level two on a four-
step assessment scale after 1000 cycles. But after 
1000 cycles we decided to run another 1000 cycles 
since we couldn´t find any glass corrosion. The same 
assessment was made after 2000 cycles with the same 
result.
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A place for everything
Our dishwashers will meet your current and future needs and demands when it comes 
to loading and cleaning your dirty dishes. In fact it will meet the needs you didn’t even 
know you had! Once you have experienced this companion in your kitchen you will 
never want to do without it. With its four level rack system, which are height adjustable, 
divisible, removable and foldable, a dishwasher from ASKO is precisely what you want 
and need it to be.
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Flexiracks™
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World's largest and most flexible

Cutlery basket is always available as specific option.

With our range of XL and XXL dishwashers we give you the best solution ever. They are the most flexible dishwashers on the 
market with intelligent loading options and unique benefits. The XL model is 82 cm high and the XXL model is 86 cm high. They 
have an internal loading capacity of 58 cm for XXL and 54 cm for XL. These measurements give the largest loading height ever 
as well as room for 17 (XXL) or 16 (XL) place settings. The smart four level rack system with the unique middle rack affords unique 
flexibility and a loading height and capacity that are unmatched on the market. So choose the model that fits your kitchen best, 
and whatever your choice you will always get a solution of endless loading options and opportunities.
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Cutlery tray with top 
performance
On top of it all is a flexible top cutlery tray with its own spray 
arm and space for seventeen place settings of cutlery, or other 
utensils. The width of the top cutlery tray has been optimised 
to make room for tall glasses in the upper basket. If even more 
space is needed,  easy to remove the top cutlery tray.

With our unique Instant Lift™ height adjustment system, you can 
adjust the top cutlery tray for higher or lower loads and free up 
more space in the upper basket through a simple operation. 
In the raised position, the space is 40 mm and in the lowered 
position it can be up to 58 mm. Simple, smart and flexible. 

Instant Lift™ - smart 
height adjustment

Instant Lift™ is always an option when Top cutlery tray is chosen.
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Lower basket wine glass shelf
We have created a unique opportunity to wash delicate but bulky glasses in the 
lower basket. With the wine glass shelf, you can safely wash up to six additional 
extra-tall wine glasses at the same time. The glasses rest safely in the extra-deep 
steel-loops and are angled so that any residual moisture disappears without 
leaving any unsightly marks behind. The wine glass shelf is available as an 
accessory.
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Plate supports that can be adjusted to different sizes.

Load large plates measuring up to 40 cm in diameter.

Bulky or delicate
The lower basket is normally used to wash heavier items, such 
as plates, dishes, ovenware, pots and pans. We, however, do not 
limit ourselves in that way. Instead, we offer just as much flexibility 
and as many possibilities for combined washing as with all other 
baskets. Our exclusive lower baskets offer maximum flexibility 
with divisible and foldable pin rows everywhere. The adjustable 
plate supports ensure that you can safely wash both small dishes 
and plates measuring up to 40 cm.
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Totally clean dishes and 
conscience
Innovation is in our DNA. Both when it comes to function and design. The new and improved ASKO dishwashers are 
sturdy and reliable, yet elegant and sleek. They are made of high-quality steel with zero division between door and  
panel. The front is a single-piece stainless steel plate with each corner carefully folded, welded and sealed like a 
precious gift. Open it and you will find our miraculous basket system carrying a load of as many as 17 place settings with 
perfect cleaning and drying results, and an A+++ energy rating – a marvellous present. 
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11 Spray™

Our spray system is designed for precision, reaching 
every corner of the dishwasher. The result is perfect 
washing for all kinds of loads and soiling.

Dishes in the top rack are sprayed from above

Dishes in the upper rack are sprayed from below

A Power Zone™ cleanes the cutlery basket

Dishes and cutlery in the lower basket are also sprayed 
from above

Left spray zone for the middle basket

Right spray zone for the middle basket (can be ordered 
as accessory)

Dishes and cutlery in the lower basket is sprayed from 
below

A Power Zone™ cleans pots and pans

A Power Zone™ cleans bottles and wases

The bottom and strainer for improved filtration (lower 
spray arm)

The strainer is rinsed from the lower spray tower
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To improve your dishwasher performance even further, we have fitted our 

dishwashers with two separate high-pressure Power Zones™ for the lower 

basket. Wide Spray™ for extra efficient washing of pots & pans and Jet Spray™ 

for washing of tall, narrow objects such as baby bottles or vases. 

Two additional power sources 
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The hygiene programme can be used for effective cleaning of baby bottles and other objects that can 

be good to keep extra clean. To prevent the growth of bacteria and remove odours from chopping 

boards, for example, the temperature is quickly raised to 70°C in the main wash and kept for  three 

minutes in the final rinse. The result is extra clean and hygienic.

Hygiene programme for deep cleaning
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14 PLACE SETTINGS

How much is that?

14 Flat plates
14 Deep plates
14 Small plates
14 Saucers
14 Cups
14 Glasses
14 Forks
14 Knives 
14 Tablespoons
14 Dessert spoons
14 Teaspoons
3 Bowls
1 Meat dish
2 serving spoons
1 serving fork

Total: 195 individual items
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Our XL and XXL dishwashers have the largest capacity on the market. The 
internal loading height of 58/54 cm makes room for larger plates and taller 
glasses. It also means you can load 40 % more compared to a standard 
dishwasher. The smart four level Flexirack™ system affords endless 
possibilities.

A place for everything

Loading
height

Label
load

Tallest glass in
upper / lower
basket*

Largest plate in
lower basket**

EU labelling:
Energy/Cleaning/
Drying

XXL 86 cm 58 cm 17 pls 27 cm 39 cm A++/A/A

XL 82 cm 54 cm 15 pls 25 cm 35 cm A+++/A/A

Our dishwashers are the largest 
ones on the inside but not on the 
outside. You don’t have to worry that 
they won’t fit into your kitchen. They 
will fit into cabinets of 863-913 mm 
(XXL) and 823-873 mm (XL).

* The glass must be tilted
** Applies to XXL dishwashers, with the middle basket removed and the upper basket in the topmost position, as the 
distance between the lower basket and the upper basket is then 39 cm, allowing a plate with a diameter of 40 cm to fit 
as the lower edge protrudes a little through the bottom of the basket. The plate must be placed between two pin rows.
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Run programs only with a full load 
Wait to run a program until the dishwasher is completely full.

Select Green mode
This will instantly adapt the program to be more energy efficient.

Choose a green detergent
Read the environmental declaration on the packaging.

Connect to warm water
if the building is heated using district heating, solar power or geothermal power.

Run programs at a lower temperature
Slightly dirty dishes will be clean even with a lower temperature. Keep in  mind to always use high quality detergent.  

Do not rinse the dishes before loading it
Just scrape off larger food particles instead of rinsing.

Connect to cold water
if the building is heated using oil, gas or electricity.

Energy- efficient dishwashing
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Drying
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Turbo Drying™ - Fan-assisted drying Turbo Drying Express™ - Fan forced 
drying

A completely integrated drying system where we first use the 
heat from the dishes to evaporate the remaining water. The fan 
leads the steam through a duct in the door where we use the 
cooler room air to re-condensate it and then lead the water down 
to the dishwasher's bottom well, where it is then pumped out.

This is Turbo Drying™ but with an extra fan added, that blows 
indoor tempered air into the dishwasher compartment in or-
der to boost the drying process. Shortens program time and 
will dry even plastic objects.
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Check the status of the 
progress

Status Light™ Progress Light™

Blue light
The program has started but you 
can still load (no detergent in the 
machine)

Red light
Not recommended to load 
(detergent in the machine)

Green light
Program is finished, standby 
for 2 hours

Flashing red light
Water inlet fault, inlet valve 
leakage, overfilling and 
water outlet fault

How do you know that the programme is ready? Selected 
dishwashers are fitted with Status Light™ - a small light to 
let you know the actual status. With three different colours it 
clearly indicates in which stage the machine is. The light is 
placed to the bottom right corner of your dishwasher. 

For our built-in models with panel and display on the 
front, we have created Progress Light™ that you will find 
around the Start/Stop button. It tells you that the program 
is started, roughly the remaining time and when all eight 
light segments are lit, you know that it is ready.
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ASKO Laundry
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Jon Carlehed, Head of Design at Asko Appliances.

“The key elements of Scandinavian design 
– understated elegance, high-quality 
craftsmanship and natural materials – are 
reflected in ASKO’s design language. ”

Scandinavian design
The combination of everyday functionalism, environmental 
concern and clean, pleasant lines is the principal 
hallmark of Scandinavian design – and that of ASKO. 
The fundamental idea is that carefully designed 
products should improve people’s quality of life. To 
distinguish ourselves in a market of cluttered, complex 
and voluptuous designs, we aim for a soft, humanistic 
minimalism based on the principle of quiet being the 
new loud. The key elements of Scandinavian design 
– understated elegance, high-quality craftsmanship 
and natural materials – are reflected in ASKO’s 
design language. Much emphasis is also placed on 
functionality. We strive to make life easier by offering 
truly user-friendly interfaces, integration of practical 
functions and trouble-free, durable products that 
please people for a long time.
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Despite our 65 years in the industry, we do not rest on 
our laurels, we always strive to understand how we 
can make our products even better. This time around 
we have done our best to learn from real people, finding 
out what they think are the biggest problems in the 

laundry room . We combined these insights with our 
years of experience in both domestic and commercial 
laundry to create a new generation of good-looking, 
user-friendly, innovative and long-lasting washing 
machines and tumble dryers. 

We follow our own path
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Everything ends up in bedsheets and 
laundry gets tangled up
The rotating drum causes the clothes to rotate in the same 
direction. In the end, they get tangled up with each other. 
The result is more trouble and a significantly poorer drying 
result.

Too noisy and vibrations
Living next door to the laundry room or having the washing 
machine in or nearby the kitchen creates a poorer audio 
environment and in the long run is perceived as very 
disturbing.

Dirty rubber ring
Lots of dirt and bacteria accumulate in the rubber bellow. 
It causes bad odours and requires regular and time 
-consuming cleaning. The rubber bellow is also the part of 
the washing machine that breaks first.

Door too small
Many people with large and active families often wash 
several times a day. In such a situation, loading and 
unloading can be extra difficult. The washing machine 
opening is too small and the clothes get stuck in the 
rubber bellows.

Vibration-free spinning
All our washing machines have the unique Quattro 
Construction™. The inner and outer drum rest on four 
shock absorbers that are attached to the bottom plate. 
Spinning causes virtually no vibrations. 

Hygienic Steel Seal™
A better alternative to the traditional rubber bellow is the 
hygienic and maintenance-free Steel Seal™ solution that 
you find on all ASKO washing machines. There is simply 
no place for dirt to gather, eliminating the need for regular 
cleaning.

Big doors on all ASKO washers
The doors on all ASKO washing machines have a large 
porthole diameter of 307 mm. The fact that they lack 
the traditional rubber bellow also makes loading and 
unloading considerably easier.

Butterfly drying
We have solved this problem by creating a unique solution 
that we call Butterfly drying. The two paddles inside the 
machine gently push the clothing in a figure of eight, to 
spread the garments out and allow air to evenly circulate 
through them. This prevents bundling and minimises 
creasing in your clothes.

In the work to develop our latest washing machines 
and dryers we met consumers. These meetings 
became small narratives with different views, ideas 
and wishes. We learned a lot and started developing 

a new generation of washing machines and tumble 
dryers with a great many improvements and 
solutions. Here we have collected some of the most 
common concerns and how we try to resolve them.

THE OTHER WAY THE ASKO WAY

Eliminating your biggest 
troubles
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Fully
loaded

Smarter by design. The ASKO Laundry machines are packed with innovative features 

designed to make daily life easier. And because they’re made using quality steel parts, 

you can always look forward to years of reliable service.
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Steam programmes for fast
removal of creases and wrinkles

Air Lift™ paddles 
achieve faster drying

Soft Drum™ for gentle drying

Sportswear programme for Gore-Tex 
and membrane clothing

Illumination inside for 
easy viewing

Butterfly Drying™ for 
less bundling

Auto Dosing for exact 
amount of detergent

Large door for easy 
clothes removal

Steel Seal™ door for 
better hygiene

Start/stop button with 
pause function

ASKO Pro Wash™ for effective 
rinsing and cleaning

Quattro suspension for 
whisper-quiet operation
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A timeless classic
Our Classic models have a programme for every living situation and with the three run modes, 
you can quickly adjust the programmes to make them either more environmentally friendly or 
wash more intensively. The interface is easy to understand and straightforward to use with a 
selection knob for programme selection and buttons for each option. The front plate, panel and 
controls have the same timeless, discreet and elegant white design that will last forever.
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The Line Concept™ starts with the detergent drawer on the left and 
ends with the Start/Stop/Pause button on the right. Start by filling the 
detergent drawer then simply enter your desired settings from left to 
right! Line Concept™ is available on all Pro Home™ washing machines 
and tumble dryers.

From left to right with Line Concept™
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Don’t wash too hot
Pure cotton fabrics typically require 60°C to release 
dirt. But today fabrics made from mixed fibres are 
more common and then it usually suffices with a lower 
temperature. High temperatures cause wear on textile 
fibres and greatly reduce the life of your clothes. 

Don’t wash too often
When you wash your clothes the fibres in the garments 
are rubbed, folded and worn, which ultimately causes 
them to break apart.

Don’t rub stains
Often we try to rub away stains with a little detergent or 
stain remover. This damages the fabric and can even 
make the stain worse. 

Don’t overdose detergent
More detergent does not automatically make clothes 
cleaner. However, skin irritation can be caused by 
detergent residue left in your clothes, under collars or in 
folds. Instead, try using half the recommended dose and 
increase as necessary.

Use the tumble dryer instead
If your clothes have no visible stains, you can use the 
airing or steam programmes on our tumble dryers. This is 
an ideal way to get your clothes fresh again, without any 
detergents struggling to clean textile fibres

Use our smart stain programmes
As a complement to other stain removal methods, we 
have created stain programmes that are tailored to both 
fabric and stain types. You simply choose the type of 
fabric and stain and then let the washing machine take 
care of the stain in the best possible way.

Use ASKO Auto Dose
Instead of struggling yourself, let the washing machine 
measure exactly the right detergent dose. Our washing 
machines with the Auto Dose system measure the 
detergent based on wash load, dirtiness level, water 
hardness, programme type and temperature. The perfect 
dose every time and no more overdosing.

ASKO cleans even at low temperatures
We have made it easy for you to choose a lower 
temperature without impairing the end result. Our Pro 
Wash system ensures that all detergent is used in the 
laundry process. In addition, the system activates the 
detergent earlier in the laundry process, which prolongs 
its cleaning effect.

Laundry care the ASKO way
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Dark clothes fade
You’ve probably heard that you should turn your jeans 
inside out to maintain the colour better, but few are 
aware that this is true for all dark garments. Also, 
do not put them in the dryer if you want to keep the 
colour as long as possible because heat is tough on 
colour.

Don’t use softener on towels
Softener agents consist of microscopic plastic 
particles that retain a certain amount of moisture so 
as to soften the towel. On the other hand, the towel 
becomes less absorbent, which actually counteracts 
its purpose. 

Don’t forget to wash the washer 
Over time detergent residue, textile fibres and skin 
residue will build up in the washing machine. This will 
inevitably end up on your clothes and can cause bad 
odours and allergies.

Be extra careful with wool
Wool is naturally strong and durable but can 
change shape when it is processed too intensively. 
It is therefore important to both be careful and have 
patience. Washing wool correctly by hand takes a 
long time and a skilled hand.

Air is the best softener
Instead of softeners that degrade the towel’s ability to 
bind moisture and can even contribute to skin problems, 
simply choose to dry them in our tumble dryers. They will 
be both dry and soft - without chemicals.

Use our drum cleaning programme
Do not let a dirty washing machine destroy your laundry. 
We have created a special drum cleaning programme 
that effectively cleans drums, hoses and other 
components involved in the laundry process.

ASKO is more careful than you
Choose to wash your wool fabrics in an ASKO instead of 
doing it by hand. This is in fact gentler on the fabric than 
you could ever be. 

Wash them with Dark wash
There have long been programmes for white wash, but 
few for dark fabrics, which are at least as common. 
With our Dark wash programme you can wash your dark 
laundry  without the risk of detergent spots and colour 
bleaching. Additional rinses, low mechanical action and 
low spin speeds ensure that your dark laundry is washed 
gently and rinsed thoroughly.
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Mode function 

- your shortcut to better washing

When using a run mode, different parameters of the selected programme are changed to be able to,  
for example, wash faster, quieter, more energy efficiently or more intensively. Our Style models have  
six different modes, Logic has five and the Classic models three. 

Normal mode
Normal mode means no changes to the programme. 
Enough water, energy and time is used to be able to 
achieve a perfect washing result for normally soiled loads.
 

Green mode
If you want to save both water and energy you should 
choose Green mode. To achieve the best possible washing 
and rinsing result yet still reduce energy consumption, 
each stage in the programme is prolonged. Total 
programme time will thus be longer compared to Normal 
mode.

 
Allergy mode
This mode ensures that all detergent residue is rinsed 
away from the load as well as from the detergent 
compartment. More water is used in Allergy mode and 
energy and time are also added to achieve the best 
possible washing and rinsing performance. The selected 
temperature is kept at the same level for a longer time.

 Speed mode
When selecting Speed mode the washing machine will 
deliver perfect washing and rinsing results in less time 
than normal. To achieve this, both more water and more 
energy are added to the washing cycle.

 
Intensive mode
In this mode the washing machine has plenty of time to 
wash the load, more time than in Normal mode. And to 
really ensure a perfect result for heavily soiled clothes, 
more water and energy are also used. In Intensive mode 
the selected temperature is kept at the same level for a 
longer time.

 
Night mode
Use night mode whenever you need the washing machine 
to be qui-eter. The drum movements are gentler and the 
final spin uses a lower rpm. Time is added to ensure that 
the load is washed perfectly.
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Jeans are a durable fabric outside the washing machine 
but require some extra care during washing. Our Jeans 
programme cleans your favourite pair by washing at 
lower temperatures and using lower spin speeds. In 
addition, we have added extra water to ensure that all 
detergent residue is washed from the fabric and the thick 
seams, eliminating the risk of detergent stains.

Jeans
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Programmes for all kinds of 

laundry

Today, we use significantly more different clothes, different types of fabrics and often fabrics of mixed materials than 
we did just a decade ago. As a consequence, it is also more difficult to choose the right programme. We have made 
it easy for you to make the right choice by creating a large number of programmes for different types of clothes and 
fabrics. Some of them are featured here.

Hygiene
The hygiene programme is designed for 
all those situations where deep hygienic 
washing is required. It is perfect for 
home chefs who need to clean aprons, 
kitchen towels and other textiles that 
meet raw food. It is also suitable for baby 
clothes, bedding and clothes used by 
skin allergy sufferers. In the latter case 
we recommend you turn the garments 
inside out as this will also thoroughly wash 
out any skin residue or residue from skin 
products. The programme combines 
longer heating sequences and extra 
rinses.  

Sportswear
A programme for clothes with 
membranes, such as waterproof 
garments and breathable fabrics. This 
programme is also ideal for sportswear 
made of mixed materials. The programme 
is short and uses fewer rinses to reduce 
wear on waterproofing agents. .
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Have you ever found that it’s hard to get collars and 
cuffs clean on your shirts? Then you should try the shirts 
programme. It’s a gentle but effective programme where 
we use more water and repeated rinses to get even the 
thicker parts of the shirt clean.

Shirts
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Dark wash
For dark laundry, eliminating the risk of 
detergent spots on the fabrics. Extra rinses 
are added while low mechanical action 
and low spin speeds ensure that your 
dark laundry is washed gently and rinsed 
thoroughly.

Conditioning
This is a short programme for adding 
waterproofing agent to fabrics. The 
programme uses cold water only and 
low mechanical action. For use with a 
waterproofing agent.

Bedding
A weekly wash of your bedding will remove 
skin residue and mites that cause allergies. 
This programme is used to wash bedding, 
pillows and larger items. Follow the 
instructions for washing and care. The wash 
uses a large amount of water and extra rinse 
cycles.

Quick Pro
This is a quick programme but with high 
washing efficiency. The programme washes 
with gentle tumbling and lower spin speeds 
and takes just less under an hour.
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What is clean laundry 
for you? 

We are becoming increasingly sensitive to both 
ingredients in our food and various substances in our 
surroundings. Washing detergent is no exception. That’s 

why it is so important that a washing machine can rinse 
away all detergent that can accumulate in both the fabric 
and the machine.

Fabric care and skin care. We tend to both
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Super clean with Super Rinse
Dirt is not good for your clothes and detergents are not 
good for your skin. As a preventive measure for people 
with very sensitive skin ASKO’s washing machines 
feature an extra rinse function called Super Rinse. This 
is especially important in countries with soft water and 
means that the machine rinses up to seven times. 

Shortcut for allergy sufferers
Since skin allergy sufferers, like all of us, wear different 
types of clothes, we have equipped our washing 
machines with an allergy mode function. This feature 
allows you to customise almost all programmes to make 
them more efficient against residues in laundry loads and 
the machine.
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Hygienic Steel Seal™ door

A common feature of all commercial washing machines, whether 
they are used in hotels, beauty salons or retirement homes, is that 
they have no rubber bellow. And there’s good reason. Eliminating 
a rubber door seal that can degrade over time and trap dirt and 
grime ensures a more hygienic wash. You will also find loading 
and unloading easier with the Steel Seal™ door solution. All ASKO 
domestic washers have this long-lasting door solution.
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ASKO Pro Wash™

ASKO Pro 
Wash™ 
provides 
extra 
washing 
power

Instead of just relying on the 
water at the bottom of the drum, 
the ASKO Pro Wash™ system 
actively circulates the water and 
detergent mix from the bottom 
of the drum to the top where two 
nozzles spray the mix over the 
inner drum and it is then guided 
by the lifters and eventually 
sprayed on the load. This means 
the load is soaked faster, which 
enables superb washing and 
rinsing performance even with 
very short washing cycles. 

Bigger is better
Thanks to the ASKO Pro Wash™ system, you can be sure 
that big loads will be washed and rinsed thoroughly. We 
even increased the capacity of our washers to 12 kg for 
the XL 80-litre drum and 9 kg for the standard 60-litre 
drum.
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Our contribution to better living conditions for people living 
next door to the washer is spelled Quattro Construction™. 
This is a unique yet simple system consisting of four shock 
absorbers that transfer the vibrational energy from the outer 
drum to the bottom plate of the machine. In fact, the entire 
construction stands inside the casing and spinning at even 
maximum rpm can be achieved virtually free of vibrations. 

Vibration-free spinning
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Tough on dirt 
and gentle on 
fabrics
The hourglass-shaped and removable lifters 
guide the load to the gentler central area 
of the drum and effectively remove large 
debris, such as dirt and gravel, to the larger 
holes at the edge of the drum. Active Drum™ 
is perfectly balanced to ensure the best 
possible washing and rinsing performance 
while still ensuring minimal wear on fabrics.

Strong and 
silent.  
A happy union!
Our washing machines are fitted with 
brushless motors to ensure that the 
machine can cope with the highest spin 
speeds while reducing noise levels 
and increasing the life of the machine. 
High efficiency ensures reduced energy 
consumption and the motor also allows 
for speed control, enabling the further 
development of washing programmes.
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TUMBLE DRYERS
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A programme for drying large items such as double 
sheets and duvet covers. This programme uses a low 
temperature, more time and reverse drum movements to 
prevent the laundry from bundling.

Bedding
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Laundry care tarts with the 
right programme

Other manufacturers offer a few programmes that you must adapt to suit different fabrics, materials and situations. We 
have a completely different philosophy and want you to spend as little time as possible in the laundry room. This is why 
we have created a large number of programmes that reflect different types of clothes, fabrics and situations. Below we 
present some examples.

Silk & Wool
Silk and wool fabrics shouldn’t be washed 
too often. Use the Silk & Wool programme 
to loosen up and refresh the garments.

Shirts
A programme for shirts and blouses that 
dries at a low temperature with reverse 
drum movements. The programme runs 
until the fabric is almost dry, with just a 
small amount of moisture remaining to 
prevent creasing.
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Repetitive steam injections and heat treatment to 
eliminate creases in the fabric. Low heat is used to also 
cater to sensitive fabrics. Steam care can be used with 
up to six shirts at a time.

Steam care for shirts
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Steam care for shirts

Steam refresh
Ideal for freshening up garments such 
as suit jackets, wool sweaters and 
other items that would normally be dry 
cleaned or otherwise treated. Steam is 
very effective at removing odours from 
cigarette smoke and fire smoke.

Sportswear
A programme for drying clothing with 
membranes, such as waterproof and 
breathable fabrics that require gentle 
care. This programme is also ideal for 
sportswear made of mixed materials. A 
low temperature and more time are used 
to ensure that the load is completely dry 
throughout.

Conditioning
A programme for the thermal activation 
and optimisation of waterproofing agents 
used in the Conditioning programme in 
the washer. This is a short programme 
with a high temperature to ensure optimal 
waterproofing of the fabric.

Quick Pro
With this programme you can get your 
wash completely dry in under an hour.
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With the steam function, our heat pump dryers offer you a 
product that takes caring for your clothes to a new level. 
Steam is a highly effective and gentle means to care 
for your shirts, jackets and trousers. It is an easy way of 

getting your favourite shirts creaseless, but can also be 
used for refreshing clothes that don’t need washing. You 
can steam both natural fibres, such as cotton and linen, 
and synthetics. 

Steam is natural caring
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The only crease 
treatment  
that actually 
works
Using the steam wrinkle care programme 
effectively reduces and eliminates creases in, for 
example, shirts and linen. The programme uses 
repetitive steam injections and heat treatment at 
low temperatures, which also make it suitable for 
sensitive fabrics. You can steam treat up to six 
shirts for perfect results. 200 ml of water is used 
and the programme is done in just 25 minutes or 
so.   

Steam beats bad 
smells
Our Steam refresh programme is ideal for 
dealing with such situations. The programme 
freshens up garments such as jackets, wool 
sweaters and other items that would normally be 
dry cleaned or otherwise treated. 
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A Soft Drum™ made 
of stainless steel
Soft Drum™ is a solution developed to enhance air flow 
around the load, thereby increasing the drying effect. 
The circular indentations with bevelled edges also 
have a cushioning effect that reduces wear and tear 
on fabrics. The new drum design allows for even and 
gentle drying with both small and large loads. 

Dry with more air 
and less heat
To dry clothes quickly and gently, you must use the air 
that circulates in the drum as efficiently as possible. 
Our two lifters have a high and a low side placed on 
opposite sides of the drum. The clothes will thus fall 
irregularly in the drum which prevents them from 
bundling, allowing better air circulation through the 
clothes.
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Protect your dryer from lint!

Drying result guaranteed
Lint is the tumble dryer’s worst enemy and will inevitably lead to longer drying times and 
other problems. To prevent lint from getting into the tumble dryer, we have designed the 
Multi Filter System™. This is a filter system of five different filters that ensures that all lint 
and even smaller particles are trapped before they reach the sensitive inner parts of the 
tumble dryer.
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The Lint Trap™ is placed in the door and is designed 
to be easy to empty and clean. Adopt the habit of 
always checking that the Lint Trap™ is empty before 
tumble drying. Always empty it after tumble drying.

The Front Filter is placed in the cooling air inlet for 
the condenser and keeps the fan wheel free from 
dust. This additional filter will extend the condenser 
unit cleaning interval and ensure the best possible 
performance over time.

Front Filter

The mesh filter is one of two filters that provides 
extra protection for the condenser in our heat pump 
dryers. This filter traps slightly smaller particles 
than the Lint Trap™. The mesh filter is automatically 
cleaned with water.

Mesh filter 

As a final step before the air hits the condenser the 
foam filter traps the smallest dust particles. The 
foam filter is easy to clean in a washing machine 
without detergent and softener.

Foam filter

Models with a steam function have an additional 
small filter, the Lint Cup, that protects the steam 
generator from lint and dust.

Lint Cup

On all dryers

On condenser dryers

On heat pump dryers

On heat pump dryers

On heat pump dryers
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All of our Logic and Style tumble dryers are equipped with an interior 
LED light that provides ambient light with a premium feeling. It is nice 
to be able to see those items that can easily be left at the back of the 
dryer. The porthole is also illuminated for easy loading and unloading.

A light that welcomes you

Ball bearings are good things. They make things spin easier and last 
longer, so we equip our tumble dryer with up to five of them: one on the 
drum shaft, two to rest the drum on, and two ball bearings to support 
the motor.

We love ball bearings
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At ASKO, we believe not only that stainless steel will outlast for 
example, plastic, but also that quality materials will always look better 
in years to come. Eventually, galvanised steel rusts, so we decided to 
make our drums out of stainless steel. That’s why our tumble dryers 
really do last longer.

I am strong and good looking

We have fitted our tumble dryers with extra reliable and quiet brushless 
motors. No brushes means a part less than can break, it also makes 
the motor more quiet. 

Long lasting motors
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Drying cabinets
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Why do I need a drying 
cabinet?

Drying cabinets are common in Scandinavia, where the climate 
often requires that you can dry all types of clothes quickly, even 
coarse outerwear and shoes. A drying cabinet is practical 
but also gentle on your most sensitive fabrics since it uses no 
mechanical action that can wear your clothes, the air stream 
transports residual moisture and it’s almost like drying outdoors.

Drying with extra care
Check the labels on your clothes and you’ll see that many 
garments and materials need very careful treatment. Silk, velvet 
and satin, for example, need to be handled with care. That’s 
when a drying cabinet comes in handy.
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Our new heat pump drying cabinets are low in energy 
consumption but high in drying efficiency. With a 
dewatering capacity of 22 g/min they dry a 4 kg load in 
just 90 minutes and with an energy consumption of just 
0.3 kWh. The cabinet is a fully closed system which 

means that no exhaust air connection is required. The 
moisture condenses during the process and the water 
that is formed is conveyed to a detachable water tank or 
via a hose to a drain.

Heat pump drying cabinets
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Also for shoe care
It’s not just rubber boots that can be dried in a 
drying cabinet. All leather shoes need to rest 
between each use to allow moisture to escape. If 
you use them before they have dried, the seams 
will eventually break and they will lose their fit. Put 
them in the drying cabinet when you get home 
from work and they are ready for your evening 
walk an hour later. 

Less mess
With a drying cabinet, you can dry your family’s 
sweaters, shirts, coats, shoes, gloves and more 
in a neat, organised way. It’s a brilliant way of 
taking care of your family’s clothes while keeping 
the house neat and tidy.
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Hidden Helpers™
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Your laundry 
room just got 
bigger!
 
Do you have problems finding space for your ironing board? Have 
you looked between the washer and the dryer? We have! Right 
there is a simple yet obvious and well-conceived solution that is 
always on hand when you need to iron your clothes, but safely and 
invisibly stored away when not in use.
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OVENS
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COMBI STEAM OVENS
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Key features

4.3” Full colour touch, Full touch, 73 liter volume, Steam Clean, 160 Auto programs, Stage cooking function, 3 Level fully 
extendable telescopic sliders, Safety lock on telescopic sliders, Soft Close and Soft open, 230°C max temp

Oven functions

Top + Bottom heat, Top Heat, Bottom Heat, Grill, Large Grill, Grill + fan, Hot air + Bottom heat, Hot Air, Eco, Bottom heat 
+ Fan, Auto roast / Pro roast, Quick preheat, Plate warming, Hot air + Steam level Low, Hot air + Steam level Mid, Hot 
air + Steam level High, Full Steam, Low temperature steam, Sous vide, Direct steam injection, Steam injection by steps, 
Regenerate, Defrost, Keep warm, Steam clean, Multi-stage Stage cooking, Favourite program memory

Design and integration

Full metal frame / Metal Side trims No / Yes

Clear oven glass / Tinted oven glass No / Yes

Number of door glasses / reflective layers 3 / 2 

Adjustable feet for perfect fit Yes

Weight 51,1 Kg

Display and control

Display 4.3" Full colour Full touch

Full touch display / Dials+sensor keys / Jog dial+sensor keys Yes / No / No

Clock / Egg timer / Delayed start Yes / 1 min-10h:00min / 1 min-23h:59min 

Use and flexibility

Number of oven functions 23

Heating method Steam / Convection / Steam+Convection

Stage cooking function Yes

Auto programs 160

Available baking levels 5

Number of lights 2

Fully extendable rails levels / safety lock 3 / Yes

Max temp / Steam temp / Max microwave power 230 °C / 30-100°C / -

Set temperature / Actual temperature Yes / Yes

Safety and maintenance

Soft Close / Soft Open Yes / Yes

Cleaning convenience Steam Clean

Easy clean front surface and glasses Yes

Dimensions

Appliance dimensions (H / W / D) 595 / 595 / 546+21 mm* 

Niche dimensions (H / W / D) 590 / 560-568 / 550 mm

Length electrical cord / Location 1500 mm / Rear right

Technical data

Electrical connection 3,4 kW / 220-240 V / 50Hz / 16A

Energy class (EU) A+

Accessories

2 Shallow trays, Deep baking tray, 1 Premium grill rack, 2 Full width steam tray non-perforated, Full width steam tray 
perforated, 1 / 3 width steam tray perforated, 1 / 2 width steam tray perforated, Temperature probe

* 21 mm is the thickness of the front panel.

Soft black glass with pearl effect Combi Steam Oven, 60 cm / 73 litre
Article No.: 538.60.030

OCS8678G
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OCSM8478G

Key features

Full touch, 50 L volume, Full Steam function, Steam Clean, 143 Auto programs, Stage cooking function, 
Soft Close door, Soft Open door, 230°C max temp, 1000 W micro effect

Oven functions
Top + Bottom heat, Top Heat, Bottom Heat, Grill, Large Grill, Grill + fan, Hot air + Bottom heat, Hot Air, 
Eco, Bottom heat + Fan, Auto roast / Pro roast, Quick preheat, Plate warming, Hot air + Steam level Low, 
Hot air + Steam level Mid, Hot air + Steam level High, Full Steam, Low temperature steam, Sous vide, 
Regenerate, Defrost, Keep warm, Plate warming, Microwaves 90 - 1000 W, Hot air + Microwave, Grill + 
Fan + Microwave, Steam clean

Design and integration
Full metal frame / Metal Side trims No / Yes
Clear oven glass / Tinted oven glass No / Yes
Number of door glasses / reflective layers 3 / 2
Adjustable feet for perfect fit Yes
Weight 37,4 kg

Display and control
Display 4.3" Full colour Full touch
Full touch display / Dials + sensor keys / Jog dial Yes / No / No
Clock / Egg timer / Delayed start Yes / 1 min - 10h:00 min / 1 min - 23h:59 min 

Use and flexibility
Number of oven functions 26
Heating method Steam / Convection / Microwaves / Convection + 

Microwaves / Steam + microwaves
Stage cooking function Yes
Auto programs 143
Available baking levels 4
Number of lights 2
Max temp / Steam temp / Max microwave power 230 °C / 30 - 100°C / 1000 W

Safety and maintenance
Soft Close / Soft Open Yes / Yes
Cleaning convenience Steam Clean
Easy clean front surface and glasses Yes

Dimensions
Appliance dimensions (H / W / D) 455 / 595 /546 + 21 mm
Niche dimensions (H / W / D) 590 / 560 - 568 / 550 mm
Length electrical cord / Location 1500 mm / Rear right

Technical data
Electrical connection 3,4 kW / 220 - 240 V / 50 Hz / 16A

Accessories
1 Shallow tray, Glass tray, 1 Grill rack premium, 2 Full width steam tray non-perforated, Full width steam tray 
perforated, 1/3 width steam tray perforated, 1/2 width steam tray perforated

Soft Black Glass with Pearl Effect 5-in-1 Combi Oven, 45 cm / 50 litre
Article No.: 538.60.270
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Black steel
Combi Steam Oven, 60 cm / 73 litre
Article No.: 538.60.230

OCS8687B

Standard accessories
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Key features

Nutritional content preserved: injection of a fine steam via the Pure Steam system, Optimal steam quantity and 
temperature stability: Pure Steam generator, Uniform cooking: 5-way hot air and steam intake system, Easy 
navigation: 6” TFT colour display and tactile knobs, Cooking to the core: food thermometer, Setting of 3 successive 
cooking modes: Stage cooking function, Convenience: Telescopic rails on 2 levels

Oven functions

Hot Air, Hot air + Bottom heat, Top + Bottom heat, Large Grill, Grill, Large Grill + fan, Top Heat, Bottom heat, Bottom heat 
+ fan, Automatic roasting, ECO Hot air, Full Steam, Low temperature steam, Sous Vide, Combi Hot air + Steam level 1, 
Combi Hot air + Steam level 2, Combi Hot air + Steam level 3, Warming, Steam cleaning, Defrost, Fast preheat 

Fetures

Cool Door 4-layer glass and heat reflectors

Cavity volume 73 L

Ultra-smooth heat and moisture resistand enamel coating Yes

Steam Clean function Yes

Cooking assistance

Pure Steam generator for production of dry steam enabling perfect and healthy cooking results

100 % steam cooking via injection through 4 air inflows locatwed at regular intervals

1.3 L water tank for 80 minutes of cooking

5 Air Flow hot air intake system for uniform cooking

Electronic temperature regulation: 30°C to 230°C

160 predefined programs

Stage cooking (setting of 3 successive cooking modes)

Add time function at the end of cooking

Favourites mode to save your 10 favourite recipes

Food thermometer with alarm for reached temperature for perfect cooking result

2 grilling levels for uniform browning

Comfort / Safety

6” backlit TFT colour display 

Intuitive navigation via combination of buttons and touchscreen

Telescopic rails on 2 levels, extendable and removable

Soft closing oven door

Interior lights on both the sides 

Easily removable door glass for cleaning

Automatic descaling program

Cooling system with prolonged ventilation

Adjustable feet

Energy class A+

Technical data

Energy efficiency category  A+

Electrical connection 3.4 kW / 220–240 V / 50-60 Hz / 16 A

Maximum power (Grill / Convection heat / Steam generator) 2.7 kW / 1.6 kW / 1.2 kW

Dimensions

Appliance dimensions (H / W / D) 595 / 595 / 546+21* mm 

Niche  space dimensions (H / W / D) 590 / 560–568 / 550 mm

Length of the power cable / Location 1500 mm / Back right

 1 Full width perforated stainless steel tray
 1 Full width non-perforated stainless steel trays
 2 Full width enamel coated shallow trays
 1 Full width enamel coated deep tray
 1 Grill rack
 1 Temperature probe
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Stainless Steel
Combi steam oven, 60 cm / 73 litre
Article No.: 538.60.320

OCS8637S

Standard accessories

Craft 60 cm
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Key features

Uniform cooking: 5-way hot air and steam intake system, Nutritional content preserved: injection of a fine 
steam via the Pure Steam system, Easy navigation: LCD display and tactile knobs, Cooking to the core: food 
thermometer

Oven functions

Full steam, Hot Air + Steam, Hot Air, Hot air + Bottom heat, Top + Bottom heat, Large Grill, Large Grill + fan, ECO, 
Steam Clean, Defrost, Fast preheat 

Fetures

Cavity volume 73L

Cool Door 4-layer glass and heat reflectors

Ultra-smooth heat and moisture resistant enamel coating Yes

Steam Clean function Yes

Cooking assistance

5 Air Flow hot air intake system for uniform cooking

Electronic temperature regulation: 30°C to 230°C

Food thermometer with alarm for reached temperature for perfect cooking result

2 Grilling levels for uniform browning

Comfort / Safety

LCD display 

Intuitive navigation via combination of dials and touch keys 

Interior lights on both the sides 

Easily removable door glass for cleaning

Cooling system with prolonged ventilation

Adjustable feet

Technical data

Energy efficiency category A+

Electrical connection 3.4 kW / 220–240 V / 50-60 Hz / 16 A

Maximum power (Grill / Convection heat) 2.7 kW / 1.6 kW

Dimensions

Appliance dimensions (H / W / D) 595 / 595 / 546+21* mm

Niche space dimensions (H / W / D) 590 / 560–568 / 550 mm

Length of the power cable / Location 1500 mm / Back right

LCD
DISPLAY

 1 Full width enamel coated shallow tray
 1 Grill rack
 1 Full width perforated stainless steel tray
 1 Temperature probe
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TRADITIONAL OVENS
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OT8637S
Stainless Steel
Multifunctional oven, 60 cm / 73 litre
Article No.: 538.60.310

Standard accessories

Craft 60 cm
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Key features

Uniform cooking: 5-way hot air and steam intake system, Easy navigation: LCD display and tactile 
knobs, Cooking to the core: food thermometer

Oven functions

Hot Air, Hot air + Bottom heat, Top + Bottom heat, Large Grill, Grill, Large Grill + fan, Bottom heat + fan, ECO, 
Aqua Clean, Defrost, Fast preheat

Fetures

Cavity volume 73 L

Cool Door 3-layer glass and heat reflectors

Ultra-smooth heat and moisture resistant enamel coating Yes

Aqua Clean function Yes

Cooking assistance

5 Air Flow hot air intake system for uniform cooking

Electronic temperature regulation: 30°C to 275°C

Food thermometer with alarm for reached temperature for perfect cooking result

2 grilling levels for uniform browning

Comfort / Safety

LCD display 

Intuitive navigation via combination of dials and touch keys 

Interior lights on both the sides 

Easily removable door glass for cleaning

Cooling system with prolonged ventilation

Adjustable feet

Technical data

Energy efficiency category A+

Electrical connection 3.4 kW / 220–240 V / 50-60 Hz / 16 A

Maximum power (Grill / Convection heat) 2.7 kW / 1.6 kW

Dimensions

Appliance dimensions (H / W / D) 595 / 595 / 546+21* mm

Necessary space dimensions (H / W / D) 590 / 560–568 / 550 mm

Length of the power cable / Location 1500 mm / Back right

LCD
DISPLAY

 1 Full width enamel coated shallow tray
 1 Full width enamel coated deep tray
 1 Grill rack
 1 Temperature probe
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MICROWAVE OVENS
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Key features

4.3” Full colour touch, Full touch, 50 liter volume, Aqua Clean, 120 Auto programs, Stage cooking function, Soft 
Close door, 250°C max temp, 1000 W micro effect

Oven functions

Top + Bottom heat, Top Heat, Bottom Heat, Grill, Large Grill, Grill + fan, Hot air + Bottom heat, Hot Air, Eco, Bottom 
heat + Fan, Auto roast / Pro roast, Quick preheat, Plate warming, Defrost, Keep warm, Microwaves 90 - 1000 
W, Hot air + Microwave, Grill + Fan + Microwave, Steam clean, Multi-stage Stage cooking, Favourite program 
memory

Design and integration

Full metal frame / Metal Side trims No / Yes

Clear oven glass / Tinted oven glass No / Yes

Number of door glasses / reflective layers 3 / 0

Adjustable feet for perfect fit Yes

Weight 37,4 Kg

Display and control

Display 4.3" Full colour Full touch

Full touch display / Dials+sensor keys / Jog dial+sensor keys Yes / No / No

Clock / Egg timer / Delayed start Yes / 1 min-10h:00min / 1 min-23h:59min 

Use and flexibility

Number of oven functions 21

Heating method Micro / Convection / Micro+Convection

Stage cooking function Yes

Auto programs 120

Available baking levels 5

Number of lights 2

Fully extendable rails levels / safety lock No / No

Max temp / Steam temp / Max microwave power 250 °C / - / 1000 W

Set temperature / Actual temperature Yes / Yes

Safety and maintenance

Soft Close / Soft Open Yes / No

Cleaning convenience Aqua Clean

Easy clean front surface and glasses Yes

Dimensions

Appliance dimensions (H / W / D) 455 / 595 / 546 mm*

Niche dimensions (H / W / D) 450 / 560-568 / 550 mm

Length electrical cord / Location 1500 mm / Rear right

Technical data

Electrical connection 3,0 kW / 220-240 V / 50Hz / 16A

Accessories

1 Shallow tray, 1 Glass tray, 2 Premium grill racks

* 21 mm is the thickness of the front panel.

Soft black glass with pearl effect Combi Micro Oven, 45 cm / 50 litre
Article No.: 538.60.060
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Key features

6.1 inch TFT colour display, 50 liter volume, Aqua Clean, 52 Auto programs, Stage cooking function, 1000 W 
micro effect

Oven functions

Auto defrost, Keep warm, Microwaves 90 - 1000 W, Hot air + Microwave, Grill + Fan + Microwave, Aqua Clean, 
Clean air, Multi-stage Stage cooking

Design and integration

Full metal frame / Metal Side trims Yes / No

Clear oven glass / Tinted oven glass Yes / No

Number of door glasses / reflective layers 3 / 0

Adjustable feet for perfect fit Yes

Weight 30,5 Kg

Display and control

Display 6.1 inch TFT colour display

Full touch display / Dials+sensor keys / Jog dial+sensor keys No / Yes / No

Clock / Egg timer / Delayed start Yes / 1 min-10h:00min / 1 min-23h:59min 

Use and flexibility

Number of oven functions 6

Heating method Micro

Stage cooking function Yes

Auto programs 67

Available baking levels 4

Number of lights 2

Fully extendable rails levels / safety lock No / No

Max temp / Steam temp / Max microwave power - / - / 1000 W

Set temperature / Actual temperature Yes / No

Safety and maintenance

Soft Close / Soft Open No / No

Cleaning convenience Aqua Clean

Easy clean front surface and glasses Yes

Dimensions

Appliance dimensions (H / W / D) 455 /  595 / 546 + 21 mm*

Niche dimensions (H / W / D) 450 / 560-568 / 550 mm

Length electrical cord / Location 1500 mm / Rear right

Technical data

Electrical connection 2,2 kW / 220-240 V / 50Hz / 16A

Energy class (EU) -

Accessories

1 Glass tray

* 21 mm is the thickness of the front panel.

Black Steel Microwave Oven, 45 cm / 50 litre
Article No.: 538.60.250
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Stainless Steel
Combi microwave oven, 45 cm / 50 litre
Article No.: 538.60.332

OCM8437S

Standard accessories
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Key features

Uniform cooking: 5-way hot air and steam intake system, Easy navigation: LCD display and tactile 
knobs

Oven functions

Microwaves, Microwaves + Hot Air, Hot Air, Hot Air + Bottom heat, Top + Bottom heat, Large Grill,  Large 
Grill + fan, ECO, Aqua Clean, Defrost, Fast preheat 

Features

Cavity volume 50 L

Cool Door 3-layer glass and heat/microwave 
reflectors

Ultra-smooth heat and moisture resistand with enamel coating

Aqua Clean function

Cooking assistance

5 Air Flow hot air intake system for uniform cooking 

Electronic temperature regulation 30°C to 250°C

Food thermometer with alarm for reached temperature for perfect cooking result

2 grilling levels for uniform browning

Comfort / Safety

LCD display 

Intuitive navigation via combination of dials and touch keys 

Interior lights on both the sides 

Cooling system with prolonged ventilation

Adjustable feet

Dimensions

Appliance dimensions (H / W / D) 455 / 595 / 546+21* mm

Necessary space dimensions (H / W / D) 450 / 560–568 / 550 mm

Length of the power cable / Location 1500 mm / Back right

Technical data

Electrical connection 3.0 kW / 220–240 V / 50-60 Hz / 16 A

Maximum power (Grill / Convection heat) 2.7 kW / 1.6 kW 

* 21 mm is the thickness of the front panel

LCD
DISPLAY

 1 Full width enamel coated shallow tray
 1 Grill rack
 1 Glass tray
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Stainless Steel
Microwave oven, 45 cm / 50 litre
Article No.: 535.30.210

OM8437S

Standard accessories

 ■ 1 Glass tray

Craft 60 cm
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Key features

LCD display and tactile knobs, Gentle microwave cooking: Inverter creates a constant 
flow of microwaves also at low power, Even distribution of microwaves without turntable: 
Microwave stirrer fan

Oven functions

Microwaves, Heat liquids, Heat meal, Defrosting, Defrost bread, Aqua Clean 

Features

Cavity volume 50 L

Ultra-smooth heat and moisture resistand enamel coating

Aqua Clean function

Cooking assistance

Microwave power range 6 steps from 90 to 1000 W

Inverter creates a constant flow of microwaves also at low power

Predefined defrosting and heating functions

Comfort / Safety

LCD display 

Intuitive navigation via combination of dials and touch keys 

Interior lights on both the sides 

Adjustable feet

Technical data

Electrical connection 2,2 kW / 220–240 V / 50-60 Hz / 16 A

Dimensions

Appliance dimensions (H / W / D): 455 / 595 / 546+21* mm

Necessary space dimensions (H / W / D) 450 / 560-568 / 550 mm

Length of the power cable / Location 1500 mm / Back right

* 21mm is the thickness of the oven’s metal frame

LCD
DISPLAY
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Microwave Oven, 38 cm / 22 litre, Inox Stainless Steel
Article No.: 535.30.180

OM8334S

Key features

LCD display, Electronic Door opening, 850W micro effect, 1250W grill effect, Fingerprint proof 
stainless steel 

Oven functions

Microwave, Grill, Microwave + Grill, Defrost by time, Defrost by weight

Design and integration

Full metal frame / Metal Side trims No/No

Clear oven glass / Tinted oven glass Yes/No

Adjustable feet for perfect fit Yes

Weight 23.5 kg

Display and control

Display Touch control panel with LCD 
display

Full touch display / Dials+sensor keys / Jog dial+sensor keys No/Yes/No

Clock Yes 

Use and flexibility

Number of oven functions 6

Heating method Microwave, Grill

Auto programs 8

Number of lights 1

Max microwave power 850 W

Max grill power 1250 W

Electronic door opening Yes

Safety and maintenance

Door temperature Microwave 200°C / Grill 240°C

Easy clean front surface and glasses` Yes

Child Lock Yes

Dimensions

Appliance dimensions (H / W / D) 390 / 595 / 334+22 mm*

Technical data

Electrical connection 220-240 V / 50Hz / 16A

Accessories

Glass tray, Baking Tray

* 20 mm is the thickness of the front panel.
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Soft Black Glass with Pearl Effect Warming Drawer, 14 cm, Integrated
Article No.: 535.90.880

ODW8128G

Key features

Crockery warming: Warming of plates and dishes, A complement to the oven 
and hob: Keeping food warm, Perfect also for cooking: Slow cooking function, 
Convenient use: Push-to-open, easy gliding telescopic rails

5 Functions

Defrost, Warming cups and glasses, Plate warming, Keep warm, Low-
temperature cooking with circulating heat

Features

Can be loaded with up to 25kg

Volume: 21L

Cooking assistance

Equipped with hot air system. A fan distributes the heat from the heating 
element in the drawer. The circulating air quickly heats up dishes and keeps 
an even heat in the drawer.

Temperature settings 30°C to 80°C

Comfort / Safety

6 large place settings / 20 plates Ø28cm / 80 espresso mugs or 40 teacups 
(depending on the model)

Push-to-open

Telescopic rails

Indicator on the front panel

Easy clean surfaces

Dimensions

Appliance dimensions (H / W / D) 140 / 597 / 550

Built-in dimensions (H / W / D) 141 / 560 / 550 mm

Length electrical cord / Location 1500 mm
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Black Steel Warming Drawer, 14 cm
Article No.: 535.50.800

ODW8127B
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Key features

Crockery warming: Warming of plates and dishes, A complement to the oven and hob: 
Keeping food warm, Perfect also for cooking: Slow cooking function, Convenient use: 
Push-to-open, easy gliding telescopic rails

5 Functions

Defrost, Warming cups and glasses, Plate warming, Keep warm, Low-temperature 
cooking with circulating heat

Features

Can be loaded with up to 25kg

Volume: 21L

Cooking assistance

Equipped with hot air system. A fan distributes the heat from the heating element in 
the drawer. The circulating air quickly heats up dishes and keeps an even heat in the 
drawer

Temperature settings 30°C to 80°C

Comfort / Safety

6 large place settings / 20 plates Ø28cm / 80 espresso mugs or 40 teacups 
(depending on the model)

No-handle push-to-open

Telescopic rails

Indicator on the front panel

Easy clean surfaces

Dimensions

Appliance dimensions (H / W / D) 140 / 597 / 550

Built-in dimensions (H / W / D) 141 / 560 / 550 mm

Length electrical cord / Location 1800 mm
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Stainless Steel Warming Drawer, 14cm
Article No.: 533.54.820

Key features

Crockery warming: Warming of plates and dishes, A complement to the oven and hob: 
Keeping food warm, Perfect also for cooking: Slow cooking function, Convenient use: 
Push-to-open, easy gliding telescopic rails

5 Functions

Defrost, Warming cups and glasses, Plate warming, Keep warm, Low-temperature 
cooking with circulating heat

Features

Can be loaded with up to 25kg

Volume: 21L

Cooking assistance

Equipped with hot air system. A fan distributes the heat from the heating element in the 
drawer. The circulating air quickly heats up dishes and keep an even heat in the drawer

Temperature settings: 30°C to 80°C

Comfort / Safety

6 large place settings / 20 plates Ø28cm / 80 espresso mugs or teacups (depending on 
the model)

No-handle push-to-open

Telescopic rails

Indicator on the front panel

Easy clean surfaces

Technical data

Electrical connection 810W / 220–240 V / 50Hz / 10

Dimensions

Appliance dimensions (H/L/W) 135 / 597 / 550 mm

Necessary space dimensions (H / L / W) 141 / 556 / 550 mm

Length of the electical cord 1500 mm
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Black Glass with Pearl Effect Vacuum 
Drawer, 14 cm
Article No.: 535.50.700

ODV8128G

Key features

3 sealing levels, 3 vacuum levels, Push to open, Preparation for Sous Vide cooking, Vacuum 
seal technology, Easy clean inside glass surface

Functions

Three sealing levels, Three vacuum levels

Design and integration

Suitable for integration with ovens Yes

Possible to install oven on top Yes

Metal side trims Yes

Net Weight 35.0 kg

Display and control

Control type Touch

Use and flexibility

Hose for external vacuuming Yes

Push-to-open mechanism Yes

3 levels of vacuum

Level 1 75 % vacuum

Level 2 95 % vacuum

Level 3 99 % vacuum

Cleaning

Easy clean glass / Easy clean stainless steel Yes / No

Technical data

Electrical connection 320 W / 220-240 V / 50Hz / 1-phase 10 A

Dimensions

Appliance dimensions (H / W / D) 140 / 597 / 550

Built-in dimensions (H / W / D) 141 / 568/ 550 mm

Length electrical cord / Location 1800 mm
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Black Glass with Pearl Effect Integrated Coffee Machine, 45 cm
Article No.: 535.50.060

CM8478G

Key features

Constant water temperature: aluminium heating plate, Durable and easy to clean: stainless steel grinder, 
Coffee prepared the way you like it: different grind levels and adjustable flavours, Easy to use: colour TFT 
touchscreen, Comfort: installation on telescopic rails

Coffee types

Single Espresso, Double Espresso, Single coffee, Single long, Single Doppio+, Single Americano, 
Cappuccino, Cappuccino +, Single Espresso Macchiato, Latte Macchiato, Caffé Latte, Flat White, Hot 
Milk, Hot Water
Features

Automatic operation

16 beverages to choose from

High-pressure pump (15 bar): ideal for all espresso preparations

Aluminium heating element system to heat water immediately to guarantee constant water temperature, 
ideal for espresso and reducing limescale

Preparation and tasting assistant

Contents of the removable water tank 2.4 litre

Water container capacity 350 g

Insulated milk jug 500 ml

Height adjustable coffee outlet Height adjustable coffee outlet

Stainless steel grinder

Different grind levels 13

Different types of coffee 12 

7 flavour levels coffee power, pre-grind, extra soft, soft, 
normal, strong, full-bodied

Coffee intensity levels 5

Adjustable temperature levels 4

Patented automatic cappuccino function with an automatic cleaning system

Personalised recipes / 6 user profiles

Exclusive steam generator for thick milk foam

Hot water function to preheat cups and to prepare tea

Comfort

Backlit interactive colour TFT touchscreen

Direct access to main functions

Installation on telescopic rails

Removable infusion unit (9 to 14 cm)

Removable steam tube

Automatic rinsing of the milk tube

Coffee flow progress bar

Automatic rinsing cycle following device stoppage

Delayed start

Indicator light for the coffee bean holder and water tank

Indicator light for cleaning the coffee grounds tray

Descaling indicator light

4 LED lights

Cup warmer included
Adjustment of water hardness

Touch Screen Display

20 Display Language setting

Descaling reminder / Cleaning reminder
Technical data
Electrical connection 1350 W / 220–240 V / 50–60 Hz / 16 A
Dimensions

Appliance dimensions (H / L / W) 456 / 597 / 470 mm

Necessary space dimensions 
450 / 560 / 550 mm

Length of the power cable 1700 mm
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Black Steel Integrated Coffee Machine, 45 cm
Article No.: 535.50.070

CM8477B
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Key features

Constant water temperature: aluminium heating plate, Durable and easy to clean: stainless steel 
grinder, Coffee prepared the way you like it: different grind levels and adjustable flavours, Easy to use: 
colour TFT touchscreen, Comfort: installation on telescopic rails

Coffee types

Single Espresso, Double Espresso, Single coffee, Single long, Single Doppio+, Single Americano, 
Cappuccino, Cappuccino +, Single Espresso Macchiato, Latte Macchiato, Caffé Latte, Flat White, Hot 
Milk, Hot Water

Features

Automatic operation

16 beverages to choose from

High-pressure pump (15 bar) ideal for all espresso preparations

Aluminium heating element system to heat water immediately to guarantee constant water 
temperature, ideal for espresso and reducing limescale

Preparation and tasting assistant

Contents of the removable water tank: 2 litre

Contents of the coffee bean holder: 350 g

Insulated milk jug: 500 ml

Coffee outlet, adjustable height

Stainless steel grinder

13 different grind levels

12 different types of coffee

7 flavour levels: coffee power, pre-grind, extra soft, soft, normal, strong, full-bodied

5 coffee intensity levels

4 adjustable temperature levels

Patented automatic cappuccino function with an automatic cleaning system

Personalised recipes / 6 user profiles

Exclusive steam generator for thick milk foam

Hot water function to preheat cups and to prepare tea

Comfort

Backlit interactive colour TFT touchscreen

Direct access to main functions

Installation on telescopic rails

Removable infusion unit (9 to 14 cm)

Removable steam tube

Automatic rinsing of the milk tube

Coffee flow progress bar

Automatic rinsing cycle following device stoppage

Delayed start

Indicator light for the coffee bean holder and water tank

Indicator light for cleaning the coffee grounds tray

Descaling indicator light

4 LED lights

Cup warmer included

Adjustment of water hardness

Technical data

Electrical connection 1350 W / 220-240 V / 50 -60 Hz / 16A

Dimensions

Appliance dimensions (H / L / W) 456 / 597 / 460 mm

Necessary space dimensions 450 / 560 / 550 mm

Length of the power cable 1700 mm
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Key features

Professional wok cooking in your home: Fusion Volcano™ Wok Burner, Enjoy versatile cooking by
combining gas and induction: Duo Fusion technology, Convenient cooking: Timers on all zones, Pairing of
induction zones: Auto Bridge™ function, Preset temperature programs: 6 Auto programs

General

Number of induction zones  4

Number of gas burners 1

Power levels and Boost level 12

Stepless power regulation of gas flame

Stainless steel trims

Induction features

Auto Bridge™ cooking zone for automatic detection and adapation to larger pots and pans.

Auto pot detection: when a pan is put on a zone, the associated control is enlightened.

Easy Slide™ individual controls that enables fast setting of correct cooking level

Pause function Press the pause key and the active zones 
are set to very low temperatures

Use and flexibility

Fusion Volcano™ Wok Burner 6 kW powerful and concentrated wok flame

Wide power range and three different flames for woking, frying and simmering

Solid cast iron pan support

Anti-scratch enamel coating of the burner caps

Ultra-resistant Keradur® coating for easy cleaning of the burner cup

Performance

Left (Fusion Volcano Wok™ burner) 0,3-6 kW

Center front 3700 W, 190 x 220 mm

Center back 3700 W, 190 x 220 mm

Right front 3700 W, 190 x 220 mm

Right back 3700 W, 190 x 220 mm

 Comfort and safety

Removable knob and extra smooth surface for easy cleaning

Easy clean one-piece burners

Thermoelectric flame failure protection

Electronic ignition with single-hand operation

Technical data

Electical connection 7410 W / 220-240 V / 50-60 Hz

Total gas power 6 kW

Gas type/connection size G20-20mBar / ½”

Gas conversion kit G30-30 mBar

Dimensions

Product (WxDxH) 904 x 522 x 45 mm

Cut-out (WxDxH) 860 x 490 x - mm

Black glass Gas / Induction Combination Hob, 90 cm
Article No.: 538.60.529

HIG1995AB
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Key features

Professional wok cooking in your home: Fusion Volcano™ Wok Burner, High efficiency with 
mininal energy losses: A+ Burners, Precise cooking and temperatures: Stepless adjustment 
of heat, Convenient cooking: Timers on all zones

Features

1 Fusion Volcano™ Wok Burner and 4 A+ burners high efficiency, ulta-fast and precise 
orientation of the flames

Stylish look with solitary burner islands on glass surface

Solid cast iron pan supports

Anti-scratch enamel coating of the burner caps

Ultra-resistant Keradur® coating for easy cleaning of the burner cup

Wide power range from very low to very high

Fusion Volcano™ Wok Burner with three different flames ranging from 0,3 to 6 kW

Performance

Left 0,3-6 kW

Center front 0,39-2 kW

Center back 0,39-2 kW

Right back 0,25-1 kW

Right front 0,55-3 kW

Comfort and safety

Removable knobs and extra smooth surface for easy cleaning

Easy clean one-piece burners

Thermoelectric flame failure protection

Electronic ignition with single-hand operation

Technical data

Electical connection 1,0 W / 220-240 V / 50-60 Hz / 6 A

Total gas power 14 kW

Gas type/connection size G20-20mBar / ½”

Gas conversion kit G30-30 mBar

Dimensions

Product (H / W / D) 46 / 1114 / 412 mm

Niche dimensions (H / W / D) 48 / 1070 / 380 mm 

Black Ceramic Glass Gas hob, 111 cm
Article No.: 533.04.539

HG1145AB
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Black ceramic glass Gas hob, 90 cm
Article No.: 538.60.519

HG1935AB
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Key features

Professional wok cooking in your home: Fusion Volcano™ Wok Burner, High efficiency with mininal 
energy losses: A+ Burners, Precise cooking and temperatures: Stepless adjustment of heat, 
Convenient cooking: Timers on all zones

Features

1 Fusion Volcano™ Wok Burner and 4 A+ burners: high efficiency, ulta-fast and precise orientation 
of the flames

Stylish look with solitary burner islands on glass surface

Solid cast iron pan supports

Anti-scratch enamel coating of the burner caps

Ultra-resistant Keradur® coating for easy cleaning of the burner cup

Wide power range: from very low to very high

Fusion Volcano™ Wok Burner with three different flames ranging from 0,3 to 6 kW

Performance

Left 0,3-6 kW

Center front 0,39-2 kW

Center back 0,39-2 kW

Right back 0,25-1 kW

Right front 0,55-3 kW

Comfort and safety

Removable knobs and extra smooth surface for easy cleaning

Easy clean one-piece burners

Thermoelectric flame failure protection

Electronic ignition with single-hand operation

Technical data

Electical connection 1,0 W / 220-240 V / 50-60 Hz / 6 A

Total gas power 14 kW

Gas type/connection size G20-20mBar / ½”

Gas conversion kit G30-30 mBar

Dimensions

Product  (H / W / D) 45 / 904 / 522 mm

Niche dimensions (H / W / D) 45 / 860 / 490 mm

A+
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Black glass Gas hob, 80 cm
Article No.: 538.60.505

HG1825AB
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Key features

Professional wok cooking in your home: Fusion Volcano™ Wok Burner, High efficiency with mininal
energy losses: A+ Burners, Precise cooking and temperatures: Stepless adjustment of heat, 
Convenient cooking: Timers on all zones

Features

1 Fusion Volcano™ Wok Burner and 4 A+ burners: high efficiency, ulta-fast and precise orientation 
of the flames

Stylish look with solitary burner islands on glass surface

Solid cast iron pan supports

Anti-scratch enamel coating of the burner caps

Ultra-resistant Keradur® coating for easy cleaning of the burner cup

Wide power range: from very low to very high

Fusion Volcano™ Wok Burner with three different flames ranging from 0,3 to 6 kW

Performance

Left 0,3-6 kW

Center front 0,39-2 kW

Right back 0,25-1 kW

Right front 0,55-3 kW

Comfort and safety

Removable knobs and extra smooth surface for easy cleaning

Easy clean one-piece burners

Thermoelectric flame failure protection

Electronic ignition with single-hand operation

Technical data

Electical connection 1,0 W / 220-240 V / 50-60 Hz / 6 A

Total gas power 13 kW

Gas type/connection size G20-20mBar / ½”

Gas conversion kit G30-30 mBar

Dimensions

Product (H / W / D) 5 / 794 / 522 mm

Niche dimensions (H / W / D) 50 / 750 / 490 mm

A+
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Graphite black Gas hob, 90 cm
Article No.: 538.60.539

HG1986AB

* Gas connection
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Key features

Wide power range and efficient dual flames: Super Flex™ Wok Burner, High efficiency, mininal 
energy losses and cooling function: A+ Hybrid Burners, Precise cooking and temperatures: 
Stepless adjustment of heat, Easy cleaning and maintenance: One-piece burner

Features

1 Super Flex™ Wok Burner and 4 A+ Hybrid burners: high efficiency, ulta-fast and precise 
orientation of the flames

Professional full surface grid in solid cast iron

Anti-scratch enamel coating of the burner caps

Ultra-resistant Keradur® coating for easy cleaning of the burner cup

Wide power range: from very low to very high

Super Flex™ Wok Burner with double flames ranging from 0,3 to 4,6 kW

Raised A+ Hybrid burners to minimize heating of the drip tray: prevents oil stains from bedoming 
encrusted

Performance

Left 0,3-4,6 kW

Center front 0,39-2 kW

Center back 0,25-1 kW

Right back 0,39-2 kW

Right front 0,55-2,6 kW

Comfort and safety

Removable knobs and non-stick coating on drip tray surface for easy cleaning

Easy clean one-piece burners

Thermoelectric flame failure protection

Electronic ignition with single-hand operation

Technical data

Electical connection 1,0 W / 220-240 V / 50-60 Hz / 6 A

Total gas power 12,2 kW

Gas type/connection size G20-20mBar / ½”

Gas conversion kit G30-30 mBar

Dimensions

Product (H / W / D) 48 / 900 / 526 mm

Niche dimensions (H / W / D) 55 / 860 / 490 mm
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Graphite black Gas hob, 60 cm
Article No.: 538.60.540

HG1666AB
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Key features

Wide power range and efficient dual flames: Super Flex™ Wok Burner, High efficiency, mininal 
energy losses and cooling function: A+ Hybrid Burners, Precise cooking and temperatures: 
Stepless adjustment of heat, Easy cleaning and maintenance: One-piece burner

Features

1 Super Flex™ Wok Burner and 3 A+ Hybrid burners: high efficiency, ulta-fast and precise 
orientation of the flames

Professional full surface grid in solid cast iron

Anti-scratch enamel coating of the burner caps

Ultra-resistant Keradur® coating for easy cleaning of the burner cup

Wide power range: from very low to very high

Super Flex™ Wok Burner with double flames ranging from 0,3 to 4,2 kW

Raised A+ Hybrid burners to minimize heating of the drip tray: prevents oil stains from bedoming 
encrusted

Performance

Leftfront : 0,3-4,2 kW 0,3-4,2 kW

Left back: 0,39 - 2 kW 0,39-2 kW

Right back:0,3-1 kW 0,25-1 kW

Right front: 0,39-2 kW 0,39-2 kW

Comfort and safety

Removable knobs and non-stick coating on drip tray surface for easy cleaning

Easy clean one-piece burners

Thermoelectric flame failure protection

Electronic ignition with single-hand operation

Technical data

Electical connection 1,0 W / 220-240 V / 50-60 Hz / 6 A

Total gas power 11,8 kW

Gas type/connection size G20-20mBar / ½”

Gas conversion kit G30-30 mBar

Dimensions

Product (H / W / D) 48 / 600 / 526 mm

Niche dimensions (H / W / D) 55 / 560 / 490 mm
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Black Induction Hob, 64 cm
Article No.: 538.60.566

HI1655G

Key features

Pairing of induction zones: Bridge™ zones, Intuitive control: Easy Slide, Direct access to each zone:
Individual Controls, Preset temperature programs: 6 Auto programs, Powerful and fast heating: 7,4 kW

6 Auto programmes

Boil, Simmer, Warm / keep warm, Wok, Fry, Grill

General

Number of zones 4

12 power levels and Boost level

Stainless steel trims

Features

2 Bridge™ cooking zones for adaption to larger pots and pans

Easy Slide™ individual controls that enables fast setting of correct cooking level

Auto pot detection: when a pan is put on a zone, the associated control is enlightened

Pause function: press the pause key and the active zones are set to very low temperatures

Individual timers for each zone

Performance

Left front 3700 W, 180 x 220 mm

Left front 3700 W, 180 x 220 mm

Left front 3700 W, 180 x 220 mm

Left front 3700 W, 180 x 220 mm

Technical data

Electrical cable No

Voltage 220-240 V

Frequency 50-60 Hz

Connection load 7400 W

Dimensions

Appliance dimensions (H / W / D) 52 / 644 / 522 mm

Niche dimensions  (H / W / D) 48 / 560 / 490 mm

522

484

48

644

554
490

600

560

min 40
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Black Induction Hob, 64 cm
Article No.: 538.60.566

HI1655G
Black Domino Induction Hob, 33 cm
Article No.: 533.04.511

HI1355G

522

484
284

50

330

490

600

290

min 40

Key features

Pairing of induction zones: Bridge™ zones, Intuitive control: Easy Slide, Direct access to each zone:
Individual Controls, Preset temperature programs: 6 Auto programs, Powerful and fast heating: 3,7 kW

6 Auto programmes

Boiling, Simmering, Keeping warm, Wok, Roasting, Grill

General

Number of zones 2

12 power levels and Boost level

Stainless steel trims

Features

1 Bridge™ cooking zones for adaption to larger pots and pans

Easy Slide™ individual controls that enables fast setting of correct cooking level

Auto pot detection: when a pan is put on a zone, the associated control is enlightened.

Pause function: press the pause key and the active zones are set to very low temperatures

Performance

Center front 3700 W, 180 x 220 mm

Center back 3700 W, 180 x 220 mm

Technical data

Electrical cable No

Voltage 220-240 V

Frequency 50-60 Hz

Connection load 3700 W

Dimensions

Appliance dimensions (H / W / D) 43 / 330 / 522 mm

Niche dimensions  (H / W / D) 43 / 290 / 490 mm

3.7 kW
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Black Domino Gas Hob, 33 cm
Article No.: 533.04.551

HG1365GB

Key features

Professional wok cooking in your home: Fusion Volcano™ Wok Burner, Precise cooking and
temperatures: Stepless adjustment of heat, Convenient cooking: Timers on all zones

Features

1 Fusion Volcano™ Wok Burner: high efficiency, ulta-fast and precise orientation of the flames

Stylish look with solitary burner islands on glass surface

Solid cast iron pan supports

Anti-scratch enamel coating of the burner caps

Ultra-resistant Keradur® coating for easy cleaning of the burner cup

Wide power range: from very low to very high

Fusion Volcano™ Wok Burner with three different flames ranging from 0,3 to 6 kW

Performance

Center 0,3-6 kW

Comfort and safety

Removable knobs and extra smooth surface for easy cleaning

Easy clean one-piece burners

Thermoelectric flame failure protection

Electronic ignition with single-hand operation

Technical data

Total gas power 6 kW

Gas type/connection size G20-20mBar / ½”

Gas conversion kit G30-30 mBar

Dimensions

Appliance dimensions (H / W / D) 48 / 330 / 522 mm

Niche dimensions  (H / W / D) 55 / 290 / 490 mm

Gas connection location from right rear 
end

 75 mm
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Black Domino Gas Hob, 33 cm
Article No.: 533.04.541

HG1355GB

Key features

High efficiency with mininal energy losses: A+ Burners, Precise cooking and temperatures: Stepless
adjustment of heat, Convenient cooking: Timers on all zones

Features

2 A+ burners: high efficiency, ulta-fast and precise orientation of the flames

Stylish look with solitary burner islands on glass surface

Solid cast iron pan supports

Anti-scratch enamel coating of the burner caps

Ultra-resistant Keradur® coating for easy cleaning of the burner cup

Wide power range: from very low to very high

Performance

Center front 0,55 - 3 kW

Center back 0,39 - 2 kW

Comfort and safety

Removable knobs and extra smooth surface for easy cleaning

Easy clean one-piece burners

Thermoelectric flame failure protection

Electronic ignition with single-hand operation

Technical data

Electical connection 1,0 W / 220-240 V / 50-60 Hz / 6 A

Total gas power 5 kW

Gas type/connection size G20-20mBar / ½”

Gas conversion kit G30-30 mBar

Dimensions

Appliance dimensions (H / W / D) 48 / 330 / 522 mm

Niche dimensions  (H / W / D) - / 290 / 490 mm

Gas connection location from right rear end  75 mm

A+
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Built-in Fridge/freezer, 200 cm (width 75 cm)
Article No.: 538.10.340

RFN2826S

Note!
If the specified dimensions for the ventilation 
opening is not followed, the compressor runs 
more often which in turn leads to increased 
energy consumption but also damages to the 
compressor. 

Remember to always follow the measurements 
for required ventilation opening!

Accessory door panels
RF2826SLD (Left opening)
RF2826SRD (Right opening)

SBS2826S
Side-by-side kit

Accessories 
You can choose to design your own front door 
panel in wood or another material to match your 
kitchen, or mount the specially-designed steel 
doors on your fridge/freezer and wine cooler. 
You can also enhance the fit and finish with the 
side-by-side kit, which covers the gap between 
two adjacent appliances.

Key features

Self-learning system for saving energy and preserving food: Adaptive Temperature Control™, Temporary 
extension of cooling space: Convertible freezer, Protection against temperature rises: Multi Airflow 
system, Energy efficient and convient freezing without frost: No Frost function

Shelves, Drawers and Accessories

fruit and vegetabes drawers 1

adjustable glass shelves 4

height adjustable door bins 3

bottle rack 1

freezer drawer with automatic ice maker 1

convertible freezer drawer 1

Cooling and preservation systems

No Frost Eliminates build up of ice in the freezer compartment

Multi Airflow system Optimal circulation of air in entire fridge compartment 

Convertible freezer compartment for temporary 
extension of fridge capacity

Yes

Technical data

Gross capacity / Net Capacity 445 / 410 litre
Fridge volume 293 litre

Freezer volume 79 litre

Electrical cable 3000 mm

Voltage 220-240 V

Frequence 50 Hz

Current 10 A

Phases 1

Connection load 550 W

EU energy rating F

Annual energy consumption 345,8 kWh/annum

Noise level 45 dB(A)

Climate class Normal, Subnormal, Subtropical, Tropical

Illumination and controls

LED lights on top and sides of the fridge and in each drawer

Touch display

Separate temperature controls for cooling and freezer compartments

Door open alarm / High temp alarm

Installation

Reversible door (Note! Two different accessory door panels for left and right)

Adjustable feet

Dimensions

Product dimensions (H / W / D) 2003/ 750 / 603 mm

Niche dimensions (H / W / D) 2020-2045 / 762 / min 635 mm
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Built-in Wine chiller/freezer, 200 cm (width 75 cm)
Article No.: 538.10.330

Note!
If the specified dimensions for the ventilation 
opening is not followed, the compressor runs 
more often which in turn leads to increased energy 
consumption but also damages to the compressor. 

Remember to always follow the measurements for 
required ventilation opening!

Accessory door panels
RWF2826SLD (Left opening)
RWF2826SRD (Right opening)

SBS2826S
Side-by-side kit

Accessories 
You can choose to design your own front door 
panel in wood or another material to match your 
kitchen, or mount the specially-designed steel 
doors on your fridge/freezer and wine cooler. You 
can also enhance the fit and finish with the side-
by-side kit, which covers the gap between two 
adjacent appliances.

Key features

Self-learning system for saving energy and preserving food: Adaptive Temperature Control™, 
Temporary extension of cooling space: Convertible freezer, Protection against temperature 
rises: Multi Airflow system, Energy efficient and convenient freezing without frost: No Frost 
function, Perfect temperatures for white and red wine: Two separate temperature zones.

Shelves, Drawers and Accessories

Fully extendable wooden wine shelves 6

Wine display shelf 1

Freezer drawer with automatic ice maker 1

Convertible freezer drawer 1

Cooling and preservation systems

No Frost: eliminates build up of ice in the freezer compartment

Multi Airflow system: optimal circulation of air in entire fridge compartment

Illumination and controls

LED lights on top and sides of the fridge and in each drawer

Touch display

Separate temperature controls for cooling and freezer compartments

Door open alarm / High temp alarm

Installation

Reversible door (Note! Two different accessory door panels for left and right)

Adjustable feet

Technical data

Gross capacity / Net Capacity 445 / 396 litre
Chiller volume 274 litre

Freezer volume 79 litre

Electrical cable 3000 mm

Voltage 220-240 V

Frequence 50 Hz

Current 10 A

Phases 1

Connection load 550 W

EU energy rating F

Annual energy consumption 318,8 kWh/annum

Noise level 45 dB(A)

Climate class Normal, Subnormal, Subtropical, Tropical

Dimensions

Product dimensions (H / W / D) 2015-2040 x 750 x 603 mm

Niche dimensions (H / W / D) 2020-2045 x 762 x min min 635 mm

RWFN2826S
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White Built-in Fridge / Freezer, 178 cm
Article No.: 538.10.360

RFN31842i

Key features

No Frost, Dura Fresh zone, Auto Humidity Control, Soft Close door, Wooden breakfast tray, Cool Flow+, 
Adaptive Temperature Control

Design and integration

Gross capacity / Net Capacity 268 / 229 litre
Total volume / Fridge volume / Freezer volume 226  / 160  / 66 litre

Shelves /  Drawers in fridge / Compartments in freezer 3 / 2 / 3

Door-to-door / Sliding Door Yes / No

Weight energy 

Max weight of custom door 40 kg

Cooling and preservation systems

No Frost

Fresh drawers 1 Meat / fish + 1 Fruit / vegetables

Fast Freeze

Fast Cooling

Air distribution system Cool Flow+

Adaptive Temperature Control / Auto humidity control

Climate Class Normal, Subnormal, Subtropical, Tropical 

Display and control

Type of display Touch control

Separate temperature controls for fresh drawers

Separate temperature controls for cooling and freezer compartments

Use and flexibility

No Convertible compartment

LED lights / Locations 3 LED Strips / Fridge, Dura Fresh and Freezer 

Adjustable shelves / Removable shelves (fridge compartment)

Soft Closing door / Soft closing drawers 

Door open alarm / High temp alarm

Save your settings incase of power failure

Dimensions

Appliance dimensions (H / W / D) 1772 / 555 / 545 mm

Niche dimensions (H / W / D) 1775-1780 / 560-570 / 560 mm

Length electrical cord 3000 mm

Technical data

Electrical connection 90 W / 220-240 V / 50 Hz / 1-phase x 10 A

Energy rating (EU) E

Included accessories

Wooden breakfast tray, Wooden bottle holder, Multi box with wooden lid

Appliance and built-in dimensions Custom door dimensions
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Key features

Dura Fresh zone, Auto Humidity Control, Soft Close door, Wooden breakfast tray, Cool Flow+, Adaptive 
Temperature Control

Design and integration

Gross capacity / Net Capacity 305 / 300 litre
Total volume / Fridge volume / Freezer volume 300 / 300 / - litre

Glass shelves/ no.of removable shelves 6 / 5 

Door-to-door 

Weight 71.5 kg

Max weight of custom door 20 kg

Cooling and preservation systems

No Frost Not Applicable

Fresh drawers 1 Meat / fish + 1 Fruit / vegetables

Fast Freeze No 

SuperCool

Adaptive Temperature Control / Auto humidity control

Climate Class Normal, Subnormal, Subtropical, Tropical 

Display and control

Type of display Touch control

Separate temperature controls for fresh drawers

Separate temperature controls for cooling and freezer compartments

Use and flexibility

Convertible compartment No

LED lights / Locations 5 LED strips / Fridge and Dura Fresh 
compartments

Adjustable shelves / Removable shelves (fridge compartment)

Soft Closing door / Soft closing drawers 

Door open alarm / High temp alarm

Save your settings in case of power fail

Dimensions

Appliance dimensions (H / W / D) 1772 / 555 / 545 mm

Niche dimensions (H / W / D) 1775-1780 / 560-570 / 560 mm

Length electrical cord 3000 mm

Technical data

Electrical connection 85 W / 220-240 V / 50 Hz / 1-phase x 10 A

Energy rating (EU) D

Included accessories

Wooden breakfast tray, Wooden bottle holder, Multi box with wooden lid

White Built-in Fridge, 178 cm
Article No.: 538.10.350

Appliance and built-in dimensions Custom door dimensions
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Key features

No Frost, Soft Close door, Air Flow System, Adaptive Temperature Control

Design and integration

Gross capacity / Net Capacity 235 / 208 litre
Total Freezer  / Net freezer capacity  235/ 196 litre

Compartments in freezer 7 drawers

Door-to-door Yes 

Weight 67 Kg

Max weight of custom door 40 kg

Cooling and preservation systems

No Frost

Fast Freeze

Air distribution system Air Flow System

Adaptive Temperature Control / Auto humidity control No / No

Climate Class Normal, Subnormal, Subtropical, Tropical 

Display and control

Type of display Touch control

Separate temperature controls for fresh drawers No

Separate temperature controls for cooling and freezer compartments

Use and flexibility

Convertible compartment No

LED lights / Locations 1 LED strip / On top in freezer

Adjustable shelves / Removable shelves (fridge compartment) No / No

Soft Closing door / Soft closing drawers Yes / Yes 

Door open alarm / High temp alarm Yes / Yes

Technical data

Electrical connection 80 W / 220-240 V / 50 Hz / 1-phase x 10 A

Energy rating (EU) F

Dimensions

Appliance dimensions (H / W / D) 1772 / 555 / 545 mm

Niche dimensions (H / W / D) 1775-1780 / 560-570 / 560 mm

Length electrical cord 3000 mm

Included accessories

Shelf for large cakes in freezer

White Built-in freezer, 177 cm
Article No.: 538.10.390

FN31842i
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Key features

No Frost, Soft Close door, Air Flow System, Adaptive Temperature Control

Design and integration

Gross capacity / Net Capacity 235 / 208 litre
Total Freezer  / Net freezer capacity  235/ 196 litre

Compartments in freezer 7 drawers

Door-to-door Yes 

Weight 67 Kg

Max weight of custom door 40 kg

Cooling and preservation systems

No Frost

Fast Freeze

Air distribution system Air Flow System

Adaptive Temperature Control / Auto humidity control No / No

Climate Class Normal, Subnormal, Subtropical, Tropical 

Display and control

Type of display Touch control

Separate temperature controls for fresh drawers No

Separate temperature controls for cooling and freezer compartments

Use and flexibility

Convertible compartment No

LED lights / Locations 1 LED strip / On top in freezer

Adjustable shelves / Removable shelves (fridge compartment) No / No

Soft Closing door / Soft closing drawers Yes / Yes 

Door open alarm / High temp alarm Yes / Yes

Technical data

Electrical connection 80 W / 220-240 V / 50 Hz / 1-phase x 10 A

Energy rating (EU) F

Dimensions

Appliance dimensions (H / W / D) 1772 / 555 / 545 mm

Niche dimensions (H / W / D) 1775-1780 / 560-570 / 560 mm

Length electrical cord 3000 mm

Included accessories

Shelf for large cakes in freezer

White Built-in freezer, 177 cm
Article No.: 538.10.390

FN31842i

Key features

No Frost, Cool Flow, Adaptive Temperature Control, Auto Humidity Control with the icon and also Fast 
Freeze

Design and integration

Gross capacity / Net Capacity 269  /  248 litre
Total usable volume / Net capacity fridge /  Net capacity 
freezer 

248 / 180 / 68 Litre

Glass Shelves/ Removable shelves/ Drawers/ Door shelves 5 / 4 / 3 / 1 

Door-to-door Yes 

Weight 67 kg

Max weight of custom door 40 kg

Cooling and preservation systems

No Frost Yes

Fresh drawers 1 Meat / fish + 1 Fruit / vegetables

Fast Freeze Yes

Fast Cooling Yes

SuperCool  system Cool Flow

Adaptive Temperature Control / Auto humidity control Yes / Yes

Climate Class Subnormal, Normal, Tropical

Display and control

Type of display Electronic button control

Separate temperature controls for fresh drawers No

Separate temperature controls for cooling and freezer 
compartments

Yes

Use and flexibility

Convertible compartment No

LED lights / Locations 1 LED strip / On top in fridge

Adjustable shelves / Removable shelves (fridge compartment) Yes / Yes

Soft Closing door Yes

Door open alarm / High temp alarm Yes / Yes

Dimensions

Appliance dimensions (H / W / D) 1772 / 555 / 545 mm

Niche dimensions (H / W / D) 1775-1780 / 560-570 / 560 mm

Length electrical cord 3000 mm

Technical data

Electrical connection 90 W / 220-240 V / 50 Hz / 1-phase x 10 A

Energy rating (EU) D

Included accessories

Multi box, Bottle rack

White Built-in fridge/freezer, 178 cm
Article No.: 538.10.380

RFN31831i
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Key features

Self-learning system for saving energy and preserving food: Adaptive Temperature Control™, Same 
temperature on all shelves: Cool Flow system, Perfect after-shopping functions: Super Cool™

Design and integration

Gross capacity / Net Capacity 305 / 301 litre

Total volume / Fridge volume / Freezer volume 301 / 301 / -  Litre

Glass Shelves / No.of removable shelves / Trays in 
refrigerator drawer

7 / 6 / 4 

Door-to-door / Sliding Door Yes / No

Net weight 59 kg

Max weight of custom door 20 kg

Cooling and preservation systems

No Frost Not Applicable

Fresh drawers 1 Meat / fish + 1 Fruit / vegetables

Fast Freeze No

Fast Cooling

Air distribution system Cool Flow

Adaptive Temperature Control / Auto humidity control Yes / Yes

Climate Class Subnormal, Normal, Tropical

Display and control

Type of display LED display

Separate temperature controls for fresh drawers No

Separate temperature controls for cooling and freezer compartments

Use and flexibility

Convertible compartment No

LED lights / Locations 1 LED strip / On top in fridge

Adjustable shelves / Removable shelves (fridge compartment) Yes / Yes

Soft Closing door / Soft closing drawers / Soft closing wine rack Yes / No / No

Door open alarm / High temp alarm Yes / Yes

Technical data

Electrical connection 75 W / 220-240 V / 50 Hz / 1-phase 
x 10 A

Energy rating (EU) F

Dimensions

Appliance dimensions (H / W / D) 1772 / 555 / 545 mm

Niche dimensions (H / W / D) 1775-1780 / 560-570 / 560 mm

Length electrical cord 3000 mm

Included accessories

Multi box, Bottle rack

White Built-in Fridge, 178 cm
Article No.: 538.10.370

R31831i
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Custom door dimensions

Key features

Fruit and vegetable bin, Removable serving tray

Design and integration

Gross capacity / Net Capacity 144 / 143 litre
Glass Shelves/ Removable shelves/Trays in Door/Adjustable tray 3 / 1 / 1 / 1

Door-to-door / Sliding Door No / No

Net Weight 33 Kg

Max weight of custom door -

Cooling and preservation systems

No Frost Not Applicable

Fresh drawers Yes** 

Fast Freeze No

Fast Cooling No

Air distribution system No

Adaptive Temperature Control / Auto humidity control No / No

Climate Class Subnormal, Normal, Sub Tropic

Display and control

Separate temperature controls for fresh drawers No

Separate temperature controls for cooling and freezer 
compartments

No

Use and flexibility

Convertible compartment No

LED lights / Locations 1***/ Upper right

 Adjustable shelves / Removable shelves Yes / Yes

 Soft Closing door / Soft closing drawers / Soft closing wine rack No / No / No

Door open alarm / High temp alarm No / No

Technical data

Electrical connection 70 W / 220-230 V / 50 Hz / 1-phase x 10 A

Energy rating (EU) F

Dimensions

Appliance dimensions (H / W / D) 820-900 / 596 / 545

Niche dimensions (H / W / D) 820-900 / 600 / 550 mm

Length electrical cord 2000 mm

Included accessories

* Including one removable serving tray.
** Fruit and vegetable bin located at bottom under the serving tray.
*** Halogen

White Built-under Fridge, 82 cm
Article No.: 538.10.400

R2282i

259

Installation

COMPLEMENTARY

Key features

Energy class A++, Fruit and vegetable bin, Removable serving tray

Design and integration

 Total volume / Fridge volume / Freezer volume 144 / - / - litre

 Shelves / Door shelves / Drawers in fridge / 
Compartments in freezer

4* / 1 / - / -

 Door-to-door / Sliding Door No / No

 Weight 37,0 Kg

 Max weight of custom door -

Cooling and preservation systems

 No Frost No

 Fresh drawers Yes** 

 Fast Freeze No

 Fast Cooling No

 Air distribution system No

 Adaptive Temperature Control / Auto humidity control No / No

Display and control

 Type of display/control Knob

 Separate temperature controls for fresh drawers No

 Separate temperature controls for cooling and freezer 
compartments

No

Use and flexibility

 Convertible compartment No

 LED lights / Locations 1***/ Upper right

  Adjustable shelves / Removable shelves Yes / Yes

  Soft Closing door / Soft closing drawers / Soft closing wine 
rack

No / No / No

 Door open alarm / High temp alarm No / No

Dimensions

 Appliance dimensions (H / W / D) 820-900 / 596 / 545

 Niche dimensions (H / W / D) 820-900 / 600 / 550 mm

 Length electrical cord 2050 mm

Technical data

 Electrical connection 70 W / 220-230 V / 50 Hz / 1-phase x 10 A

 Energy rating (EU) A++

Included accessories

* Including one removable serving tray.
** Fruit and vegetable bin located at bottom under the serving tray.
*** Halogen

White
Built-under fridge, 82 cm

R2282I
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White Built-under Freezer, 82 cm
Article No.: 538.10.410

F2282i

Key features

Fast freeze

Design and integration

Gross capacity / Net Capacity 96 / 86 litre

Compartments in freezer 3

Door-to-door / Sliding Door No / No

Net Weight 33 Kg

Max weight of custom door -

Cooling and preservation systems

No Frost No

Fresh drawers No

Fast Freeze Yes

Fast Cooling No

Air distribution system No

Adaptive Temperature Control / Auto 
humidity control

No / No

Climate Class Subnormal, Normal, Subtropical and tropical

Display and control

Separate temperature controls for fresh 
drawers

No

Separate temperature controls for 
cooling and freezer compartments

No

Use and flexibility

Convertible compartment No

LED lights No

Adjustable shelves / Removable shelves No / No

Soft Closing door / Soft closing drawers / 
Soft closing wine rack

No / No / No

Door open alarm / High temp alarm No / Yes

Technical data

Electrical connection 75W / 220-230 V / 50 Hz / 1-phase x 10 A

Energy rating (EU) E

Dimensions

Appliance dimensions (H / W / D) 820-900 / 596 / 545

Niche dimensions (H / W / D) 820-900 / 600 / 550 mm

Length electrical cord 2050 mm
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Note!
If the specified dimensions for the ventilation 
opening is not followed, the compressor runs 
more often which in turn leads to increased energy 
consumption but also damages to the compressor. 

Remember to always follow the measurements for 
required ventilation opening!

Black steel, Fridge/freezer, 185 cm, Freestanding/slot-in
Article No.: 538.10.430

Air ventilation

min. 50

min. 50

min.
300cm2

Built in dimensions

max 90˚ (max 115°)

66
3

600

12
63

641

50

Dimensions in mm

600663

1850

RFN23841B

Key features

Self-learning system for saving energy and preserving food: Adaptive Temperature Control™, Temporary extension 
of cooling space: Convertible freezer, Fast and even distribution of cool air: Cool Flow system, Keeps the humidity at 
perfect level: Auto Humidity Control, Professional look and easy to clean: Stainless steel backwall, Energy efficient 
and convient operation: No Frost function, Perfect after-shopping functions: Super Cool™ and Super Freeze™

Shelves, drawers and accessories

1 Multi Zone drawer with Convert Slider for easy adaptation of the temperature

1 fruit and vegetables drawer with Auto humidity control

Adjustable glass shelves in the fridge

2 adjustable door bins

3 freezer drawers

1 bin for cheese and butter

1 egg and ice tray

Cooling and preservation systems

No Frost - eliminates build up of ice in the freezer compartment

Super Cool and Super Freeze function for fast cooling and freezing

Cool Flow air distribution system - fast and even distribution of cool air

Adaptive Temperature Control - keeps food fresh up to 20 % longer

Auto humidity control - self-adjusting system that keeps humidity on perfect level.

Multi Zone for Fruit & Vegetables or Meat & Fish with Convert Slider

Convertible freezer compartment for temporary extension of fridge capacity (“Zero Zone”)

Illumination and controls

LED strips at roof of fridge and freezer

Roof control unit with touch keys

Separate temperature controls for cooling and freezer compartments

Door open alarm / High temp alarm

Installation

Vertical handle

Reversible door

Adjustable feet and wheels

Adjustable feet

Technical data

Gross capacity / Net Capacity 354 / 326 litre

Fridge volume / Freezer volume 220  / 106 litre

Electrical cable 2000 mm

Voltage 220-240 V

Frequence 50 Hz

Current 10 A

Phases 1

Connection load 110 W

EU energy rating C

Annual consumption 165 kWh / year

Noise level 35 dB(A)

Climate class Normal, Subnormal, Subtropical, Tropical

Dimension

Product (H / W / D) 1950 / 600 / 663 mm

STAINLESS

STEEL
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Matt black casing/hardened transparent door glass
Freestanding Wine Climate Cabinet, 192 cm
Article No.: 538.10.420

WCN311942G

700745

1920

L:2000

797

Key features

Optimum humidity: Humidity kept at approx. 70 %, Silence for living areas and no-vibrations for 
better preservation: High-quality compressor standing on dampers, No harmful light can reach 
your wine: UV protection filter in the door glass, Perfect temperatures for storage and serving: 
Three separated temperature zones, Minimal temperature variations for better preservatrion 
and aging: Precise temperature control Fluctuation ≤ 0,3°C, Fully connected for continous 
monitoring: Connect Life, Get all the information you need about your wine: Powered by Vivino

1
2
3

9°C

16°C

12°C

Design and integration

3 layered glass shelf with UV filter for extra protection of the wine

Individually controlled temperature zones

Can hold up to 190 bottles (Standard Bordeaux)

LED illumination in all  zones

Charcoal filter in each zone for reducing pollutions that can affect the wine

Heavy duty hinges with Soft Close

Multi Air Flow keeps constant movement of the air and unified temperature in each zone

Features

Humidity, temperature and vibration sensors with warnings in the display and the app

LED illumination in each zone

Full Touch TFT display with camera for scanning wine labels

Serving area with serving tray, bottle holder and wine accessory drawer

Chalkboard name tags on each rack

Fully extendable wooden racks with soft closing function

RGB light for perfect setting of ambient light

Connect Life app: Check/change settings, inventory list, humidity, temperature

Powered by Vivino: Scan the label with your mobile or with UI camera and access more 
information about your wine

Inventory system: See location of your wine, storage time and serving temperature.

Installation

Location of of electrical cable Center rear

Reversible door

Adjustable feet

Possible to set door opening angle to 90° and 115°

Technical data

Gross capacity / Net Capacity  562 / 517 litre

Electrical cable 2000 mm

Voltage 220-240 V

Frequence 50 Hz

Phases  1

Connection load 160 W

EU energy rating F

Annual consumption 140 kWh/year

Noise level 38 dB(A)

Climate class Normal, Subnormal,Subtropical,Tropical

WiFi / Connectivity Yes

Dimension

Product (H / W / D) 1920 / 700 / 797 mm
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COOKERHOODS



Motor

Control

Filters

Lighting

Finish

Sound Pressure level (min-max)

Minimium distance from Cooker Top

Gas hob

Electric hob

Product Dimensions (H / W / D) mm

Article No.

Installation Diagrams

950 m3/h

4 speed electronic control

Aluminium mesh filter (Perimeter suction)

Strip Led (2700-5500 K)

Stainless Steel and Glass

48 dB(A) - 62 dB(A)

150

150

343 / 1358 / 540 mm

537.81.688

NUVOLA 140
140 cm Ceiling Hood

Motor for ceiling mounted hood (to be orderd separately) Artcle No.: 537.81.569
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max 25 mm
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220

Under–roof/remote motor

Motore slim 
Slim motor

Motore esterno 
External motor

Side view with junction
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Under–roof/remote motor

Motore slim 
Slim motor

Motore esterno 
External motor

Side view with junction
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Under–roof/remote motor

Motore slim 
Slim motor

Motore esterno 
External motor

Side view with junction
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Under–roof/remote motor

Motore slim 
Slim motor

Motore esterno 
External motor

Side view with junction

Cut-out size: 590mm X 1325mm

950 m3/h

4 speed electronic control

Aluminium mesh filter (Perimeter suction)

Strip Led (2700-5500 K)

Stainless Steel and Glass

48 dB(A) - 62 dB(A)

150

150

 343 / 973 / 540 mm

537.81.683

NUVOLA 90
90 cm Ceiling Hood
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Cutout size

side view with junction

junction KACL.789
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Motor

Control

Filters

Lighting

Finish

Sound Pressure level (min-max)

Minimium distance from Cooker Top

Gas hob

Electric hob

Product Dimensions (H / W / D) mm

Article No.

Installation Diagrams

950 m3/h

4 speed electronic control

Aluminium mesh filter (Perimeter suction)

LED perimeter lighting (4000K)

Glass perimter frame and matte white panel

50 dB(A) - 64 dB(A)

150

150

390 / 1195 /  600 mm

537.81.423

ALBA 120
120 cm Ceiling Hood
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0
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3

Slim motor (only onboard)

Onboard under–roof motor

950 m3/h (Motor is separate)

4 Speed, electronic control

Aluminium mesh filter (Perimeter suction)

-

Scotch Brite Stainless Steel

48 dB(A) - 62 dB(A) 

150cm

150cm

338 / 973 / 540 mm

537.81.753

NUBE 90
90 cm Ceiling Hood
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Cut-out size
505 mm x 940 mm

Slim motor (only onboard)

Onboard under–roof motor

*To customize the inner panel, we 
recommend sanding it with simple fine 
sandpaper (2200 or Scotch Brite) and 
apply acrylic washable paint.
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950 m3/h

4 speed electronic control

Aluminium mesh filter (Perimeter suction)

Dynamic LED light 4x3.6 W (2700-5600 K)

Painted black

48-62 dB(A)

150 cm

150 cm

338 / 973 /  540 mm

537.81.673

STELLA 90 BLACK NRS
90 cm Ceiling Hood

foro x incasso: 940x505 versione 90foro x incasso: 940x505 versione 90
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Cutout size

Motor for ceiling mounted hood 
(to be orderd separately)Artcle No.: 537.81.569

Motor

Control

Filters

Lighting

Finish

Sound Pressure level (min-max)

Minimium distance from Cooker Top

Gas hob

Electric hob

Product Dimensions (H / W / D) mm

Article No.

Installation Diagrams
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600 m3/h (Brushless)

4 Speed, electronic control

Underbase Filter with Carbon Zeo

-

Scotch Brite Stainless Steel

46 dB(A) - 64 dB(A) 

Integrated with Induction

9 Levels + Booster

4 with Flex Surface Technology

Yes

Yes

7400W

Yes

206 / 841 /  520 mm

537.61.507

Motor

Control

Filters

Lighting

Finish

Sound Pressure level (min-max)

Minimium distance from Cooker Top

Induction Levels

Induction Zones

Pot Detector

Timer Function

Max Power

Safety Lock & Auto Shut Off

Product Dimensions (H / W / D) mm

Article No.

Installation Diagrams

QUANTUM 
90 cm Hood in Hob
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Front view
Top view

Side viewOver top installation
Cutout size

Flush installation
Cutout size

*recirculating version with
KACL.951 (h60) filter
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950 m3/h

3 Speed + boost,Touch control + 24 h function

Aluminium mesh filter (Perimetric suction)

Led strip 14 W (5500 K)

Stainless Steel and tempered black glass

51 dB(A) - 64 dB(A)

60 mm

400 / 798 / 109 mm

537.81.643

Motor (Ducted version)

Control

Filters

Lighting

Finish

Sound Pressure level (min-max)

Minimium distance from Cooker Top

Product Dimensions (H / W / D) mm

Article No.

Installation Diagrams

DOWN DRAFT
90 cm Worktop hood
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Exhausting version 
(onboard 950 m3/h motor)

Side view, motor
on the back 

Side view, motor
on the front
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Motor

Control

Filters

Lighting

Finish

Sound Pressure level (min-max)

Technology 

Minimium distance from Cooker Top

Gas hob

Electric hob

Product Dimensions (H / W / D) mm

Article No.

Installation Diagrams

SPAZIO
180 cm Suspended Hood
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*Max height with rod extension: 1550 mm.

Power cord slot

600 m3/h

3 Speed + boost, electronic control

Aluminium mesh filter, Carbon Zeo filter

4 x strip Led (2700-5600 K)

Black-painted Steel chassis

46dB(A) - 60dB(A)

Circle.Tech with Carbon.Zeo filters

65cm

52cm

900-1550 / 1800 /  600 mm

537.81.209

I

SPAZIO
130 cm Suspended Hood

600 m3/h

3 Speed + boost, electronic control

Aluminium mesh filter, Carbon Zeo filter

2 x strip Led (2700-5600 K)

Black-painted Steel chassis

46dB(A) - 60dB(A)

Circle.Tech with Carbon.Zeo filters

65cm

52cm

900-1550 / 1300 /  600 mm

532.83.120
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600 m3/h

4 Speed, electronic control

Aluminium mesh filter, Carbon Zeo filter

Dynamic Full Panel LED (2700 - 5600 K)

Black tempered glass and AISI 304 stainless 
steel frame with Scotch Brite finish

46dB(A) - 60dB(A)

Circle.Tech with Carbon.Zeo filters

57cm

52cm

234-1000 / 1175 /  602 mm

537.81.748

Motor

Control

Filters

Lighting

Finish

Sound Pressure level (min-max)

Technology

Minimium distance from Cooker Top

Gas hob

Electric hob

Product Dimensions (H / W / D) mm

Article No.

Installation Diagrams

LEVANTE 120
120 cm Suspended Hood

18
9

20
6

m
ax

 10
0

0

28

1175

1111

602

538

60
2

800 m3/h

4 Speed, electronic control

Aluminium mesh filter

4 x strip led (2700-5600 K) 

Black Matt

49dB(A) - 61dB(A)

Perimetric suction

63cm

52cm

599 - 1243 / 1750 / 600 mm

537.81.669

ELLE 180
180 cm Suspended Hood

Levante
—

Up/Down

—
Falmec
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500 m3/h (Brushless)

4 Speed, electronic control

Aluminium mesh filter, Carbon Zeo filter

LED Strip (3000K)

Black Matt

35dB(A) - 57dB(A)

Multi air technology

65cm

52cm

500-2400 / 1831 /  600 mm

532.83.405

LIGHT 180
180 cm Suspended Hood

500 m3/h (Brushless)

4 Speed, electronic control

Aluminium mesh filter, Carbon Zeo filter

LED Strip (3000K)

Black Matt

35dB(A) - 57dB(A)

Multi air technology

65cm

52cm

1500-2400 / 231 /  600 mm

537.81.737

Motor

Control

Filters

Lighting

Finish

Sound Pressure level (min-max)

Technology

Minimium distance from Cooker Top

Gas hob

Electric hob

Product Dimensions (H / W / D) mm

Article No.

Installation Diagrams

LIGHT 120 
120 cm Suspended Hood
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Motor

Control

Filters

Lighting

Finish

Sound Pressure level (min-max)

Minimium distance from Cooker Top

Gas hob

Electric hob

Product Dimensions (H / W / D) mm

Article No.

Installation Diagrams

800 m3/h

4 Speed, electronic control

Metallic grease filter, removable and washable

Lighting - Led 2 X 1W (3200 K) 

Black painted steel

37dB(A) - 46dB(A)

63cm

52cm

530-1100 / 900 / 490 mm

537.81.164

PLANE BLACK NRS
90 cm Wall Mounted Hood
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NRS LUMINA 90 
90 cm Island Hood

Motor

Control

Filters

Lighting

Finish

Sound Pressure level (min-max)

Minimium distance from Cooker Top

Gas hob

Electric hob

Product Dimensions (H / W / D) mm

Article No.

Installation Diagrams

800 m3h

3 Speed + boost, Touch control + 24h function

Aluminium mesh filter

Neon 2x21 W (6500 K)

Tempered glass with black finishing

37dB(A)-46dB(A)

65 cm

52 cm

530 - 1095 / 900 / 480 mm

537.81.604

NRS LUMINA 90 
90 cm Wall Mounted Hood
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800 m3h

3 Speed + boost, Touch control + 24h function

Aluminium mesh filter

Neon 90 cm, 1x21 W (6500 K)

Tempered glass with black finishing

37dB(A)-46dB(A) 

65 cm

52 cm

530 - 1095 / 900 /  480 mm

537.81.603
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800 m3/h NRS Motor

4 Speed, electronic control

Aluminium Mesh Filters

2*1.2W LED (3200K)

Black Satin Glass with stainless steel central 
band

37dB(A) - 46dB(A)

52cm

52cm

510-1090 / 850 / 349 mm

537.81.373

Motor

Control

Filters

Lighting

Finish

Sound Pressure level (min-max)

Minimium distance from Cooker Top

Gas hob

Electric hob

Product Dimensions (H / W / D) mm

Article No.

Installation Diagrams

FLIPPER NRS
85 cm Wall Mounted Hood

800 m3/h NRS Motor

4 Speed, electronic control

Aluminium Mesh Filters

2*1.2W LED (2700-5600 K)

Tempered Black Glass

37dB(A) - 46dB(A)

57cm

52cm

448-1090 / 850 /  378 mm

537.81.354

VERSO NRS
85 cm Wall Mounted Hood
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Motor

Control

Filters

Lighting

Finish

Sound Pressure level (min-max)

Minimium distance from Cooker Top

Gas hob

Electric hob

Product Dimensions (H / W / D) mm

Article No.

Installation Diagrams

800 m3h

3 Speed + boost, Touch control

Aluminium mesh filter, Charcoal filter

Neon LED 1x21 W (6500 K)

Stainless Steel with black glass front

49dB(A)-62dB(A)

63

52

600-1215 / 900 /  595 mm

537.81.653

LUCE 90
90 cm Island Hood

800 m3h

3 Speed + boost, Touch control

Aluminium mesh filter, Charcoal filter

Neon LED 2x21 W (6500 K)

Stainless Steel with black glass front

49dB(A)-62dB(A)

63

52

520-1065 / 900 /  480 mm

537.81.313

LUCE 90
90 cm Wall Mounted Hood
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Motor

Control

Filters

Lighting

Finish

Sound Pressure level (min-max)

Minimium distance from Cooker Top

Gas hob

Electric hob

Product Dimensions (H / W / D) mm

Article No.

Installation Diagrams

800 m3h

3 Speed + boost, Touch control + 24h function

Aluminium mesh filter, Charcoal filter 

LED 2x1.2 W (2700K-5600K)

Tempered Black glass

46dB(A)-58dB(A)

52

52

448 / 850 / 378 mm

537.81.613

VERSO 85 
85 cm Wall Mounted Hood

800 m3h

3 Speed + boost, Touch control + 24h function

Aluminium mesh filter, Charcoal filter

LED 2x1.2 W (2700K-5600K)

Tempered Black glass

46dB(A)-58dB(A)

52

52

448 / 550 /  378 mm

537.81.605

VERSO 55
55 cm Wall Mounted Hood
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Rear view

Side view
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Motor

Control

Filters

Lighting

Finish

Sound Pressure level (min-max)

Minimium distance from Cooker Top

Gas hob

Electric hob

Product Dimensions (H / W / D) mm

Article No.

Installation Diagrams

800 m³/h

3 speed + boost, electronic control

Air Falmec filter, Charcoal filter

Neon 1x28 W (LED 5700K)

Stainless steel

49dB(A)-62dB(A)

63 cm

52 cm

520-1060 / 1200 /  480 mm

537.81.108

LUMEN 120
120 cm Wall mounted Hood

800 m³/h

3 speed + boost, electronic control

Air Falmec filter, Charcoal filter

Neon 2x28 W (LED 5700K)

Stainless steel

49dB(A)-62dB(A)

 

63 cm

52 cm

520-1060 / 1200 / 480 mm

537.81.118

LUMEN 120
120 cm Island Hood
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800 m3/h

4 Speed, electronic control

Metallic grease filter

Dynamic LED Light (2700K - 5600K)

Stainless Steel with Black tempered glass 

49dB(A) - 62dB(A)

52cm

52cm

263 / 1161/  277-420 mm

537.81.368

Motor

Control

Filters

Lighting

Finish

Sound Pressure level (min-max)

Minimium distance from Cooker Top

Gas hob

Electric hob

Product Dimensions (H / W / D) mm

Article No.

Installation Diagrams

MOVE 120
120 cm Built-in Hood

800 m3/h

4 Speed, electronic control

Metallic grease filter

Dynamic LED Light (2700K - 5600K)

Stainless Steel with Black tempered glass

49dB(A) - 62dB(A)

52cm

52cm

263 / 861 /  277-420 mm

537.81.173

MOVE 90
90 cm Built-in Hood
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Motor

Control

Filters

Lighting

Finish

Sound Pressure level (min-max)

Minimium distance from Cooker Top

Gas hob

Electric hob

Product Dimensions (H / W / D) mm

Article No.

Installation Diagrams

VIRGOLA PLUS 90
90 cm Built-in Hood
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600 m3h

3 Speed + boost, electronic control

Metallic grease filter, Charcoal filter

Dynamic LED Light 2 x 1.2W (2700 k - 5600 k)

Stainless steel

49dB(A)-65dB(A)

52 cm

52 cm

340-700 / 863 / 310-350 mm

537.81.123

600 m3h

3 Speed + boost, electronic control

Metallic grease filter, Charcoal filter

Dynamic LED Light 4 x 1.2W (2700 k - 5600 k)

Stainless steel

49dB(A)-65dB(A)

52 cm

52 cm

340-700 / 1163 / 310-350 mm

537.81.128

VIRGOLA PLUS 120
120 cm Built-in Hood
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Motor

Control

Filters

Lighting

Finish

Sound Pressure level (min-max)

Minimium distance from Cooker Top

Gas hob

Electric hob

Product Dimensions (H / W / D) mm

Article No.

Installation Diagrams

600 m3h

3 Speed + boost, electronic control

Metallic grease filter, Charcoal filter

Dynamic LED Light 2 x 1.2W (3200K - 5500K)

Stainless steel

49dB(A)-65dB(A)

52

52

340-700 / 563 /  310-350 mm

537.81.551

 

VIRGOLA PLUS 60
60 cm Built-in Hood
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Type

Technology

Ionizator

Cellular Charcoal Filter

Dust filter

Finishing

Ambient Light

Product Dimensions (H / W / D) mm

Article No.

Product Diagram

Air Purification

E.Ion® System

Yes

Yes

Yes

Handmade glass

Yes

273 / 259 / 261 mm

537.81.424

Bellaria
E.ion®  Air Purifier 

27
3

240 259

245

27
3

26
1
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DISHWASHER
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Integrated Dishwasher, XL 82 cm
Article No.: 535.20.560

DFI644G

Key features

Durable and sturdy steel racks: 3 level Flexiracks™ Premium loading system, Low noise level: 
42 db (A), Effective and fast drying: Turbo Combi Drying™ system, Heavy duty design: 8 Steel™ 
construction, Superior cleaning performance: 9 Spray™ system

Features

8 Steel™ construction with high-quality non-magnetic 
stainless steel container, stainless steel spray arms, strainers 
and spray pipes; nylon-coated steel racks; steel feet, 
element and outer base.

Large filter area: enhance the water flow and improves the 
cleaning performance

Circulation pump with durable and quiet induction motor and 
integrated heater

Easy-to-read high-definition LCD display

Performance

Super Cleaning System™ Intensive rinsing that cleans the dishes 
and the machine before main wash.

Unique 9 Spray™ system Designed for reaching every corner 
of the dishwasher

Power Zones Wide Spray™ for pots and pans, Jet 
Spray™ for bottles and vases

Turbo Combi Drying™ Efficient drying that combines fan-
assisted drying with automatic 
door open drying, that eliminates all 
humidity

Quality test 12,500 hours, 280 cycles per year (20 
years of domestic use)

Programs / Options

Comfort / Safety / Kid Safe TM 

Status Light™ indicating the progress of the program

Display of remaining time

2 LED lights illuminates the inside of the dishwasher

Hot water connection for energy savings if the building is 
heated with district heating, solar power etc

The Aqua Safe™ System guarantees protection against 
all leaks thanks to the Aqua Detect™ 
sensor located in the water inlet valve 
and the ultra-resistant PEX water inlet 
hose with a lifespan of approx. 50 
years.

After-sale self-diagnostics // Steam Safe™ Protection for the benchtop

Easy installation From front adjustable door springs 
and rear foot

Baskets and drawers

Removable and height adjustable top cutlery tray Available loading height  6 cm

Height adjustable upper rack for coffee cups, glasses and 
saucers, with two cup shelves/wine glass

Holders Maximum loading height 19 cm

Lower rack with cutlery basket and rear pin rows foldable maximum loading height: 35 cm tall

Super Access Simultaneous access to several 
baskets providing optimal loading and 
unloading flexibility

Dimensions

Appliance dimensions (H / W / D) 819-872 / 596 / 559 mm 

Necessary space dimensions (H / W / D) 820-875 / 600 / >560 mm

Length of the power cable / Location 1825 mm / Back right
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820

Detail from side Backside

Built-in dimensions

Length of PEX inlet hose / Locknut dimensions* / Location 1630 mm / ¾” / Back left

Length of outlet hose / Outlet diameter / Location 2000 mm / 19.5 mm / Back left

Custom door length / Rotation point 680–760/670 mm

Technical data

Electrical connection 1.9kW / 220–240V / 50Hz / 10A

Water pressure 0.03–1.0Mpa

Energy efficiency class C

Noise level (dB(A) re 1 pW) 42

Energy consumption/100 cycles (kWh) 212 kWH per year/ 74 kWh per 100 
cycles

Water consumption standard cycle (litre) 9.4 L

Integrated anti-siphon device

Place settings 14
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Key features

Freestanding, 8kg load, 1600 rpmw, 15 programs, White Colour

Installation type Freestanding

Interface type Classic (FSTN)

Capacity (kg) 8

Spin speed (rpm) 1600

Sound level (dB (A)) 51/77

Energy class (EU) B

CONSTRUCTION

Quattro construction •

Steel Seal™ seal without rubber bellow •

Outer/inner drum material Stainless steel outer and inner 
drum

Cast iron counterweights •

Active Drum technology •

PROGRAMMES

Everyday wash / Standard cotton • / •
Mix & synthetic / Wool & hand • / •
Dark wash / Time programme • / •
Auto / Quick • / •
Heavy / Easy care • / •
Quick Pro •

RUN MODES

Normal mode •

Green mode •

Intensive mode •

OPTIONS

Pre-wash •

High water level •

Anti-crease •

Super rinse •

Delayed start •

Save favourite programme •

TECHNICAL DATA

Max connection load (W) 2200

Voltage (V) 220-240

Frequency (Hz) 50

Fuse (A) 10

328

Installation

CLASSIC RANGE

White

W2084C.W

Key features

LCD display, 8 kg loading capacity, Quattro Construction™,  Steel Seal™, Green mode, Intensive 
mode

Programs

Everyday wash, Standard cotton, Mix/ Synthetic, Wool / Hand wash, Dark wash, Time program, Auto, 
Quick, Heavy, Rinse, Spin, Drain, Easy care, Drum cleaning, Quick Pro

General description

 Colour White

 Type Front-loaded

Capacity/consumption

 Energy efficiency class A+++

 Spin drying performance class B

 Capacity cotton 8 kg

 Noise level washing/spinning 51/75 dB(A)

Use and flexibility

 TFT Full Colour Display/FSTN LCD display No / Yes

 Anti-crease / Super Rinse / High water level Yes / Yes / Yes

 Exact and automated dosage with Auto Dose system No

 Load Light™ - Interior light for easier loading and unloading No

 Delayed start Yes

Construction & Performance

 Unique full steel front design Yes

 Quattro Construction™ - Four shock absorbers for vibration-free spinning Yes

 Steel Seal™ - Hygienic door seal without rubber bellow Yes

 Long-lasting stainless steel outer/inner drum material Yes

 Dual soaking with ASKO Pro Wash™ system No

 ECO connection No

Modes

 Green - less water and energy used Yes

 Allergy - more water, longer heating and longer time No

 Speed - more water and faster heating No

 Intensive - more water, energy and longer time Yes

 Night - less water and energy and gentler drum action No

Safety and maintenance

 Anti Block™ - self-cleaning draing pump Yes

 Water overfill protection/Maximized water inlet time Yes/Yes

Dimensions

 Appliance dimensions (H x W x D) 850 / 595 / 569 mm

595

* With door
** With open door

569

850-875

585*
942**

Freestanding Washing Machine 
Article No.: 535.90.460

W2086C.W
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Key features

Freestanding, 8 kg load, 9 programs, White Colour

Installation type Freestanding

Interface type Classic (FSTN)

Capacity (kg) 8

Dryer type Condenser

Sound level (dB (A)) 65

Energy class (EU) B

CONSTRUCTION

Stainless steel drum •

Steel base and steel feet •

Brushless motor and drain pump •

Butterfly drying with Air Lift paddles •

Soft Drum •

FILTERS 

Lint Trap in door •

Front Filter •

PROGRAMMES

Auto dry / Auto normal dry • / •
Auto iron dry / Auto synthetic • / •
Bedding •

Quick Pro / Airing • / •

OPTIONS

Extra dry / Gentle dry / Anti-crease • / • / •
Setting load size •

Delayed start •

Save favourite programme •

TECHNICAL DATA

Max connection load (W) 2800

Voltage (V) 220-240

Frequency (Hz) 50

Fuse (A) 16

Freestanding Dryer
Article No.: 535.90.680

T208C.W

356 357

Installation Installation

CLASSIC RANGE

White

T208C.W

Key features

LCD Display, 8 kg, Auto programs, Bedding, Delayed start

Auto programs

Time program, Auto dry, Auto normal dry, Auto iron dry, Auto synthetic, Bedding, Quick Pro, Airing

General description

 Colour White

 Drying type Freestanding condensor

Capacity/consumption

 Energy efficiency class B

 Capacity cotton 8 kg

 Noise level 65 dB(A)

Use and flexibility

 Number of programs 7

 TFT Full colour display / FSTN LCD display No / Yes

 Drying for fragile fabrics with and without heat Yes

 Condition program for activation of waterproof agents No

 Steam programs for wrinkle care and freshening No

 Anti-crease function allows later unloading reducing creases Yes

 Delayed start option Yes

Construction & Performance

 Caring Soft Drum™ Yes

 Long-lasting and quiet brushless motor Yes

 Load Light™ for convenient loading and unloading No

 Steam wrinkle care and Steam refresh programs No

 Convenient self-cleaning condensor filter No

 Lint and dust protection with 4-piece Multi-filter system No

Safety and maintenance

 Long lasting stainless steel drum Yes

Dimensions

 Appliance dimensions (H x W x D) 850 / 595 / 593 mm 

850-865

595

1082**

593

* With door
** With open door 

654*

CLASSIC RANGE

White

T208V.W

Key features

LCD Display, 8 kg, Auto programs, Bedding, Delayed start

Auto programs

Time program, Auto dry, Auto normal dry, Auto iron dry, Auto synthetic, Bedding, Quick Pro, Airing

General description

 Colour White

 Drying type Freestanding vented

Capacity/consumption

 Energy efficiency class C

 Capacity cotton 8 kg

 Noise level 65 dB(A)

Use and flexibility

 Number of programs 7

 TFT Full colour display / FSTN LCD display No / Yes

 Drying for fragile fabrics with and without heat Yes

 Condition program for activation of waterproof agents No

 Steam programs for wrinkle care and freshening No

 Anti-crease function allows later unloading reducing creases Yes

 Delayed start option Yes

Construction & Performance

 Caring Soft Drum™ Yes

 Long-lasting and quiet brushless motor Yes

 Load Light™ for convenient loading and unloading No

 Steam wrinkle care and Steam refresh programs No

 Convenient self-cleaning condensor filter No

 Lint and dust protection with 4-piece Multi-filter system No

Safety and maintenance

 Long lasting stainless steel drum Yes

Dimensions

 Appliance dimensions (H x W x D) 850 / 595 / 593 mm 

850-865

595

1082**

593

* With door
** With open door 

654*
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Colour White

Installation type Freestanding

Interface type LCD

Capacity (kg) 4

Dryer type Vented

CONSTRUCTION & PERFORMANCE

Body material Painted steel

Handle Brushed stainless steel

Reinforced and sound-proofed door •

Door guide for perfect alignment •

Direct blowing into compartment •

Dewatering capacity (g/min) 17

Total drying length (m) 16

Fan capacity (m3/h) 180

USE & FLEXIBILITY

Super careful drying of all fabrics •

Foldable pull-out hangers •

Door hanger • 2

Glove hanger •

Bar for hangers • 2

Auto programmes •

INTERACTION & CONTROL

Display type LCD/Electronic

Program selector and option keys •

Time selection •

Temperature selection •

Remaining time indication •

End of programme indicator •

Programme memory •

PROGRAMMES

Auto extra dry •

Auto cupboard dry •

Auto normal dry •

Warm towels •

Timed dry •

Cold dry •

OPTIONS

Normal temperature •

High temperature •

Delayed start •

TECHNICAL DATA

Max connection load (W) 1500 W

Voltage (V) 220-240

Frequency (Hz) 50

Fuse (A) 10

595

155
297

605

O102

1840
25

Drying Cabinet
Article No.: 533.94.889

DC7784V
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Description Pull-out Ironing board

Colour White

Installation type Integrated

Size (height) 150 mm

Material Painted steel

Integration with  
washer & dryer •

USE & FLEXIBILITY

Push / pull opening •

Hidden ironing board •

Maxiumum load 10 kg

UNOPENED DIMENSIONS

Height 150 mm

Width 595 mm

Depth 587 mm

Weight 21 kg

OPENED DIMENSIONS

Height 90

Widht 310

Depth 930

Work height 1042-1072*

* Installed on top of washer

We assume no liability for printing errors.
The manufacturer reserves the right to alter specifications without prior notice.

595
1517

587

310

150
930

Hidden Helpers- Pull-out Ironing board
Article No.: 562.62.760

HI1153W



Mumbai Design Centre:
Haji Moosa Patrawala Ind.Estate (SOBO), 
Near Famous Studio, Mahalaxmi (West), 
Mumbai - 400 011
Tel.: 022 6264 7100.

Mumbai Design Centre:
#2 Filix Building, Opp. Asian Paints, 
L.B.S. Marg, Bhandup (West), 
Mumbai - 400 078
Tel.: 022 2596 9660/ 
2596 9787/2594 7305

New Delhi Office & Design Centre:  
D-89 , 1st Floor, Okhla Phase-I,
New Delhi - 110 020
Tel.: 011-66574999
Fax: 011-41605482

Bangalore Office & Design Centre:
Incubex Nestavera Spaces Pvt Ltd,
No:13, Langford Place, Langford Road, 
Shanti Nagar, Bangalore - 560 025
Tel.: 080 4132 6116
Fax: 080 4132 6226

Bangalore 
Hafele Appliances Gallery:
No. 2/1, Shiv Manor, Langford Road, 
Shantinagar, Bangalore - 560027
Tel.: 080 - 4142 6336

Hyderabad Office & Design Centre:
SJR Building - # 1-57/89/1 & 1-57/89/2
Opp Allahabad Bank, Gachibowli,
Hyderabad – 500032
Tel.: 040 29557578 / 040 29557588

Kolkata Design Centre:
PS Pace, Premises No. 1/1A, 
Mahendra Roy Lane, Topsia, 
Kolkata - 700 046
Tel.: 033 40086814 / 033 40089268
Fax: 033 24988020

Kolkata Office:
Office No. 1001, PS Continental, 
10th Floor, 83/2/1 Topsia Road, 
Near Vishwakarma Building. 
South Kolkata - 700046 
Tel: 033-2285 0104 /  
033-2285 0105 / 033-2285 0106

Chennai Office & Design Centre:
1st Floor No.24, College Road, 
Nungambakkam, Chennai - 600 006
Tel.:  044 - 4215 1542 
Fax: 044 2446 0922

Pune Design Centre:
Showroom No. 2, Ground Floor, 
F P no. 403, A/2, ICC Trade Tower, 
Senapati Bapat Marg, 
Shivaji Nagar, Pune -411016 
Tel.:  020 2563 3301 
Fax: 020 2563 3302

Pune Office:
Office No. 12, Vastushree Complex, 
Survey No.587, 
Near Hyde Park, Gultekdi, 
Market Yard, Pune - 411 037
Tel.:  020 2426 6264 
Fax: 020 2426 6274

Ahmedabad Office:
Hafele India Pvt. Ltd., Office No. 302, 
3rd Floor, Shangrila Arcade, Near 
Shyamal Cross Road, Satellite, 
Ahmedabad - 380015
Tel.: +91 79695 55505 / 8866220505

Cochin Office:
Jomer Symphony, 5th Floor, 48/1744
C34, Chalikkavattom, North 
Ponnurunni, Vyttila, Cochin- 682010

Sri Lanka:
Hafele Office and Design Centre: 
52, Nandana Gardens 
(On Duplication Road), Colombo 04. 
Tel: +94 112 500 501. 
Fax: 0094 112 500 553.

Hafele Design Centre: 
448, Galle Road, Rawathawatta, 
Moratuwa, Sri Lanka. 
Tel.: +94 112 644 600. 

Hafele Design Centre: 
752 Peradeniya Rd,
Kandy, Sri Lanka.
Tel.: +94 812 223 338

Bangladesh Office:
2nd Floor, House - 181, Road - 2, 
Mohakhali DOHS, Dhaka - 1206.
Tel.:  01844018431/ 01844018432/ 
01844018433/ 01844018437.

Bangladesh Design Center:
House - 106, Road - 12, 
Block - E, Banani, Dhaka - 1213
Tel.: 02-48810380-81

Nepal:
UHS Holdings Pvt. Ltd.
Kathmandu-2, Gairidhara Chowk, 
Nepal.
Mob.: +977 9802338800

Bhutan: 
SMART HOMES
Gr. Floor, Druk Building (Opp Helipad) 
Babesa -Thimpu Expressway, Thimpu
Tel.: +975-2-333419
Mob.: +975-77277615, 17839717,
77114228,1760063,17669840
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